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Resumo Alargado 

A globalização dos mercados, bem como o surgimento de novos “paradigmas”, tais 

como a “Internet of things” e o “Big Data” associados ao desenvolvimento tecnológico 

que lhes servem de suporte levou a que as organizações tivessem ao seu dispor um 

grande volume de dados. Esse aumento de dados, associado à existência de novos 

modelos de negócio que surgiram com a globalização, levou, em alguns casos, à 

necessidade de adaptação dos sistemas de informação das organizações, e de 

integração de dados provenientes de diferentes repositórios de informação. 

A necessidade de as organizações lidarem com diferentes repositórios, ainda que 

no mesmo domínio, potencia o aumento de problemas de qualidade de dados, uma vez 

que os repositórios poderão não ter os mesmos esquemas ou poderão estar 

representados através de diferentes modelos de dados. 

Hoje em dia, grande parte das decisões tomadas pelas organizações depende da 

informação fornecida pelos seus sistemas de informação. Ora a informação produzida é 

baseada nos dados que as organizações detêm. Assim, quanto maior for a qualidade dos 

dados existentes, melhor será a informação gerada e melhores poderão ser as decisões 

das organizações. 
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As abordagens existentes para a resolução dos problemas de qualidade dos dados 

recorrem à utilização de técnicas de limpeza de dados onde o especialista define em 

primeiro lugar as operações de deteção de problemas de qualidade de dados e 

posteriormente as operações de correção associadas. 

Uma grande parte das abordagens existentes para a limpeza de dados são 

específicas para um determinado modelo de dados, ou encontram-se associadas a um 

determinado esquema. Caso as operações de limpeza de dados se encontrem 

associadas a um modelo de dados ou a um esquema específico, torna-se difícil a sua 

aplicação em repositórios representados através doutros modelos de dados ou outros 

esquemas. As abordagens existentes não permitem pois a reutilização das operações de 

limpeza de dados existentes. 

Considerando este contexto, foi proposta uma abordagem que visa a reutilização 

do conhecimento existente (operações de limpeza) procurando reduzir a intervenção do 

especialista na especificação das operações de limpeza de dados e que permite uma 

maior interoperabilidade das mesmas. Para tal, as operações de limpeza de dados são 

especificadas ao nível conceptual. De acordo com a abordagem proposta, as operações 

de limpeza previamente especificadas poderão ser sugeridas ao perito, em função de 

cada caso concreto. Para que esta sugestão seja possível, tem de existir informação que 

seja comum entre a conceptualização de um domínio e o repositório com problemas de 

qualidade de dados a serem detetados. Esta nova abordagem visa resolver problemas 

decorrentes de potenciais dissemelhanças entre a conceptualização do domínio e esse 

repositório, quer ao nível do esquema, quer ao nível do modelo de dados. 

A utilização de ontologias para a formalização da semântica das operações de 

limpeza de dados permite que estas deixem de estar associadas a um esquema ou 

modelo de dados específico. A existência de um conjunto de correspondências entre 

ontologias (ontology matching) ajuda a resolver a heterogeneidade semântica entre as 

mesmas. O estabelecimento de correspondências entre ontologias e o aumento da sua 

expressividade potencial é um processo ainda em estudo por diversos autores.  
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A ontologia criada por Fürber e Hepp (Data Quality Management Ontology) 

permitiu a criação de um vocabulário para a representação de operações de deteção e 

correção de problemas de qualidade de dados. Esta ontologia pode ser expandida de 

modo a incorporar problemas de qualidade de dados não considerados originalmente 

pelos autores (E-DQM). 

As ferramentas de limpeza de dados existentes encontram-se associadas ao 

esquema de um repositório, seja ele uma ontologia ou outro tipo de repositório. Este 

fator limita a interoperabilidade das operações de limpeza de dados. 

Após a análise das abordagens atualmente existentes foi desenvolvida uma 

metodologia com dois objetivos: permitir a reutilização do conhecimento existente 

sobre operações de limpeza de dados apoiando o perito na especificação de novas 

operações; e permitir a reutilização das operações de limpeza de dados em novos 

repositórios, independentemente do seu esquema e do seu modelo de dados, 

garantindo desta forma a interoperabilidade das operações. 

A metodologia proposta baseia-se em três camadas: camada de dados concretos 

(CDL - Concrete Data Layer), camada de dados abstractos (ADL - Abstract Data Layer) e 

camada de interligação (BL - Bridge Layer). 

A camada CDL contém um processo semi-automático de limpeza de dados (DCP - 

Data Cleaning Process), aplicando a um repositório com problemas de qualidade de 

dados um conjunto de operações de deteção de problemas e de limpeza de dados 

especificadas de acordo com esse repositório e de acordo com o vocabulário específico 

da ferramenta de limpeza de dados, baseadas numa ontologia de domínio e num 

vocabulário específico. 

A camada ADL contém um processo semi-automático de especificação de 

operações de limpeza de dados (DCOSP - Data Cleaning Operation Specification Process) 

de acordo com a conceptualização de um dado domínio/aplicação e de acordo com um 

vocabulário que define univocamente a estrutura e a semântica das operações de 

limpeza de dados, independentemente de qualquer repositório específico. 
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A camada BL permite a interligação entre a CDL e a ADL através de dois processos 

distintos: o DAP - Data Abstraction Process, composto por um processo de 

estabelecimento de correspondências entre os esquemas da ontologia de domínio e do 

repositório com problemas de qualidade de dados e por um processo de transformação 

de dados representados numa conceptualização (repositório de destino) em dados 

representados noutra conceptualização (ontologia de domínio); e o DCORP - Data 

Cleaning Operation Rewriting Process, processo semi-automático de reescrita de 

operações de limpeza de dados definidas a um nível abstrato, para uma aplicação 

concreta. 

De acordo com a metodologia proposta, o procedimento de limpeza de dados 

compreende as seguintes etapas: (i) seleção da ontologia de domínio (existente ou 

nova), (ii) verificação da necessidade de conversão dessa ontologia para outra 

conceptualização, (iii) alinhamento entre a ontologia de domínio e o repositório de 

destino, (iv) definição do Data Cleaning Operation Domain de acordo com o vocabulário, 

(v) reescrita das operações de limpeza de dados de acordo com a ferramenta de limpeza 

a utilizar e (vi) execução das operações de limpeza reescritas sobre o repositório de 

destino. 

A ferramenta de limpeza de dados escolhida foi o SmartClean, por ser uma 

ferramenta académica, facilmente disponível, com uma taxonomia associada, porque se 

aplica a bases de dados relacionais (que ainda são muito comuns hoje em dia) e porque 

permite aplicar a metodologia proposta a um modelo de dados diferente do modelo de 

Fürber e Hepp. 

Para que seja exequível a sugestão de operações de limpeza de dados ao perito, é 

necessária a existência de uma lista de operações de limpeza de dados para o domínio 

em causa, previamente especificada por um especialista de domínio, e é necessário que 

as respetivas estrutura e semântica estejam representadas em E-DQM. 

O processo de reescrita das operações de limpeza de dados (DCORP) pode ser 

encarado como uma função, cuja imagem são operações escritas de acordo com a 

estrutura do repositório de destino e no vocabulário da ferramenta concreta a utilizar, 
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e cujos argumentos são: a ontologia de domínio, o vocabulário de especificação das 

operações (na camada ADL), o esquema de dados do repositório de destino, a lista de 

operações de limpeza previamente especificadas pelo especialista de domínio e o 

vocabulário da ferramenta a utilizar. 

O processo de reescrita pode ser composto por duas etapas, em conformidade com 

(i) diferenças entre o vocabulário de especificação das operações e o vocabulário da 

ferramenta de limpeza e (ii) diferenças entre as estruturas de dados da ontologia de 

domínio e do repositório de destino. 

A aplicação da metodologia a um caso real permitiu verificar a exequibilidade das 

propostas, nomeadamente: a representação de operações a um nível conceptual 

independente do esquema e do modelo de dados do repositório de destino, a reescrita 

das operações, a sua sugestão ao perito e a sua execução sobre o repositório de destino. 

A ferramenta de alinhamento Alignment API mostrou-se algo limitativa na 

especificação dos alinhamentos, levantando a necessidade de exploração futura de 

ferramentas mais expressivas, como o E-DOAL, sobretudo na resolução de casos 

contendo expressões matemáticas, agregações ou transformações. 

As experiências revelaram igualmente a necessidade de um estudo de alternativas 

de reescrita das operações de limpeza contendo funções atualmente não suportadas 

pelas ferramentas de limpeza. 

Foram apresentadas limitações da metodologia, bem como do processo de 

reescrita com o intuito de apresentar trabalhos futuros. Trabalhos futuros deverão ainda 

incluir a experimentação da metodologia proposta em repositórios de diferentes 

domínios e com modelos de dados diversos. 
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Abstract 

Organizations deal with an ever increasing amount of data. Globalization and new 

business models brought about the need for more complex information systems and for 

the integration of data from different repositories. This in turn has led to an increase of 

potential data quality problems (DQPs), with consequences at information and 

management decisions' levels. 

Current approaches tackling DQPs rely on the specification by an expert of the most 

appropriate Data Cleaning Operations (DCOs), i.e., for detecting and correcting DQPs. 

Most of these approaches, and the corresponding data cleaning tools (DCTs) are tied to 

a specific data model or a specific schema, which makes their DCOs difficult to reuse in 

different situations. 

The use of ontologies to represent the semantics of DCOs unties the link to specific 

schemas or data models. Furber & Hepp built an ontology (Data Quality Management 

Ontology) and a vocabulary for DCOs. The use of these ontologies along with the 

establishment of correspondences (ontology matching) between ontologies helps to 

solve their semantic heterogeneity. These correspondences along with the 

improvement of their expressivity is a field of ongoing research. 
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Nevertheless, solutions proposed up to this date are still linked to specific data 

models. For instance, Fürber e Hepp’s vocabulary is specified for RDF/OWL data models. 

Hence, this is still a factor limiting the interoperability of DCOs. 

In this dissertation, a new approach has thus been proposed with a twofold 

objective: (i) the reduction of human intervention and expertise; and, (ii) the increase in 

the interoperability of DCOs. The former objective is achieved through the reuse of 

DCO's pre-existing knowledge and the suggestion of DCOs to the expert. The latter 

through a more abstract specification of DCOs independently of schema or data model. 

The proposed approach is based upon three layers: (i) a Concrete Data Layer (CDL), 

containing a semi-automatic data cleaning process in which DCOs are targeted to a 

specific repository and defined in the vocabulary of the DCT in question; (ii) an Abstract 

Data Layer (ADL), containing a semi-automatic DCO specification process according to a 

domain ontology and a more abstract vocabulary; and, (III) a Bridge Layer (BL) 

interconnecting the two, which relies on alignments between the target repository and 

the domain ontology and between DCO's vocabularies. 

The rewriting of DCOs from the ADL to the CDL is a function of the domain ontology, 

the abstract DCO vocabulary, the data model and schema on the target repository, DCOs 

previously defined by the expert and the vocabulary of the DCT. The complexity of this 

function depends upon differences at (i) data model and schema and (ii) vocabulary 

levels. 

This approach was applied to a real case, demonstrating the practicability of the 

proposal. Future works should mainly address the use of more expressive alignment 

tools, like E-DOAL, and alternate ways to rewrite DCOs containing functions not 

supported by present DCT. 
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1.  

 

Introduction 

This chapter outlines the research problem and the thesis statement, as well as the 

methodology followed throughout the research and its outcome. The organizational and 

technological contexts of data quality management are described, shedding some light 

into the causes of the increase of the quantity of data quality problems and the need to 

develop more efficient means to solve them. Existing data cleaning tools lack this 

efficiency as they tend to rely on the intervention of experts and their data cleaning 

operations are commonly specific to a schema or data model. 

As it will be shown, this thesis is based on the premise that more efficient data 

cleaning procedures can be attained if the data cleaning operations are defined at a 

conceptual level, and adequately translated, so as to be applied on repositories with 

different schemas or data models, and thus becoming reusable. The adopted research 

methodology is presented, along with a list of research contributions, several of which 
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have already been disclosed in scientific papers. The last section of this chapter provides 

a brief overview on the structure of this document.  

1.1. Context 

As a result of several advents, such as the Globalization [Redman 2001], the Internet 

of Things (IoT) [Atzori et al. 2010] and the Big Data [Singh and Singh 2012], [Snijders et 

al. 2012], and their consequent technological advances, organizations are being led to 

generate and to collect an ever-increasing volume of data. Thus, organizations’ 

information systems are being constantly challenged to adapt and to integrate several 

and possibly heterogeneous data sources (or repositories).  

In this context of change, even for the same domain (or application), organizations 

usually end up with more than one repository with redundant and/or complementary 

data. Moreover, data of a single repository is often: (i) collected under different 

circumstances (e.g., application/device used to collect the data and, therefore, the 

applied business rules); and/or (ii) the result of one (or more) data integration processes. 

Both situations can lead to Data Quality Problems (DQP). To Roebuck [Roebuck 2011] 

data are of high quality "if they are fit for their intended uses in operations, decision 

making and planning". Also Karel, referred that the impact of poor data quality (DQ) can 

have huge financial costs on organizations [Rob Karel 2015]. 

It is important to keep in mind that data by itself is of no value but the information 

and knowledge that can be generated from it may be very important for organizations. 

The value is based on the analysis done over the existing data and how it is converted 

into information and, eventually, into knowledge. As an example, consider that there is 

a data source to keep the data of all the employees being the date of birth one of its 

attributes. The date of birth, by itself as short value for the organization but it can be 

used to calculate, for e.g., the average age of all the employees of that organization. This 

information can be then transformed into knowledge since it can be used to classify if 

the average age of the employees is above or below the average of other organizations 

which can be (part of) an important competitive factor for some organizations. However, 

if the data is affected by quality problems, the quality of further analysis will reflect 
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those problems. This is known as the Garbage In, Garbage Out (GIGO [Informit-RMIT 

Training PTY LTD 2010] ) principle. These quality problems will have consequences on 

organizations' decisions. As an example, consider an educational institution where the 

same student is registered twice (in different records), one where his name is “John M.” 

and another where his name is “John Murray”. A consequence of this situation can lead 

to some grades being recorded for the student “John M.” and others to the student 

“John Murray” as if were de facto different students which is not the case. If this 

situation is not detected and corrected in a timely manner, a possible consequence 

could be that the student does not fulfil the necessary conditions to enrol in the next 

academic-year since he does not have approbation in all required course units. This is 

an example of how the quality of the information produced relies upon the quality of 

the underlying data. Better information allows better decisions, and hence the need to 

detect and correct DQP.  

In the context of this work, DQPs are problems that exist at a data/instance level. 

The effort to classify these DQPs has led to the development of alternative taxonomies, 

some of which will be dealt in subsequent chapters. From a loose perspective, examples 

of DQP might be: missing values in mandatory attributes (e.g., VAT number in e-

commerce); domain violations (e.g., a luggage with a negative weight); violations of the 

uniqueness of attribute values (e.g., two different receipts with the same number); 

syntax violations (e.g., a date value not conforming to a pre-defined format, like 

YYYY/MM/DD); existence of duplicate records (e.g., the existence of different names 

associated with the same tax number); or business rule violations (e.g., someone not 

conforming to a minimum age rule applied to customers buying certain products).  

DQPs such as missing values in mandatory attributes, domain violations, uniqueness 

violations, business rules violations, existence of duplicate records or inconsistent 

records [Oliveira et al. 2005a], [Kim et al. 2003], may exist in individual repositories, but 

may as well arise when different data repositories are integrated. Nowadays these 

problems assume a greater dimension since: 

 The same data may exist in different repositories; 
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 Existing data in different repositories may be represented in different ways, 

namely in terms of data model, language and schema; 

 There is usually a large quantity of information to be processed.  

The first two problems will lead to heterogeneity problems which represent DQP 

that need to be detected and corrected through a data cleaning process.  

Data cleaning is the process by which DQPs are detected and eventually corrected 

[Milano et al. 2005]. This process can be fully manual or semi-automatic. Turning it into 

a fully automated process though, i.e., without the need of human assistance, is a very 

complex or even impossible task. To see why, let us consider a situation where the same 

attribute, for instance an individual's address, is represented twice in a repository. If the 

values of such attribute do not coincide for the same individual, there will possibly be 

no way of telling which is the correct one, in which case only that individual will be able 

to solve the inconsistency. 

1.2. Research Problem 

DQPs are usually addressed through a data cleaning process (or technique) that 

requires a domain expert to specify Data Cleaning Operations (DCOs) targeted to first 

detect DQPs and further to correct them [Dasu et al. 2003] [Milano et al. 2005]. 

The data cleaning process will hardly be a fully automatic process [Oliveira 2008] 

that is related to the fact that the specification of the DQPs whose existence is to be 

checked, how to do that (e.g., integrity constraints DCOs), and which corrective actions 

to be taken depend on specialized/expert knowledge. However, once the data cleaning 

knowledge has been specified, it should be possible to reuse it and reduce the need for 

human intervention. This could be done by automatically suggesting the expert/user to 

reuse a pre-existing DCO whenever a similar situation is identified. In this way, the 

expert/user should be able to choose whether to: (i) accept the proposed DCO; (ii) 

accept the proposed DCO with minor changes; or, (iii) reject the proposed DCOs. 
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After an analysis of existing tools for data cleaning1, whether they are academic or 

open source (e.g., SmartClean [Oliveira et al. 2009]; DQM [Fürber and Hepp 2011]; 

KATARA [Chu et al. 2015]) or, commercial (e.g.,: Quality Trillium [Trillium 2011]; DataFlux 

[DataFlux 2011]; and, DataCleaner2 (open source/commercial)) it was found that they 

are very dependent on the expert/specialist for the specification of which detection and 

correction operations to perform. Typically, the implementation of a data cleaning 

process involves the manual specification of many detection and correction operations. 

Usually, the process comprehends the following steps: 

 The expert/specialist starts by defining the detection operations to perform 

in search for possible data quality problems; 

 Then he runs the specified detection operations; 

 Afterwards, the expert/specialist specifies the correction operations to be 

carried out on the data to solve the identified problems; 

 And finally he runs the correction operations to clean the data. These 

operations can even have to be performed manually because they can be 

dependent of a case-by-case analysis. 

Most of the existing methodologies/tools are specific for a given data model (e.g., 

relational data model, RDF/OWL) and, therefore, exploit the particularities of that data 

model, preventing their applicability on data sources with other data models [Almeida 

et al. 2012]. Even within the same data model there are usually differences between the 

schemas of different repositories, even if they represent the same application domain. 

Existing tools do not allow the application of a similar set of data cleaning operations to 

data sources having different schemas. For these reasons the existing 

methodologies/tools are more suitable for scenarios where data sources share the same 

data model and schema. 

However, there are a significant amount of DQPs that can occur in different 

repositories of the same domain and to which the same data cleaning operations could 

and should be applied. There are also situations where the DQPs and respective DCOs 

                                                           
1 Further reading can be found in Chapter 3  
2 https://datacleaner.org/docs accessed in 21/10/2016 

https://datacleaner.org/docs
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are so generic that they become independent of a specific domain. For example, the 

detection of missing values in an attribute storing the tax number of a customer (which 

is supposed to be mandatory). Another example is a syntax violation in an attribute 

storing Portuguese zip codes. In such a case, the DQP and respective DCO are the same 

for every Portuguese zip codes, independently of the domain (e.g., health, education, 

sports). In such cases, the approach followed by the data cleaning tools is not suitable, 

since they bind DCOs to the schema of the repository and to a specific data model. The 

execution of such operations in other repositories is not trivial and is thus conditioned 

upon a set of changes that must be done by an expert.  

The main goal of this work is to reuse the existing DCOs, taking into account the 

specificities of the repositories as well as their representation languages, as much as 

possible reducing this way the need of human expertise in the data cleaning process, 

based upon and considering the state-of-the-art of data cleaning methodologies and 

tools. 

1.3. Thesis statment 

This thesis advocates that capturing and representing DCOs at a higher conceptual 

level that is closer to the human cognition and, therefore, not intrinsically dependent of 

(or related to) particularities of concrete conceptualizations and/or data models is 

advantageous. Namely, it aims to reduce the human expertise and intervention required 

to the specification of DCOs. For this, the reuse of the known DCOs in different 

repositories is achieved by: (i) (semi)automatically suggesting DCOs to the user/expert; 

and, (ii) the capability of rewriting such DCOs according to the particularities of concrete 

repositories is foreseen. 

1.4. Research Methodology 

One goal of this work is to design and develop new artifacts with new features that 

can reduce the human intervention in the specification of DCOs. In this context, the 

design-science research paradigm [Von Alan et al. 2004] was considered a suitable 

methodology since “it seeks to create innovations that define the ideas, practices, 
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technical capabilities, and products through which the analysis, design, implementation, 

and use of information systems can be effectively and efficiently accomplished” [Von 

Alan et al. 2004]. 

Design-science research involves the creation of new knowledge through design of 

novel or innovative artifacts (things or processes) and analysis of the use and/or 

performance of such artifacts along with reflection and abstraction to improve and 

understand the behaviour of aspects of Information Systems [Vaishnavi and Kuechler 

2004]. Each iteration is based in an iterative and incremental process that involves two 

complementary phases [Von Alan et al. 2004], [March and Smith 1995]: a building phase 

and an evaluation phase. The building phase comprehends constructs (representation 

language), models (representation of abstractions), methods (algorithms), and 

instantiations (working system - prototype). In the evaluation phase, potential 

weaknesses in the artifacts or in its theoretical foundations are identified, thus providing 

essential feedback for the next, hopefully more successful, building phase. 

The foundations of this paradigm gave rise to seven guidelines [Von Alan et al. 2004] 

to assist researchers, reviewers, editors, and readers in understanding the requirements 

for effective design-science research. These guidelines were addressed as follows: 

1. Design as an artifact. A methodology was developed (Chapter 4) as well as its key 

components (Layers and processes). 

2. Relevance. An analysis of the state-of-the-art revealed lacunae that could be 

fulfilled by the current research and allows the identification of possible scenarios that 

will benefit with the resolution of those lacunae (Chapter 3); 

3. Design Evaluation. Experiments were carried out with the produced artifacts to 

evaluate their utility, quality and effectiveness in contexts with several different Data 

Quality Problems. Direct observation of the DCOs suggested to the user was the main 

instrument used. Results were evaluated qualitatively; 
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4. Research Contributions. The contributions of the designed artifacts are 

systematically listed in Section 1.5 of this chapter. These contributions stress the 

designed artifacts' novelty and significance; 

5. Research Rigor. The proposed artifacts are formally described in Chapter 4. 

Furthermore, the artifacts are evaluated based on experiments detailed in Chapter 5; 

6. Design as a Search Process. As previously mentioned, design-science considers 

research an iterative and incremental process, alternating between a building phase and 

an evaluation phase. In this sense, the work described along Chapter 4, namely an 

innovative and effective solution to the addressed problem, resulted from a set of 

iterations during the design and prototyping processes; 

7. Communication of Research. The undertaken research and the artifacts produced 

were published in several international conferences, namely: 

1st “Interoperabilidade de Operações de Limpeza de Dados Recorrendo a 

Ontologias” in the 7th Iberian Conference on Information Systems and 

Technologies – CISTI 2012 [Almeida and Oliveira 2012]. 

2nd "Ontologies for Reusing Data Cleaning Knowledge" in the IEEE Sixth 

International Conference on Semantic Computing – ICSC 2012 [Almeida et al. 

2012]. 

3rd “Towards Reusing Data Cleaning Knowledge” in the 3rd World Conference on 

Information Systems and Technologies - WorldCIST 2015 [Almeida et al. 

2015]. 

4th “An Ontology-Based Methodology for Reusing Data Cleaning Knowledge” in 

the 7th International Joint Conference on Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge 

Engineering and Knowledge Management – IC3K 2015 [Almeida et al. 2015]. 

5th “A Methodology for Rewriting Data Cleaning Operations” in the 21st 

International Conference on Information Quality – ICIQ 2016 [Almeida et al. 

2016a]. 
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6th “Ontology Based Rewriting Data Cleaning Operations” in the Ninth 

International Conference on Computer Science & Software Engineering – 

C3S2E 2016 [Almeida et al. 2016b]. 

This methodology served as the foundation of both the previously mentioned set of 

tasks undertaken, the generation, organization and critical review of new knowledge 

and the writing and publication of scientific papers and this own dissertation. The writing 

of this dissertation took place, as a preliminary draft, concomitantly with all the above-

mentioned tasks, and as a definitive document only in their final stages. 

This doctoral dissertation should be viewed as a further step in the broader research 

field of DQPs' detection and correction. It stemmed from the needs identified on past 

research [Oliveira 2008], and in itself identifies future lines of research. One such line of 

research was the development and implementation of a prototype for the rewriting of 

existing knowledge, which has resulted from the development of this dissertation. The 

prototype was produced in the scope of an MSc thesis [Santos 2016a]. 

1.5. Research Contributions 

The use of ontologies and a specific vocabulary to store the DCOs at a higher 

conceptual level closer to the human cognition for subsequent reuse is presented as an 

innovation in the data cleaning research field. The two dimensions considered are: (i) 

differences between the schema of the DCOs represented at a conceptual level and the 

structure of a specific repository and (ii) differences related to the language in which the 

DCOs are represented. This representation aims the reuse of data cleaning operations 

on different repositories. 

In summary, the contributions and originality of this work are: 

1. Identification and systematization of the problem of how to support the reuse of 

data cleaning operations on different repositories and how it can be addressed. 

This topic resulted in two publications [Almeida and Oliveira 2012], [Almeida et 

al. 2012]; 
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2. Design of a methodology that is constituted by a set of processes that allow the 

representation of the data cleaning knowledge at a conceptual level and 

independent of specific data models or schemas, promoting the reuse of these 

operations by proposing them to an expert/specialist, in a automatically or semi-

automatically way. This methodology was published in [Almeida et al. 2015]; 

3. Identification and use of tools, technologies and current approaches that allow 

the application of the proposed methodology. Published in [Almeida et al. 2015]; 

4. Extension/improvement of the Data Quality Management Ontology (DQM) to 

support other kind of data quality problems according to the adopted 

methodology. This was published in [Almeida et al. 2015]; 

5. Definition of a DCO rewriting process capable of dealing with variations at 

domain description (schema) and the language of capturing and representing 

DCOs. It was published in [Almeida et al. 2016b]; 

6. Realization of experiments over a case study. It was published in [Almeida et al. 

2016b]. 

1.6. Document Structure 

This document is composed of six chapters arranged in the following manner: 

 Chapter 1 introduces the research problem, the research methodology 

adopted and the contributions stemming from it. The research problem is 

contextualized in the broader field of data quality management. The novelty 

and relevance of the proposals are put forward, and a list of scientific papers 

that have been disclosed along with the different stages of the research is 

presented. 

 Chapter 2 presents the main background knowledge supporting subsequent 

chapters of this thesis. It starts with brief references to basic concepts such 

as data model, schema or database management system. It proceeds with a 

section on ontologies, stressing their similarities and dissimilarities with data 

schemas, and then focusing on some languages used to represent them. It 

presents the fundaments of ontology matching, namely its necessity, 

characteristics and languages. It briefly mentions the issue of query 
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rewriting and it ends with a brief discussion on the definition of data quality, 

in a strict and in a wider perspective. 

 Chapter 3 presents the state of the art on relevant research topics. It 

mentions several ontologies that have been put forward on the data 

cleaning domain, taxonomies for the classification of Data Quality Problems 

(DQPs), and a specific ontology (Data Quality Management Ontology) that 

has been developed for the representation of the most common DQPs. This 

chapter then focuses on several data cleaning tools that have been recently 

developed, its functionalities, advantages and disadvantages. 

 Chapter 4 describes the proposed methodology. It starts with an overview 

of the methodology, proceeding with a description of each of its processes, 

organized into an abstract data layer, at a more conceptual level, a concrete 

data layer, dealing with the real world repositories and data cleaning tools, 

and a bridge layer allowing the interoperability between the two. The final 

section of this chapter describes the flow of these processes within a normal 

data cleaning procedure, according to the proposed methodology. 

 Chapter 5 presents the experiments carried out with the proposed 

methodology. It describes the practical set-up in which the experiments took 

place, namely the real-world elements comprising the whole 

implementation (selected ontology languages, alignment tools, data 

cleaning languages, data cleaning tool, among others), along with a brief 

justification for the options taken. The selected real-world repository was a 

Portuguese blood donations relational database with some previously 

identified data quality problems. A golden reference is presented, against 

which the results of the proposed methodology are compared and 

evaluated. The chapter ends with a discussion on these results. 

 Chapter 6 contains the conclusions of the work done. It starts with an 

overview of the whole thesis, proceeding with a critical analysis of its 

contributions, stressing breakthroughs and possible limitations. Its final 

section mentions several potential lines of future research opened by the 

work done, some aimed at overcoming the identified limitations, and others 

aimed at improving the capabilities of the proposed methodology. 
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2.  

 

Background Knowledge 

 In scientific literature, due to several reasons (e.g., distinct authors, domains, 

contexts) different terms (or expressions) might refer to the same concept or have the 

same meaning (e.g., Data Cleaning and Data Cleansing are used to refer to the same 

concept). On the other hand, the same term might also refer to distinct concepts. For 

instance, the term alignment is either used with respect to the process of finding 

correspondences between two (or more) ontologies or with respect to the output of 

such a process, a set of valid correspondences between those ontologies. Hence, to 

avoid misconceptions, this chapter describes the knowledge that underpins this work 

and presents the terminology adopted throughout the dissertation. 

2.1. Fundamental Concepts 

In this section, the concepts that are deemed relevant to better understand the 

purpose of this thesis are presented along with some examples.  
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2.1.1. Data Model 

Date [2003] defined a data model as “an abstract logical definition of the objects, 

operators and so forth [….] that allow us to model the structure of data”. Accordingly, a 

data model is a high-level abstraction that specifies the elements (e.g., objects, 

operators) that someone (typically a domain expert) might use to specify a structure 

(schema) aiming to (partially) represent the concepts and relations existing in a domain 

of interest (e.g., sports, health). Therefore, real world data (entities and their 

relationships) about a domain is captured according to such a structure.  

In scientific literature there are references to several kinds of data models such as, 

for instance, the Relational [Codd 1970], the Hierarchical [Codd 1990], the Object-

Oriented [Booch 1993] or Triples [Brickley and Guha 2014a]. In this context, for instance, 

the Relational data model comprehends elements such as tables, attributes and 

relationships between tables while the Object-Oriented data model comprehends 

elements such as classes, primitive properties, reference properties, methods and 

inheritance between classes.  

Hence, one might say that the elements of a data model represent a (kind of) 

mindset through which someone describes a conceptualization (or view) of a part of the 

world (i.e., domain of interest). 

2.1.2. Schema 

Date [2003] also defines database structure as a conceptualization of a domain of 

interest, resulting from an instantiation process of the elements that the adopted data 

model has. Throughout this dissertation, this notion of database structure is further 

referred to as schema. 

 Figure 2-1 graphically depicts a (partial and simple) schema of a Relational 

Database3 concerning the broad domain of interest of education. It comprehends: 

                                                           
3 A Relational database Is a database whose representation is based on the elements of the Relational 
data model 
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Figure 2-1 - Relational database in E-R. 

 Table Course aiming to capture the notion of curricular unit that a student 

might enrol in. This table has two attributes, courseId and description, whose 

data types are integer and char respectively. The former aims to uniquely 

identify the course and, therefore, is defined as primary key while the latter 

aims to describe the course itself; 

 Table Student aiming to capture the notion of a person that studies a course. 

This table has four attributes and their respective types: studentN (integer) 

as the primary key (uniquely identifying the student), name and address 

attributes (both char) aiming to capture the name and address of the 

respective student and, finally, the courseId attribute (integer) aiming to 

capture the course the student is attending. For that purpose courseId 

attribute is tagged as being a foreign key for the attribute courseId of table 

Course (further distinguished using a syntax as Table.attribute to remove the 

ambiguity to the attribute that is being referred) which means that the 

acceptable values for Student.courseId might exist as a value of 

Couse.courseId. 

Considering the schema depicted in Figure 2-1, both tables (Course and Student) are 

instances of the element table defined in the relational data model. Moreover, each of 

these tables represents a category of (real) objects (in this case about courses and 

students) existing in the domain of interest.  

For another data model the process is mainly the same but using the elements of 

such data model. Considering the Object-Oriented (OO) data model and the same 

domain of interest depicted in Figure 2-1, the notion of courses and students can be 

captured through two distinct classes (Course and Student respectively) and the 
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information about courses (i.e., description) and students (i.e., studentN, name and 

address) would be captured by primate properties while the relation (attends) between 

student and course is captured by a reference property as depicted in Figure 2-2. Like 

attributes in the relational model, each property has a datatype. Additionally, the OO 

data model comprehends the notion of method to manipulate information. For 

instance, the class Student represented in Figure 2-2 has three methods: getName, 

getAddress and Student (which is a constructor). 

 

Figure 2-2 - Object oriented database. 

It is worth mentioning that these examples do not intend to fully introduce the 

relational model nor the OO model. Instead, their purpose is simply to illustrate that the 

same domain of interest can be represented in different data models. The resulting 

schema varies from one data model to another even though similarities exist. 

The representation of data (objects) according to a schema is described in the next 

section. 

2.1.3. Instances 

An instance (or data instance) is regarded as an occurrence of some entity in the 

real-world (domain of interest) that is captured and represented according to a specific 

schema, which instead is represented according to a data model.  

Considering the schema presented in Figure 2-1, a (real) course described as 

“Informatics” could be captured as an instance (tuple) of the table Course as presented 

in Table 2-1 (using a tabular format) having as unique identifier the integer value “1”. 

Similarly, a (real) student named “John” living in “Street A, 123” and attending such a 
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course could be captured as an instance (tuple) of the table Student as presented in 

Table 2-2. In this case, this student is also identified by the integer value “1”. 

Table 2-1 - Example of an instance in the table Course. 

Table Attributes 

Course 
idCourse Description 

1 Informatics  

 
Table 2-2 - Example of an instance in the table Student. 

Table                                        Attributes 

Student  
studentN name Adress idCourse 

1 John Street A, 123 1 

Although the tabular form is commonly used and is a convenient way to represent 

relational data, this representation is a simplified abstraction of the relationships 

between data model, schema and instances. A full representation of these relationships 

can be seen in Figure 2-3. 

  

Figure 2-3 - Representation of a relational database according to its levels. 
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2.1.4. Database 

Date [2003] defines a database as a collection of persistent data, represented 

according to a database structure (schema), used by application systems of a given 

organization. Nguyen Kim An4 presents a similar definition: a database is a shared 

collection of related data that supports the activities of an organization and can be 

accessed by different users to obtain information.  

From the previous definitions, it is possible to say that a database is a collection of 

data that are represented through a specific schema in a specific data model. 

2.1.5. Database Management System 

The manipulation of databases and their content requires a set of programs that 

allow, for instance, their creation, maintenance and control. Typically, this is a 

responsibility of the so-called Database Management System (DBMS). DBMS are 

specific for the data model used to represent the database schemas (e.g., RDBMS for 

relational data models and OODBMS for object oriented data models). 

A graphical representation of the concepts presented before can be seen in Figure 

2-4. The domain of interest is represented through a schema which, in turn, is 

constrained by the adopted data model (e.g., OO). The schema is mapped to the 

elements of a specific data model to represent real world concepts (e.g., Person). Data 

instances are related to the considered domain of interest and stored according to the 

conceptual schema. The DBMS has a set of elements that allows the manipulation of 

schemas and instances according to a specific data model.  

                                                           
4 http://cnx.org/contents/tXuHYGiY@1/Database-System-Concepts accessed in 24/05/2017 

http://cnx.org/contents/tXuHYGiY@1/Database-System-Concepts
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Figure 2-4 - Database fundamentals. 

2.2.  Ontologies 

The previous section presented the fundamental concepts to represent a domain of 

interest. Although the presented concepts are still commonly used, they exist for a long 

period of time (e.g., [Codd 1970]). The schemas of those data models are directed for 

human understanding, lacking an associated semantic, which compromises a similar 

understanding by machines. Although this issue has been known for a long period of 

time, it became more relevant with the advent of the Semantic Web [Berners-Lee 

1998a], since it intends to represent schemas closer to the human conceptual level but 

in a way that they can also be processed by machines. This can be improved/achieved 

using ontologies.  

In Computer Science, the term ontology is used to refer to an artifact representing 

a conceptualisation and structure of some domain of interest. One of the first attempts 

to define Ontology, and perhaps the most widely accepted definition, was introduced 

by [Gruber 1993]: "An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization [...] . In 

such an ontology, definitions associate entity names in the universe of discourse (e.g., 

classes, relationships, roles) with clear texts by humans describing the meaning of 

names and formal axioms that constrain the interpretation and the intended use of 

these terms”. Here, the term “conceptualization” means that it is an abstract model of 

some domain, representing its concepts and characteristics. On the other hand, 

“explicit” means that the ontology contains entities which are distinguishable and 

interrelated. The term “formal” means that the ontology should be understood both by 

machines and humans. 
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Guarino [Giaretta and Guarino 1995] presented another definition: “Ontology is a 

logical theory which gives an explicit, partial account of a conceptualization”. Regarding 

this definition, the novelty is the notion of “partial” which means that an ontology only 

represents a domain and normally this domain is not fully described. Latter, Studer 

[Studer et al. 1998] extended the previous definition: “Ontology is a formal, explicit 

specification of a shared conceptualization”. In this case, “shared” means that the 

ontology captures conceptual knowledge that can be shared by different communities.  

Taking into account the three previous definitions, Silva [2004] presented the 

following definition: “Ontology is a formal, partial and explicit specification of a shared 

conceptualization”. This definition comprehends all the characteristics suggested by the 

previous authors.  

As can be seen, each one of the aforementioned definitions builds upon the 

previous one, although they all share a common characteristic: they allow a 

conceptualization of a domain, which is (at least in part) the same as a schema. To 

perceive the difference and similarities between ontologies and schemas, the next 

section presents a comparison between both. 

2.2.1. Ontologies versus Schemas 

Schemas’ main function is the representation of data and information in an 

organized and structured way. Moreover, schemas are shared by applications as they 

define an understanding of the meaning of the data to be exchanged through a structure 

that allows data instances to be represented and stored [Uschold and Arts 2011].  

Similarly, ontologies should be shared by stakeholders of a community (each having 

its own schemas and applications), defining an agreement on the meaning of the various 

schemas. Thus, in its essence an ontology is also a schema in the sense that it also 

captures a conceptualization of a domain of interest and, therefore, defines the 

structure of how data instances are captured/represented. However, and contrary to 

schemas, an ontology intends to go further than a (database) schema, namely regarding 

(i) the cognitive level in which ontologies operate (near of humans) [Obrst et al. 2003]; 
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(ii) the semantic of data by constraining possible and undesirable interpretations of 

data; and (iii) fostering machines to understand the meaning of such data in a way that 

machines become able to reason on such data. 

A more systematic comparison between ontologies and (database) schemas is 

presented in Table 2-3 taking into consideration several characteristics [Silva 2004]. 

Table 2-3 - Comparison between Ontologies and Database Schemas. 

Characteristics  Ontologies  Schemas 
Data types Not mandatory Mandatory 

Structure (schema) Present Present 

Lexical level Suggested Not mandatory 

Semantic axioms Suggested Uncommon 

Axioms expressivity Extended logic based constraints Poor: Cardinality 

Model OO, Property-centric, Frame based, Description logics Relational, Hierarchical 

Representation 

languages 
RDFS, OWL SQL, XML, DTD 

Query languages SPARQL SQL, XML Query 

Generality Depends on implementation Depends on implementation 

Granularity Depends on implementation Depends on implementation 

Formality Formal or Semi-formal Formal or Semi-formal 

Role Modeling and interoperability Modeling  

Modularity Very common Common 

Dependency Very common Uncommon 

From this comparison, it is worth noticing that although (somehow) conceptually 

different, ontologies and database schemas on one hand share a lot of characteristics 

but on the other hand also diverge on other characteristics. 

Considering the first two characteristics presented in Table 2-3 (i.e., the data types 

and structure), one realizes that both ontologies and schemas possess a structure to 

represent data. For instance, in the scope of the education domain, concepts such as 

student and course and their properties (e.g., identifier, name) would be represented in 

the structure of either ontologies or schemas. While a general agreement about such 

concepts and properties could be more easily achieved, going further on details about 

the data type of such properties could be harder and, therefore, increase the difficulty 

of achieving an agreement. For instance, the identifier of a student should be an integer 

or a string. Possibly some communities/applications would argue in favour of one while 
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others would argue the opposite. Thus, even though ontologies support data types that 

is not mandatory. On the contrary, data types are mandatory on schema since schemas 

are more focused on the physical representation of data.  

The lexical level consists on annotating the structure’ elements with terms and/or 

expressions (e.g., synonyms, homonyms, descriptions) detailing the intended meaning 

of such elements for humans’ consumption. Ontologies (strongly) promote/suggest the 

domain expert to add/enrich the structure with such annotations and, therefore, 

provide from the very beginning the necessary means for that (including multi-language 

support). On the contrary, schemas support such annotations but in a more restricted 

way, although in recent years this might be evolving towards a minimization of such 

differences. 

To constraint possible and undesirable interpretations of data, ontologies often 

make use of semantic axioms. For example, considering the running example, a semantic 

axiom might state that concepts Student and Course are disjoint, which would imply that 

the same real world entity cannot be interpreted (or classified) as being a student and a 

course simultaneously. In ontologies, the axioms available for defining this kind of 

semantics typically resort to logic-based constraints with different degrees of 

expressivity (cf. Section 2.2.6). Regarding schemas, the use of semantic axioms is very 

uncommon and their expressivity is very limited and focused on cardinality issues.  

With respect to model (cf. Section 2.1.1) ontologies adopt (most of) the OO 

principles and terminology (e.g., properties, classes, hierarchy of classes). However, and 

contrary to OO, properties become a first-order citizen like classes meaning that a 

property might exist independently of any class. Yet, another important difference 

regarding the OO model concerns hierarchy. Ontologies support natively poly-

hierarchies (i.e., a class having more than one direct parent) while most common OO 

implementations support a single hierarchy (i.e., a class has at most one direct parent).  

To foster its purpose and support the above-mentioned features, ontologies are 

typically specified using different set of representation languages (e.g., RDFS, OWL) 

other than schemas (e.g., SQL, DTD, XML). These graph-based ontology representation 
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languages are briefly described in Sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. Moreover, and 

consequently, the query languages used are also distinct. Ontologies are typically 

queried through a graph-based language such as SPARQL [W3C 2013a] while schemas 

are queried by SQL and XQuery. 

Regarding characteristics such as generality, granularity, formality and modularity, 

the differences are mostly dependent on the domain expert that is constructing the 

respective ontology or schema. These characteristics are further addressed in the scope 

of ontologies only (cf. Sections 2.2.5, 2.2.6). 

Regarding the role of ontologies and schemas, both are suitable to model multiple 

and distinct domains of interest. Even though, one might adopt ontologies not only with 

the purpose of modelling but also with the aim of achieving interoperability between 

systems and/or applications, since ontologies by their own definition aim to be shared 

conceptualizations between (large) communities. This, somehow, also means that new 

ontologies tend to depend on previously existing ontologies, as parts of its field of 

knowledge may have already been conceptualized. Regarding schemas, one might say 

that dependency is very uncommon and, in general, not natively supported. 

Ontology representation languages are more recent and complex than the 

languages used for schema representation. In the next sections, different languages for 

ontology representation are presented according to their expressivity. Expressivity is the 

capacity of expressing more complex knowledge and reducing its ambiguity. This is done 

through the use of a higher number of constructors. Higher expressivity has a cost in 

terms of computational effort and tends to be more difficult to express and understand 

by humans [Heiyanthuduwage et al. 2016]. 

2.2.2. Resource Description Framework 

Resource Description Framework (RDF [Cyganiak et al. 2014]) is an abstract model 

for data interchange on the Web recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium 

(W3C). Moreover, it has been considered by Tim Berners-Lee [1998b] as the basis for 

the Semantic Web. It allows the description and characterization of resources, which 
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can be anything in the scope of a domain of interest that someone may describe or talk 

about and therefore might also be related to other resources.  

For instance, considering a general sentence such as “John was born in the UK”, 

“John” and “the UK” can be thought of as two resources: one representing the real-

world entity referred in the sentence as “John” and another one representing a country 

(in this case “the UK”) about which several things can be stated (e.g., its location, 

population). Through RDF, resources describe data or metadata5 that can be interpreted 

by computer applications without human intervention.  

Resources are described through triples (also called statements) in the form of 

< 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 > 

where: 

 Subject is the thing (resource) that the statement is about, represented by 

an IRI6 (Internationalized Resource Identifiers); 

 Predicate is also a resource and a link between subject and object expressed 

by a property (rdf:Property) of the subject; 

 Object is the predicate’s value, the thing to which the subject is related to. 

It can be a literal or a resource. 

In RDF, a set of statements (or triples) can be represented through a 

directed/oriented graph. Considering the sentence previously used as an example, and 

representing “John” and “the UK” as resources, the resulting graph is the one depicted 

in Figure 2-5 (commonly, ellipses are used to represent resources)7. 

 

Figure 2-5 - Representation of the general sentence as a graph representing two resources. 

                                                           
5 Metadata is information created, stored, and shared to describe things. This metadata allows the 
interaction with these things to obtain relevant knowledge. 
6 https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3987/ accessed in 28/07/2016 
7 “ex” is used as a namespace prefix to <http://www.example/ralmeida/> 

ex:John ex:UK
ex:wasBorn

http://www.example/ralmeida/
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Now, consider a new sentence about the same person such as “John was born in 

1947”. Consider also that in this domain there is no need to state anything about the 

year (i.e., “1947”). Thus, the year when John was born can be thought of as being a 

literal, which ultimately can be constrained to be of a given datatype (e.g., integer). This 

new sentence is graphically depicted in Figure 2-6 (commonly, rectangles are used to 

represent literals). 

 

Figure 2-6 - Representation of the general sentence as a graph representing a resource and a literal. 

The RDF graph resulting from the simultaneous consideration of both sentences is 

graphically depicted in Figure 2-7. Alternatively, this graph could be depicting a more 

complex sentence such as “John was born in the UK in 1947” which per se captures the 

same data (information) of both sentences together. Thus, RDF triples can also be seen 

as a simplification of natural languages (e.g., English, Portuguese), in the sense that, in 

natural languages, complex sentences can be decomposed in a set of basic sentences 

and the basic sentences are (implicitly or explicitly) formed by a subject, a verb 

(predicate) and an object. 

 

Figure 2-7 - Representation of the general sentence as a graph. 

Since RDF is an abstract model, RDF graphs can be materialized/serialized in several 

data representation formats. Some common serialization formats for RDF graphs can be 

described using: Turtle [Becket et al. 2014], N-Triples [W3C 2014a], RDF/XML [W3C 

2014b], TriG [W3C 2014c], RDFa [W3C 2014d], JSON-LD [Sporny et al. 2014] or XML 

[W3C 2016]. The same RDF graph depicted in Figure 2-7 is represented as RDF/XML (cf. 

Example 2-1) and as Turtle (cf. Example 2-2). 

ex:John 1947
ex:in

ex:John ex:UK
ex:wasBorn

1947

ex:in
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Example 2-1 - RDF/XML serialization of Figure 2-7. 

Example 2-2 - Turtle serialization of Figure 8. 

Besides RDF being an abstract model, it also provides the basic means (RDF 

Vocabulary) to add semantics to data (e.g., rdf:type). However, the limited constraints 

available on such vocabulary may lead, in terms of reasoning over such data, to an 

expressivity level of undecidability (i.e., full expressivity). Moreover, natively RDF does 

not comprehend a distinction between schema concepts and instances since everything 

is seen as resources and literals, i.e., as data. To overcome these issues, the RDF 

Vocabulary was extended by several schema languages.  

On one hand, these schema languages introduce new constructs with well-defined 

semantics that can be used to describe the data, enhancing a distinction between 

schema and instances, and increasing the (automatic) reasoning capabilities over such 

data. On the other hand, they introduce constraints on the use of such constructs as to 

ensure reasoning algorithms’ decidability. The following two sections briefly present 

two of those languages: RDF Schema (cf. Section 2.2.3) and OWL (cf. Section 2.2.4) as 

being the most representative and widely-known and accepted.  

2.2.3.  RDF Schema  

The Resource Description Framework Schema [Brickley and Guha 2014b] is an 

extension of the basic RDF vocabulary which, contrary to RDF, allows the specification 

of a domain by promoting an explicit distinction between schema concepts (e.g., classes) 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 

   xmlns:ex="http://example/ralmeida/"> 

 

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.example/ralmeida/John"> 

  <ex:wasBorn rdf:resource="http://www.example/ralmeida/UK"/> 

  <ex:in>1947</ex:in> 

</rdf:Description> 

 

</rdf:RDF> 

@prefix ex: <http://www.example/ralmeida/>. 

 

<http://www.example/ralmeida/John > 

  ex:wasBorn UK ; 

  ex:in 1947. 
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and data instances. In RDFS, concepts' modulation is similar to the one used in the 

Object Oriented (OO) paradigm [Booch 1993]. The main difference, as stated in Section 

2.2.1, is that properties become a first-order citizen. This allows property reusability by 

different concepts/classes. The establishment of a relationship between a class and a 

property is done by the Domain and Range properties. 

The main RDF(S)8 constructs can be grouped in classes and properties. The class 

constructs and its semantics are: 

 rdfs:Resource – represents the set of all resources. All classes are subclasses 

of this one, which is itself an instance of rdfs:Class; 

 rdfs:Class – represents the set of all resources that are classes.  

 rdf:Property – represents the class of all resources that might be used as 

properties (predicates); 

 rdfs:Literal – represents the set of all literals; 

 rdfs:Datatype – represents the class of all data types according to the RDF 

datatype model. A literal is a value that is mapping to a data type. For 

instance, the literal <xsd:integer, 10> denotes the integer 10 and is realised 

by mapping the value 10 to the appropriate value defined using the XML 

schema. 

And the property constructs are: 

 rdf:type – allows to declare (or state) the type of another resource. Its 

domain is rdfs:Resource and its possible values are instances of rdfs:Class;  

 rdfs:range – is used to specify the set of values that are allowed on a 

property. Its domain are instances of rdf:Property and its possible values are 

instances of rdfs:Class and rdfs:Literal;  

 rdfs:domain – allows the specification of the classes in which a property is 

used. Its domain is rdf:Property and its value is rdfs:Class; 

 rdfs:subClassOf – allows the specification of a class (B) by extending another 

class (A), thus creating an hierarchy of classes, where the subclass (B) 

                                                           
8 Items with the prefix rdf belongs to the RDF vocabulary and the ones with rdfs prefix represent RDFS. 
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inherits the properties of the super-class (A). The domain of both classes is 

rdfs:Class; 

 rdfs:label – can be used to assign descriptions that are easier for humans to 

understand. Its domain is rdfs:Resource and its value is rdf:Literal. 

Considering the RDF statements presented in Figure 2-7 and to give them higher 

expressivity, namely to make a distinction of what is a class and what is an instance, let 

us assume that John is a person who was born in 1947 and was born in a country named 

UK. A possible schema would then be the one presented in Example 2-3 where: 

 There is a class Person to represent individuals with two characteristics: the 

name of the individual (property name) and the year he was born in 

(property in); 

 There is also a class Country with a property name, and; 

 A property to relate the class Person with the class Country (wasBorn). 
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Example 2-3 - RDF(S) for the RDF in Example 2-1. 

Figure 2-8 graphically depicts these relationships regarding the schemas RDFS and 

RDF. RDFS-Vocabulary level offers a set of constructs with a well-defined 

meaning/semantic (e.g., rdfs:Domain, rdfs:Range, rdfs:Class) that is used to annotate 

schemas' resources increasing in this way their expressivity. As an example, consider the 

resource ex:Person defined in the schema level. It is possible to see that it is a class, since 

it is defined by the construct rdfs:Class through the property rdf:type, and that has a 

property name (rdf:type) and the value of this property is a Literal (rdfs:range). The 

instances of a specific schema are also annotated through the vocabulary and the 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252"?> 

<rdf:RDF 

    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 

    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

    xmlns:base="http://example/ralmeida">  

  

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example/ralmeida/Person"> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example/ralmeida/name"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Literal"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://example/ralmeida/Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-

syntax-ns#Property"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example/ralmeida/in"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Literal"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://example/ralmeida/Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-

syntax-ns#Property"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example/ralmeida/wasBorn"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://example/ralmeida/Country"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://example/ralmeida/Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-

syntax-ns#Property"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example/ralmeida/Country"> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example/ralmeida/name"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Literal"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://example/ralmeida/Country"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-

syntax-ns#Property"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

 

</rdf:RDF> 
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schema conceptualization. For e.g., “John” is an instance of the resource ex:Person that 

was annotated with the constructs. 

 

Figure 2-8 - Graph representing a possible RDFS for the RDF represented in Example 2-1. 

It is also important to mention that the query to the instances is made according to 

a specific schema that reflects the conceptualization of a domain of interest. 

Although RDFS represents an extension to RDF it only allows limited specification of 

property restrictions (rdfs:Domain and rdfs:Range), not providing, for example, a direct 

way to indicate property restrictions that are local to a class like a property  only allowing 

values between 0 and 20. For that, there is a need to use more expressive ontology 

languages like the Web Ontology Language (OWL). 
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2.2.4. Web Ontology Language  

Web Ontology Language is a recommendation since 2004 as a specification 

language for conceptualizations (ontologies/schemas). It is based on and extends RDFS 

with more functionalities that, above all, allow a greater expressivity based on 

description logic. The latest version of OWL is OWL 2 ([Hitzler et al. 2012]), available 

since 2012. In the next section a brief description of the main features of the most recent 

version of OWL are presented. 

2.2.4.1. OWL Features 

The Unqualified Cardinality Restrictions allow for the restriction on the number of 

instances of a property (e.g., it is possible to define a class such as “a person having three 

cars”). With Qualified Cardinality Restrictions (QCR) the expressed restrictions are not 

applied to all the values of a property, but only to the number of values of a certain type 

(e.g., class). As an example, with QCR it is possible to define the number of courses a 

student can attend, as well as to discriminate “a student attending two different 

courses, one of them being informatics”. In this case, the restriction must be specified 

with respect to the class (i.e., Course) to which the objects being counted (i.e., Student) 

belongs. OWL also allows the definition of new data types through the restriction of 

specific properties of built-in datatypes, namely the Data Property Restrictions. For 

instance, it is possible to define the minimum and maximum values of an integer as 

being zero and twenty, respectively, as shown in Example 2-4. 

Example 2-4 - Specification of a data property restriction in OWL. 

It is also possible to define a key for a class through the HasKey axiom (Example 2-5). 

The HasKey axiom states that each instance of the class expression is uniquely defined 

by the object property expression. For example, it is possible to state that a class Product 

has a key hasCode. 

Functional-Style Function 

DataTypeResctriction (xsd: integer 

xsd:minInclusive 0 

xsd:maxInclusive 20).   
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Example 2-5 - Specification of a key in OWL. 

OWL allows the declaration of the entity type (class, datatype, object property, and 

individual among others, or a combination of them). The axioms presented in Example 

2-6 state that ex:Student is defined as a class and ex:John is stated to be an individual 

(i.e., instance) of such class. 

Example 2-6 - Combination of a class and an individual in OWL. 

2.2.4.2. OWL Semantics 

Expressivity is related to the capacity of a language to represent knowledge in an 

ontology. As an example, let us consider the OWL language that is underpinned by 

Description Logic (DL) (called SROIQ [Kazakov 2008]). There are different description 

logics, each being defined by the class, property and axiom constructs that it admits. For 

example, the Attributive Language (AL) supports the concepts: intersection, universal 

quantification, limited existential quantification and atomic negation. Other more 

expressive DLs can be obtained from AL including more constructs. Further details can 

be found in [Horridge et al. 2012]. The higher the expressivity, the more complex the 

task of consistency checking becomes. 

OWL has two levels of expressivity9: OWL Full and OWL DL. The semantics of OWL 

DL is strongly related to the semantics of description logics, while OWL Full is related to 

the RDF-Based Semantics. Conceptually the differences between OWL DL (under Direct 

Semantics10) and OWL Full (under RDF-Based Semantics11) are12: 

                                                           
9 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-primer/ accessed in 10/03/2017  
10 https://www.w3.org/TR/2012/REC-owl2-direct-semantics-20121211/ accessed in 10/03/2017 
11 https://www.w3.org/TR/2012/REC-owl2-rdf-based-semantics-20121211/ accessed in 10/03/2017 
12 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-primer/ accessed n 10/03/2017 

Functional-Style Function  

HasKey (Product hasCode). 

Functional-Style Function  

Declaration (Class (ex:Student) 

Declaration (NamedIndividual (ex:John) 

https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-primer/
https://www.w3.org/TR/2012/REC-owl2-direct-semantics-20121211/
https://www.w3.org/TR/2012/REC-owl2-rdf-based-semantics-20121211/
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-primer/
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 Since OWL Full (under the RDF-Based Semantics) is undecidable, OWL DL 

adds restrictions to OWL Full to make it decidable (decidable means that a 

software is able to perform complete reasoning). This allows the 

production of quality reasoners that cover the entire OWL DL language 

under the Direct Semantics. There are no such reasoners for OWL Full 

under the RDF-Based Semantics.  

 The RDF-Based Semantics for OWL Full follows the RDFS semantics and 

general syntactic philosophy (i.e., everything is defined by triples).  

Since these two semantics were designed together, each one influenced the other. 

For example, one design goal of OWL was to bring OWL DL syntactically closer to OWL 

Full [Hitzler et al. 2012]. As an example (Example 2-7), OWL can use the same IRI to refer 

to more than one type of entity (metamodeling [Fokoue et al. 2012]).  

The Direct Semantics of OWL DL (Example 2-7) interprets this as two different views 

on the same IRI, i.e., they are interpreted semantically as if they were distinct (in this 

example, ex:OncologicalDisease, considering these two axioms is at the same time a 

class – first axiom – and an individual – second axiom). If two individuals are equal, then 

the classes that they denote are equivalent under RDF-Based Semantics, whereas there 

is no such relationship between the classes under Direct Semantics. This is possibly the 

difference between the two semantics that is most relevant in practice. 

2.2.4.3. Profiles 

Profiles [W3C 2012] are sub-languages of OWL-DL that represent syntactic 

restrictions, whose aim is to restrict the structure of OWL ontologies, referred to as the 

OWL Structural Specification. Profiles offer advantages in particular scenarios: 

Example 2-7 - Metamodeling in OWL. 

Functional-Style Syntax 

ClassAssertion( ex:OncologicalDisease ex:Cancer )  

ClassAssertion( ex:Disease ex:OncologicalDisease)  
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 OWL EL is useful for situations where very large class ontologies are needed 

and where expressivity can be traded for performance. Dedicated reasoning 

algorithms for this profile are available and can be implemented in a scalable 

way; 

 OWL QL is suitable for applications where lightweight ontologies are used to 

organize a large number of instance data (individuals) and where the data is 

accessed via relational queries. Polynomial time algorithms can be used to 

implement the ontology consistency and class expression subsumption 

reasoning problems; 

 OWL RL is suitable for applications where lightweight ontologies are used to 

organize a large number of individuals and it is useful to operate directly on 

data in the form of RDF triples. The ontology consistency, class expression 

satisfiability, class expression subsumption, instance checking, and 

conjunctive query answering problems can be solved in time that is 

polynomial with respect to the size of the ontology. 

The selection, by the expert, of which profile to use must consider the kind of 

ontology that is going to be used (e.g., a very large class ontology that needs a good 

performance should use the OWL EL profile). The developer also has to consider the 

purpose of the ontology, i.e., what is supposed to be described by the ontology. This is 

related with generality and specificity characteristics. 

2.2.5. Generality and Specificity 

Generality is the quality of being general while specificity is the opposite. The more 

specific an ontology is, the fewer the entities it will be able to represent. Guarino 

[Guarino et al. 1998] suggested ontologies should be classified according to their level 

of generality (Figure 2-9) as: 

1. Top level ontologies, that describe very general concepts such as space, time 

or matter, among others; 

2. Domain ontologies and task ontologies. The former describe the vocabulary 

related to a generic domain (e.g., education, economy) and the latter 
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describe a generic task or activity like teaching or planning. Both types of 

ontologies specialize or use terms defined on top level ontologies; 

3. Application ontologies, describe concepts using a combination of domain 

ontologies and task ontologies. 

 

Figure 2-9 - Guarino ontology generality based classification [Guarino et al. 1998]. 

Besides being more general or specific, another important characteristic of 

ontologies is their formality, which is related with the capability of an ontology to be 

understood and processed by humans and machines.  

2.2.6. Ontologies' Formality  

Formality is a characteristic that measures the conformity to conventional rules to 

avoid interpretation ambiguities for the representation language [Silva 2004]. 

Silva [2004], after analysing several formality-based classifications, presented four 

different types of ontology: 

 Informal ontologies: usually represented through natural language texts and 

glossaries, very expressive but also very ambiguous. Informal ontologies are 

very useful in knowledge acquisition; 

 Structurally informal ontologies: both human and machine readable, but 

their interpretation is still very ambiguous; 

 Semi-formal ontologies: human and machine processing is possible and the 

typical computational effort required is limited. Semi-formal ontologies are 

widely used on the semantic web; 

Top level Ontology

Domain Ontology Task Ontology

Application Ontology
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 Formal ontologies: very powerful representations, providing their formal 

verification and univocal utilization. The computational effort and time 

needed to process them are typically not deterministic. 

It may seem that these four types of ontologies are independent topics, but this is 

not the case. In fact, informal ontologies are more ambiguous for machines but easier 

for humans to specify and read. As the formality increases, ontologies become more 

explicit allowing them to be interpreted by humans and machines, but at the same time 

making them more difficult to be specified. Formal ontologies are the most difficult to 

be specified but are the least ambiguous and the ones more easily understood by 

machines. In Figure 2-10, this semantic continuum is presented according to [Uschold 

2003], related with the definition proposed by [Silva 2004]. There are possibly many 

cases which fall in between these stereotypes. 

 

Figure 2-10 - Expressivity: a Semantic Continuum adapted from [Uschold 2003]. 

In the scope of this work, domain ontologies are going to be used to represent the 

repositories and the Data Cleaning Operations (DCOs), since DCOs need classes and/or 

properties for their specification. The ontologies that are considered here are semi-

formal or formal ontologies, since the purpose is to augment the machine processing 

while reducing the human expert intervention in the specification of DCOs. 

2.3. Ontology Matching 

In the real world, different persons and/or communities might adopt different 

ontologies to describe similar or overlapping domains. Ultimately, this leads to the need 
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to overcome such heterogeneity. Thus, Section 2.3.1 briefly systematizes the sources of 

heterogeneity between ontologies while Section 2.3.2 presents a common process, 

called ontology matching, to deal with such heterogeneity. 

2.3.1. Heterogeneity 

Regarding heterogeneity in data sources, many different classifications have been 

presented in the literature [Batini et al. 1986], [Sheth and Larson 1990], [Hull 1997], 

[Klein 2001], [Euzenat 2001], [Bouquet et al. 2004], [Hameed et al. 2004], [Shvaiko and 

Euzenat 2013]. In the context of this work, data sources heterogeneity is mainly seen as 

coming from two dimensions: 

i. The underlying data schema which reflects a conceptualization of a 

community about a given domain/application (e.g., health, business 

transactions, sports or education). A conceptualization has several 

purposes, such as to narrow how data instances are classified (i.e., types of 

data instances) and the set of relations that might exist between those 

instances. Considering, for instance, a very basic conceptualization about 

sports, it might only comprehend data instances to be classified as Players 

or as Clubs and the relation playsFor between Players and Clubs. Therefore, 

conceptualizations with an overlapping domain may differ in: 

a. Terminology, which occurs due to variations in the names given to 

the schema entities referring to the same concept or property. This 

is mainly caused by using different natural and/or technical 

languages. Regarding the (previous) sports example, a club instance 

might also be captured as an instance of Team (instead of Club). As 

so, different terms (Club vs. Team) can be used to capture the same 

domain concept;  

b. Semantics, which stands for differences in modelling the same 

domain of interest. Such differences might be originated due to the 

adoption of equivalent axioms or due to the adoption of totally 

different concepts (e.g., describing colours using the Red, Green, 

Blue (RGB) system instead of the Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black 
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(CMYK) system). Moreover, differences might exist due to the use of 

different granularity (e.g., name instead of name and last name), 

different coverage (e.g., two different schemas representing players 

but one has only professional players and the other having 

professionals and amateurs) and different perspective/purpose (e.g., 

different schemas representing a club, one based on the national 

championship and another in the champions league); 

ii. the data management system13 [DATASTAX 2017] underlying the data 

source, also known as syntactic heterogeneity, which typically constraints:  

a. How the data is captured, organized and related to each other, which 

is commonly referred to as the underlying data model. Some of the 

most common data models are: relational data model [Codd 1970], 

object-oriented [Booch 1993], document-oriented [Han et al. 2011], 

triples/graphs [Brickley and Guha 2014a]; 

b. How external systems/applications manipulate (i.e., read, insert, 

update, delete) the data in the data source. In this matter, it is 

common that each database management system has its own API, 

like Java Database Connectivity (JDBC), or Open Database 

Connectivity (ODBC) that provides access to data in different data 

sources abstracting the information. Although, database 

management systems enforcing the same data model tend to 

support, at least partially, a well-known data manipulation language 

(e.g., Structured Query Language (SQL) [Bowman et al. 1996] for 

relational data management systems) that contains the syntax that 

allows the manipulation of data (insertion, update, deletion) in that 

specific data model. 

This dimension is not typically addressed in the Ontology Matching process, but, for 

lift and normalization processes (Section 4.4.1) that aims to represent/convert concepts 

from one (canonical) data model to another.  

                                                           
13 Actually, there are Data Management Systems that support more than one data model  
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In the literature, one of the most common approaches to deal with the 

heterogeneity problem, at schema level (as mentioned before), is ontology matching 

and/or schema matching. To [Shvaiko and Euzenat 2013] the matching of different 

ontologies aims to reduce the heterogeneity that exists between two ontologies. In the 

next section, the matching process is described.  

2.3.2. Matching Process 

Ontology matching is the process of finding relationships or mappings between 

semantically related entities of different ontologies. This process is seen as a key process 

for systems and applications characterized by dealing (either in design-time and/or run-

time) with heterogeneous models such as: ontology evolution [Noy et al. 2006], data 

warehouses [Dessloch et al. 2008], ontology integration [Isaac et al. 2009] and data 

integration processes [Talukdar et al. 2010], query answering [Sabou et al. 2006], 

[Solimando et al. 2014], peer-to peer information sharing [Zaihrayeu 2006], [Atencia et 

al. 2011] or search [Kitamura et al. 2008], [Zaeri and Nematbakhsh 2012], web service 

composition [Akkiraju et al. 2006]. 

In the context of this work, ontology matching is also a critical process since to 

reduce the human intervention in the specification of DCOs the matching of existing 

ontologies is possibly needed and for this reason is going to be presented in more detail.  

Formally, Shvaiko [Euzenat and Shvaiko 2007], represented the matching process 

as a function f which, from a pair of ontologies to match (O1, O2), an input alignment A, 

a set of parameters p and a set of oracles and resources r, returns an alignment between 

the two ontologies 

𝑓 = (𝑂1, 𝑂2, 𝐴, 𝑝, 𝑟) 

Ontology matching may occur in more than a pair of ontologies, but in the scope of 

this dissertation the matching process is only considered between two ontologies. 

Ontology matching is pointed as a good solution to solve the semantic heterogeneity 

problem [Shvaiko and Euzenat 2013]. According to [Euzenat and Shvaiko 2007], 
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[Suchanek et al. 2011] and [Lacoste-Julien et al. 2013], the matching operation 

determines an alignment between a pair of ontologies (e.g., O1 and O2). 

An alignment is a set of correspondences between entities belonging to two 

ontologies (O1 and O2). Correspondences are expressed according to: 

 Two entity languages QL1 and QL2, used to express entities (e.g., classes, 

object properties, etc.) of ontologies O1 and O2 respectively, associated 

with two ontology languages L1 and L2 ; 

 A set of relations (SR) used to express the existing relationships between 

entities (e.g., equivalence); 

 A confidence structure (CS) that allows to represent the degree of 

confidence in a correspondence. Typically, this structure is a real number in 

the interval [0, 1], where a higher value means a higher confidence (or 

probability) that the given relation exists de facto. 

Given this, a correspondence is formally defined as a 5-tuple in the format <

𝑖𝑑, 𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑟, 𝑛 >, where:  

 id represents an identifier of a correspondence; 

 e1 is an entity of O1 expressed in an entity language QL1; 

 e2 is an entity of O2 expressed in an entity language QL2;  

 r is a relation between e1 and e2 where r Є SR; 

 n is the degree of confidence in the existing relation between e1 and e2 

where n Є CS. 

With this structure, it is possible to establish simple or complex correspondences:  

 Simple expressions allow the establishment of binary relations (e.g., 

equivalence (≡) or subsumption (≥)) between a single entity of ontology O1 

and a single entity of ontology O2. An example of a simple correspondence 

is (sc1, O1:Person, O2:Man, ≥ , 1.0). This example expresses a semantic 

subsumption (≥) between the entities: Person of ontology O1 and Man of 

O2 with a degree of confidence of 1.0. The subsumption relation between 
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two entities means that an entity is more generic than the other. In this 

example O1:Person is more generic than O2:Man, so, O1:Person subsumes 

O2:Man. The equivalence between two entities means that the entities are 

representing an equivalent concept; 

 Complex correspondences allow the establishment of non-binary relations 

between entities (e.g., arithmetic operations, concatenation, splitting). An 

example of a complex correspondence is (cc1, O1:Person.name, 

{O2:Man.firstName, O2:Man.lastName}, split, 0.90). This example expresses 

that the instance values of entities Man.firstName and Man.lastName of O2 

result of the split of the instance value of Person.name of O1 with a degree 

of confidence of 0.90. 

An alignment resulting from a matching process is characterized based on two 

different properties [Maio 2015]: the alignment level and the alignment cardinality. 

The alignment level is used to characterize the type of correspondences that an 

alignment supports. Euzenat [2004] identifies three alignment levels: 

 Level 0: resembles the most basic correspondences. In this case, a single 

source entity is related to a single target entity. Both entities are discrete 

(provided by the ontology language) and identifiable by an URI. The 

correspondences are independent of the entity languages; 

 Level 1: replaces pairs of related entities by sets of pairs of entities, 

representing a refinement of level 0. It fulfils a gap between level 0 and level 

2 and it is still independent of the entity languages; 

 Level 2: correspondences are directional and are expressed by a 

clause ∀𝑥𝑓̅̅ ̅(𝑓 ⇒ ∃𝑥𝑔̅̅̅̅ ) where variables on the left-hand side are universally 

quantified over the whole formula and variables only showing on the right-

hand side are existential quantified. 

The cardinality of an alignment considers the orientation of it and can be 

established from source ontology to target ontology, or from target ontology to source 

ontology. The orientation depends on the notions of total alignment and injective 
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alignment: total alignment exists when all entities of the source ontology are matched 

to the target ontology; injective alignment is an alignment where all entities of one 

ontology belong to one and only one correspondence with another ontology. 

The orientation of an alignment is dependent on the ontology entity language 

adopted for the alignment and the kind of relations that can be established between the 

ontological entities. An alignment can be injective from source to target or from target 

to source. If a total alignment is also injective (either way), then the alignment is said 

bijective. The equivalence relationship guarantees the reversibility of an alignment. 

Based on these properties, Euzenat [2003] proposed a nomenclature for alignments 

that is similar to the one used in database schema modelling (namely 1-1 (one to one), 

1-m (one to many), n-1 (many to one), n-m (many to many)): 

1 — bijective alignment (injective and total); 

? — injective alignment; 

+ — total alignment; 

* — alignment that is neither total nor injective.  

Therefore, the possible alignment cardinalities are: ?:?, ?:1, 1:?, 1:1, ?:+, +:?,1:+, 

+:1,+:+, ?:*, *:?, 1:*, *:1, +:*, *:+, *:*. 

In Figure 2-11, two correspondences are set, one that states that the class Person 

of O1 is more general than the class Employee of O2. The other correspondence 

considers that the classes Worker of O1 and Employee of O2 are equivalent. Once a 

correspondence between two ontologies has been established, it can be used, for 

instance, to automatically rewrite existing knowledge from one ontology onto another. 

 

Figure 2-11 - Correspondences between entities of ontologies O1 and O2. 

Person

Worker

Employee
≥ 

=
 

O1 O2
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The alignments can be specified using the Alignment API14 language which allows 

the expression of an alignment using a consensual format (RDF) that aims to share 

existing alignments on the web. Consider the example in Figure 2-12. Although the 

property name is associated to the class person (domain) it is not possible to state that 

relationship with Alignment API. Since Alignment API language only allows the 

representation of 1:1 cardinality it is not possible to define a single correspondence that 

states that the property name corresponds to the properties firstName and lastName 

(split operator). The only way to do that with Alignment API is by setting two separate 

correspondences: one between the property name and the property firstName; and 

another between the property name and the property lastName. However, there are 

other languages, such as EDOAL (EDOAL15) and SBO [Silva and Rocha 2003] that have 

higher expressivity allowing the specification of operators like concatenation or splitting 

and can, with a single correspondence, split the property name into the properties 

firstName and lastName. 

 

Figure 2-12 - Correspondences between a property of ontology O1 and properties of O2. 

2.4. Query rewritting 

The reuse of existing knowledge (DCOs) from one repository to another usually 

involves dealing with heterogeneity problems (Section 2.3.1).  

According to Calvanese [Calvanese et al. 2006] and Pérez-Urbina [Pérez-Urbina et 

al. 2012], query rewriting consists in writing an existing query (Q) into a new query (Q’), 

according to the existing views that allow “answering” the original query Q. Usually, the 

rewriting is done using the same language in which the query is specified. Since the 

                                                           
14 http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/ accessed in 26/02/2017 
15 http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/edoal.html accessed in 26/02/2017 
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rewriting of the query is based on the existing views (schema dimension) and these 

views can be incomplete in relation to the original query it is possible that the rewritten 

query is not complete. A query in this sense is equivalent to a DCO so the same 

mechanism can be used to rewrite the existing DCOs. 

Query rewriting may also be done from a specific language into another language 

(syntactic heterogeneity dimension). Cyganiak [2005] proposed a solution that allows 

the rewriting of queries specified in SPARQL [W3C 2013a] to queries in SQL [Chamberlin 

and Boyce 1974], [Bowman et al. 1996] by first expressing the former ones into 

relational algebra and then by translating them into SQL statements. If the SPARQL rules 

are expressed in relational algebra, a simpler translation into SQL is possible, and in 

some cases, like in join operators, also a simplification of its representation. This solution 

presented some limitations with graph patterns optional and with nulls in the filter 

pattern. Chebotko [Chebotko et al. 2009] also used relational algebra to translate 

queries from SPARQL into SQL with semantic preserving for triple patterns, basic graph 

patterns, optional graph patterns, alternative graph patterns and value constraints. 

All the above-mentioned definitions of query rewriting refer to the rewriting from 

one language into another language or from one schema into another schema. 

Nevertheless, none of these definitions apply to the case where the rewriting must be 

done with respect to both dimensions (language and schema) simultaneously. 

2.5. Data Quality 

Nowadays data quality is a hot topic since there is an ever increasing quantity of 

produced and available data. Organizations make their decisions based on this data. If 

the data is wrong, it will probably imply costs to the organizations. In [Eckerson 2002] it 

has been estimated that erroneous data costs US businesses approximately 600 billion 

dollars annually. This lack of data quality is a serious problem for organizations, since it 

negatively affects decisions taken. As a consequence, organizations must pay particular 

attention to the quality of their data.  
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According to Oliveira [2008], there are two different views for Data Quality (DQ): 

 Strict perspective – this is focused in DQPs that occur at the data level (i.e., 

instance level). Examples of this approach can be seen in [Oliveira et al. 

2005b], [Kim et al. 2003], [Müller and Freytag 2003], where different 

taxonomies were presented in order to identify DQPs at the instance level. 

This approach is related with the view/perspective of the database 

community; 

 Wide perspective – this approach considers not only the DQPs included in 

the strict perspective but also other dimensions/characteristics of data 

quality. According to this perspective, data quality is seen in a broader sense. 

This is the view/perspective of the data quality management community. 

Examples of this view can be found in [Laranjeiro et al. 2015], [Li et al. 2011], 

[Scannapieco et al. 2005] where several data quality dimensions are 

presented/proposed. Laranjeiro, Soydemir and Bernardino [Laranjeiro et al. 

2015] identified the five most cited data quality dimensions: 

o “Accessibility – degree to which data can be accessed in a specific 

context of use, which includes suitability of representation”; 

o “Accuracy – degree to which data’s attributes correctly represent the 

true value of the intended object”; 

o “Completeness – degree to which an entity has values for all 

expected attributes and related entity instances”; 

o “Consistency – degree to which an information object is presented 

in the same format, being compatible with other similar information 

objects”;  

o “Currency – the extent to which data holds attributes of the right 

age”; 

In the scope of this dissertation the approach that is used is the strict perspective: 

the concept of DQP thus identifies problems occurring at the instance level. Other 

dimensions in which DQPs can also be framed are not taken into account.  
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2.6. Summary 

This chapter presented the main concepts that constitute the basis of this thesis, as 

well as the terminology used throughout the rest of this document in a chronological 

order. 

The concepts of schema and ontology were presented and it was possible to see 

that in its essence an ontology is also a schema since they both capture a 

conceptualization of a domain of interest defining the structure of how data instances 

are captured/represented. It is possible to say that schemas allow the representation of 

data and information in an organized and structured way while ontologies allow the 

identification and specification of the meaning of the data, to ensure that different 

entities can also access and interpret such data and relationships between them. 

OWL has three different profiles (sub-languages) that are related to the expressivity 

levels and are indicated for different scenarios. The choice of which profile to select 

should be based on a trade-off between performance and expressivity.  

Ontology matching is a process of correspondence establishment between entities 

of a source and a target ontology. The set of correspondences is called an alignment. 

The alignments can be expressed and shared using an alignment representation 

language (e.g., Alignment API, EDOAL) with different expressivity and purposes. 

Query rewriting consists in writing an existing query (Q) into a new query over a 

new repository obtaining the best possible answer. The rewriting can be made with 

respect to the schema or the language being used. 

Data Quality can be seen through two different views, the strict perspective that is 

focused in DQPs that occurs at data level, and the wide perspective that includes the 

strict perspective and also other dimensions of DQ. 
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3.  

 

State of the Art 

This chapter presents the foundations of this work based on the analysis of the 

relevant literature. The chapter is divided into three sections. The first section focuses 

on four studies on ontologies that have been developed in the context of Data Quality 

Management (DQM). The existence of such ontologies is a fundamental pre-requisite 

for the implementation of the proposed methodologies, as will be discussed in 

subsequent chapters. The second section presents two alternative taxonomies for Data 

Quality Problems (DQPs): Oliveira's and Fürber and Hepp's. Special attention will be 

given to the DQM Ontology vocabulary, stemming from the latter taxonomy, as it allows 

the representation of DQPs independently of language. Finally, the third section 

presents a review of some existing tools aimed at data cleaning, stressing their 

advantages and disadvantages. 
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3.1. Ontologies for Data Cleaning 

Ontologies are being widely used in DQM [Brueggemann and Gruening 2008] and 

specifically when dealing with the semantic heterogeneity among different repositories 

or with the representation of knowledge in independent ways, as can be seen in [Kedad 

and Métais 2002] and [Fürber and Hepp 2011]. 

The following subsections present four studies focusing on the use of ontologies in 

the DQM domain. The ontologies mentioned in all four studies are related to specific 

data models, although ontologies could be, with a few changes, applied to other data 

models. 

3.1.1. OntoClean 

OntoClean [Wang et al. 2005] is an ontology-based data cleaning framework where 

data cleaning requires a set of ontologies describing different domains represented 

through an ontology representation language. OntoClean combines a task ontology, 

where the potential methods are specified, and a domain ontology for a specific domain 

providing domain constraints that are relevant to data cleaning (e.g., to assign the 

allowed values of the gender property of the class person as “male” or “female”). In this 

framework, users start by defining their cleaning goals in natural language as comments 

(rdfs:comment). These goals are then translated to the ontology query language and 

matched against task instances of the task ontology, thus allowing the identification of 

proper cleaning methods. Wang et al. also exploit knowledge existing in the domain 

ontology like restrictions defined for specific attributes. The resulting knowledge is 

based on a selected algorithm and is applied to the data set based on the results 

produced from queries. The final result of the data cleaning process is a set of 

explanations presented to the user of what has been performed. 

This approach has some advantages:  

 The user's objectives are defined at a semantic level over the ontologies; 

 The user does not need to know the details of the data cleaning algorithms 

(he/she only applies them); 
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 The task and domain ontologies are represented in OWL allowing it to be 

used on the Web. 

But this approach also presents some disadvantages: 

 It can only be used on a single repository at a time, and it is not suited for 

companies wishing to reuse existing knowledge in different repositories, for 

instance, in situations of acquisition and merging of organizations; 

 Only a small set of DQPs are detected, namely: string matching, invalid 

values, missing values and synonyms in a single or in multiple databases. 

3.1.2. Ontology-based XML Cleaning  

Milano [Milano et al. 2005] proposed a framework for data cleaning of XML 

(Extensible Markup Language) documents. This framework is based upon a reference 

ontology (domain ontology) that is defined by an expert according to the DTD 

(document type definition). The reference ontology should allow the representation of 

all knowledge needed for the specification of DCOs, extending the constraints that can 

be defined by the DTD and making the data cleaning process easier to automate. The 

domain ontology [Milano et al. 2005] is also used to define some data quality dimensions 

(wide perspective), namely accuracy, completeness, consistency and currency. 

This approach has some advantages: 

 Increase the schema expressivity through the use of an ontology; 

 Makes the knowledge easier to be processed by machines. 

This approach has two main disadvantages: 

 Although the schema is enriched by the use of a domain ontology, this 

ontology associates the restrictions to schema names which makes it 

difficult to apply in repositories with different schemas; 

 It is only suited for a specific data model, namely the XML data model. 
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As a consequence, such reference ontology is of little value when it comes to reusing 

existing knowledge in different repositories. 

3.1.3. OntoDataClean 

Perez-Rey [Perez-Rey et al. 2006] also developed a system for Knowledge Discovery 

in Databases (KDD) based on ontologies that allows the pre-processing of data and their 

integration at instance level. Although the data mining phase is commonly regarded as 

the main step of KDD, its outcome is dependent upon its previous steps concerning data 

homogenization and integration. 

To support the analysis of data stored in heterogeneous sources Perez-Rey 

proposes (i) the use of virtual ontologies to represent the different data sources mapped 

to the databases' physical schema and (ii) a unified ontology representing all the 

information of the virtual ontologies. OntoDataClean also makes use of an ontology for 

the representation of six different correction DCOs: scale, format, pattern, duplicate, 

synonym and missing values. The latter transformation requires a previous detection 

operation, and allows one of four alternative corrective measures: replacement of the 

missing value by the mean of the values of the attribute at hand, replacement by its 

most frequent value, replacement by a given string or deletion of the whole record. 

This approach main advantage: 

 Give a common interface to query different data sources; 

This approach has two main disadvantages: 

 In spite of the two aforementioned correction DCOs which resort to 

statistical operations (replacement by the mean or the most frequent value), 

which cannot guarantee flawless corrections, OntoDataClean relies heavily 

on the supervision of an expert; 

 As stated by the authors, the number of DQPs whose respective DCOs are 

represented in OntoDataClean's ontology is low when compared to other 

solutions. 
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3.1.4. Domain ontology for the ETL process 

Jiang [Jiang et al. 2010] proposed a framework that uses a domain ontology which 

is created by experts based on domain standard documentation and on the schema of 

the relational database to be used in the Extract, Transform, Loading (ETL) process of 

finding the data sources, defining the rules of data transformation and eliminating the 

semantic heterogeneity. According to this framework, to access the information 

resources efficiently, data should be described semantically through a domain ontology 

and integrated into a unified platform, called the enterprise data center, used for data 

standardizing instead of the traditional data warehouse. The domain ontology aids the 

ETL tools in the tasks of semantically extracting and storing the data in the data center. 

The data of the data center, comes from small data marts that can be built according to 

specific management decisions. Therefore, Jiang's framework provides both a global 

information model at enterprise data warehouse level and a collection of several local 

data sets at data mart16 level. The data analysis could be more flexible in a small-scale 

data set but the result could be more efficient under the guidance of the global data 

model.  

This approach has some advantages:  

 Both global data model and local data set are integrated by the domain 

ontology to eliminate data heterogeneity; 

 Reduces or eliminates semantic heterogeneity by using an ontology which 

can also be used for data cleaning, although that was not the original 

purpose of the authors; 

 The task and domain ontologies are represented in OWL allowing it to be 

used on the Web. 

                                                           
16 A data mart is a subset of the data warehouse tables containing just the data relevant for analysis by a 
given department or a group of users. 
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But this approach also presents some disadvantages: The construction of the 

domain ontology is highly dependent upon human knowledge. Also, this ontology only 

supports relational data models. 

3.2. Taxonomies of Data Quality Problems  

Some Data Cleaning Tools (DCT) can be based on DQPs' taxonomies for their 

detection and correction. This section presents two different taxonomies: one for 

relational databases [Oliveira et al. 2005a] following the strict perspective (Section 2.5) 

and another for the semantic web [Fürber and Hepp 2011] according to the wide 

perspective (Section 2.5). Although other taxonomies exist17, these two taxonomies 

were selected because they capture a wider number of DQP types. 

3.2.1. Oliveira's Taxonomy of Data Quality Problems 

Oliveira’s taxonomy [Oliveira et al. 2005a] targets relational databases, regarding 

the detection and correction of DQPs. The taxonomy is briefly presented in Table 3-1 

according to the granularity level of occurrence of the DQPs, i.e., single value (of an 

attribute), single column/attribute, single row/record, single table, multiple tables and 

multiple databases. According to Table 3-1, some DQPs may occur at more than one 

level. 

Table 3-1 - Data Quality Problems by level of granularity according to Oliveira’s taxonomy.  

DQP 

Granularity Level of Occurrence 

Attribute/Record Single 
Table 

Multiple 
Tables 

Multiple 
DBs Single Value Column Row 

Missing value X      

Syntax violation X      

Misspelling error X      

Domain violation: X      

Overloaded value X      

Incomplete value X      

Existence of synonyms  X   X X 

Uniqueness violation  X     

Integrity constraint violation  X X X X X 

Functional dependency value    X   

                                                           
17 For different DQPs' taxonomies see [Kim et al. 2003], [Müller and Freytag 2003] or [Rahm and Do 
2000], among others. 
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DQP 

Granularity Level of Occurrence 

Attribute/Record Single 
Table 

Multiple 
Tables 

Multiple 
DBs Single Value Column Row 

Circularity between records    X   

Duplicate records:    X   

Equal duplicates    X   

Approximate duplicates    X   

Inconsistent duplicates    X   

Syntax heterogeneities     X X 

Measurement units heterogeneity     X X 

Existence of homonyms     X X 

Different granularities     X X 

Referential integrity violation     X X 

A brief description of each type of DQP is now presented: 

 Missing value – the value of a mandatory attribute is missing (e.g., the email 

of a customer in the e-business is empty); 

 Syntax violation – the value of an attribute does not have the expected 

syntax (e.g., a sale's date is in the format yyyy-mm-dd instead of dd-mm-

yyyy); 

 Misspelling error – the value of an attribute contains a typing error (e.g., the 

gender of person contains the value “mal” instead of “male”); 

 Domain violation – the value of an attribute does not belong to the set of 

valid values (e.g., a person with a weight that is zero). In this taxonomy a 

domain violation can be further specialized as: 

o Overloaded value – The attribute value contains more information 

than needed (e.g., first name attribute that contains the first and last 

name of a person); 

o Incomplete value – The attribute value has less information than it 

should (e.g., full name attribute containing only the first name). 

The domain violation DQP, may be considered a range violation in some 

contexts, like maths or ontologies, whenever the attributes' values should 

lie within a specified range of numerical values; 

 Existence of synonyms – different values for the same attribute but with the 

same meaning (e.g., man and male defining the gender of a person); 
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 Uniqueness violation – an attribute that should be unique contains more 

than one record with the same value (e.g., the existence of two invoices with 

the same number); 

 Integrity constraint violation – a set of values of one or more attributes does 

not comply with an integrity constraint, i.e., a business rule (e.g., at any 

moment, the sum of values of the number of people of several instances 

representing people checked-in at an hotel cannot be higher than the 

number of beds available). As can be seen in Table 3-1 this problem occurs 

at almost all granularity levels; 

 Functional dependency violation – a functional dependency between two or 

more attributes is violated by the values of a records (e.g., considering that 

there is a functional dependency between the code number and name of a 

product, there are two different names for the same code number); 

 Circularity between records in a self-relationship – when there is a cycle 

between two or more records, either a direct circularity (e.g., in record A is 

employer of B and in another record, B is employer of A) or an indirect 

circularity (e.g., A1 is employer of A2, which is employer of An, which is 

employer of A1); 

 Duplicate records – occurs when the same entity is represented in more than 

one record, in a single table of a database or in tables of different databases. 

There can be: 

o Equal duplicates – the records only differ in the attributes that 

represent the primary key of the table; 

o Approximate duplicates – the records are almost the same, existing 

only small differences between them; 

o Inconsistent duplicates – there are significant differences in the 

values of one or more attributes, although the similarity in the values 

of other attributes allows them to be classified as duplicates; 

 Heterogeneity of syntaxes – different syntaxes among different tables 

representing the same property (e.g., in one database date is in one format 

while in another database it is in different format); 
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 Measurement units heterogeneity – different measurement units between 

different tables representing the same attribute (e.g., in one database a 

distance is represented in kilometres while in another database the same 

attribute is represented in miles); 

 Different granularities – the same real world property is represented with 

different levels of detail in different tables (e.g., in a database the table 

MaritalStatus has as possible values: married; single; widowed; and, 

divorced; and in another database the table CivilStatus has as possible 

values: single and married); 

 Existence of homonyms – using the same values in different tables but with 

different meanings. The different meanings are usually dependent upon 

context/domain (e.g., in the health domain "light" might be used to mean 

not heavy, while in the textile industry domain "light" might qualify the 

colour of a textile). 

As stated in this description, these DQPs can occur at a multiple tables level within 

a single database or within multiple tables involving several databases, with the latter 

being the most frequent case since nowadays organizations can get their information 

from different repositories. 

The main advantage of this taxonomy is the number of the DQPs that can be 

specified. The major drawback of this taxonomy is that it is only suited for problems 

existing in relational data models. 

3.2.2. Fürber and Hepp's Taxonomy for Data Quality Problems 

Hepp [Fürber and Hepp 2011] also presented a taxonomy (Table 3-2) for the 

detection and correction of DQPs. Also, integrity constraint violations are not considered 

by the authors although, in some cases, it is possible to specify them using a combination 

of the existing classes. 
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Table 3-2 - DQPs by level of granularity according to Fürber and Hepp's taxonomy. 

Data Quality Problem 
Granularity Level of Occurrence 

Instance 
(value) 

Property 
Multiple 

Properties 
Out of Range Value  X   

Uniqueness Violation X   

Illegal Value  X   

Duplicate Instance   X 

Outdated Instance X   

Missing Element    

   Missing Property and Value X X  

   Missing Property  X  

   Missing value  X   

Syntax Violation X   

Functional Dependency Violation   X 

A brief description of each DQP is now presented: 

 Out of range value – represents instance values of a property that are not 

specified within its legal value range or that are specified within its illegal 

value range; 

 Uniqueness violation – occurs when the values of an attribute in different 

records are equal, although that property should be unique; 

 Illegal value – represents a value that should not be used for a property; 

 Outdated instance – represents an outdated state for an instance of a 

property; 

 Missing property and value – occurs when a property and/or a value of that 

property (that is mandatory) is missing. This DQP is not considered in the 

previous taxonomy, since in a relational data model the property must 

always exist;  

 Syntax violation – the value of a property does not have the expected syntax; 

 Functional Dependency Violation – occurs for combinations of different 

property values that are not supposed to happen (e.g., an instance of an 

individual with a feminine name like “Ann” and gender “male”). 
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Although Fürber and Hepp's taxonomy seems to represent less DQP's types than 

Oliveira's taxonomy, some other DQPs can also be represented although not in a 

straightforward way like, for instance, the case of synonyms. 

3.3. DQM Ontology 

Based on this taxonomy Fürber and Hepp created a vocabulary in RDF/OWL, called 

Data Quality Management Ontology (DQM Ontology), allowing the representation of 

DCOs at a conceptual level, which in turn allows their use in different data models (see 

Figure 3-1). The formulation of data quality rules in RDF/OWL, using a specific 

vocabulary (DQM Ontology), increases the transparency of quality requirements, 

facilitates the consistency checking among multiple data quality requirements, and 

enables the reuse of those rules in the Semantic Web since they are machine-readable. 

It also enables the quality checks with a limited set of queries, since they only use terms 

from the DQM vocabulary. 

Data cleaning operations are divided into those intended to detect DQPs (called 

detection DCOs) and those focused on solving the identified DQPs (called correction 

DCOs). In Figure 3-1 a partial view of the DQM Ontology is presented. Detection DCOs 

are represented in the DQM Ontology by the class dqm:DataRequirement and its sub-

classes dqm:PropertyRequirement, dqm:MultipropertyRequirement, while correction 

DCOs are represented by the class dqm:DataCleansingRule. 

The dqm:PropertyRequirement and dqm:MultipropertyRequirement sub-classes 

allow the arrangement of all the detection DCOs. The former allows the representation 

of DCOs that occur at a property level while the latter allows the representation of DCOs 

that occur on different properties of the same class. The dqm:DataCleansingRule sub-

class allows the representation of correction DCOs. 
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Figure 3-1 - Partial UML representation of the DQM Ontology (http://semwebquality.org/dqm-vocabulary/v1/UML_DQM-Vocabulary.png). 
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Each kind of DCO is then a sub-class of the classes dqm:PropertyRequirement or 

dqm:MultipropertyRequirement depending on its purpose and the number of 

properties. These classes serve mainly to arrange DCOs that share some common 

characteristics and are not meant to be directly instantiated. The instantiation is done 

on their sub-classes (e.g., dqm:UniqueValueRule). This can be seen as a tree where only 

the leaves (sub-classes) capture a kind of DCO. 

To illustrate the definition of some DCOs using the DQM Ontology vocabulary, let 

us consider the schema presented in Figure 3-2 where some characteristics of a person 

are presented. The prefix used is @prefix ex: http://www.example/ralmeida/. 

-ex:name
-ex:taxNumber
-ex:age
-ex:weight

ex:Person

 

Figure 3-2 - Person conceptualization represented in UML. 

The dqm:PropertyRequirement represents DCOs acting on a single property 

dqm:testedProperty1 of a class dqm:testedClass. The detection DCOs that are 

represented as sub-classes of this class are expressed by different perspectives:  

 The specification of a legal range of numeric values through 

dqm:LegalValueRangeRule, whose interval is defined by the dqm:lowerLimit 

and dqm:upperLimit properties, or a list of legal enumerated values through 

dqm:LegalValueRule, along with dqm:TrustedClass and 

dqm:TrustedProperty where all possible values for a specific property are 

represented. 

Example 3-1 presents a detection DCO stating that the legal values for a person's 

age property are integers equal to or greater than 18 (only adults are allowed/valid). 

This is done by setting the lower limit (dqm:lowerLimit) of the property age 

(dqm:testedProperty1) to 18. 
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Example 3-1 - DCO specified using the turtle syntax to detect legal values. 

 The specification of an illegal range of numeric values through 

dqm:IllegalValueRangeRule (as well as dqm:lowerLimit and dqm:upperLimit) 

or a list of illegal enumerated values through dqm:IllegalValueRule (along 

with dqm:BlackListClass and dqm:BlackListProperty). 

Example 3-2 presents a detection DCO which allows the detection of persons whose 

weight is less than zero. This is done by specifying the dqm:lowerlimit property as “0,00”. 

Example 3-2 - DCO specified using turtle syntax to detect illegal values. 

 The dqm:SyntaxRule class allows checking if a property’s value meets a given 

syntax, which can be expressed, for example, as a regular expression. 

 The dqm:UniqueValueRule class allows the detection of duplicate values of 

properties that should be unique. The DCO specified in Example 3-3 allows 

the detection of values that should be unique but instead repeat themselves 

in different tuples, based on the property ex:taxNumber. 

Example 3-3 - DCO specified using turtle syntax to detect unique values. 

 Last, the dqm:PropertyCompletenessRule class allows, for example, to check 

for instances that have no value specified for a specific property or to check 

@prefix dqm: <http://purl.org/dqm-vocabulary/v1/dqm> 

@prefix ex: <http://www.example/ralmeida/> 

 

:dcoLVRR a dqm:LegalvalueRangeRule; 

           dqm:testedClass ex:Person; 

           dqm:testedProperty1 ex:age; 

           dqm:lowerLimit “18”^xsd:integer. 

@prefix dqm: <http://purl.org/dqm-vocabulary/v1/dqm> 

@prefix ex: <http://example.org/> 

 

:dcoIVRR a dqm:IllegalValueRangeRule; 

           dqm:testedClass ex:Person; 

           dqm:testedProperty1 ex:weight; 

           dqm:lowerLimit “0,00”^xsd:float. 

@prefix dqm: <http://purl.org/dqm-vocabulary/v1/dqm> 

@prefix ex: <http://example.org/> 

 

:dcoUVR a dqm:UniqueValueRule; 

          dqm:testedClass ex:Person; 

          dqm:testedProperty1 ex:taxNumber. 
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if a given property exists. The DCO presented in Example 3-4 allows the 

detection of persons that do not have a name.  

Example 3-4 - DCO specified using turtle syntax to detect persons without a name. 

The dqm:MultiPropertyRequirement class represents detection DCOs acting on 

more than one property (dqm:testedProperty1 to dqm:testedPropertyN) of a given class 

(dqm:testedClass). The detection DCOs that are represented as sub-classes of this class 

are and can be seen and expressed by different perspectives: 

 DCOs where the expert only specifies the class and property (or properties) 

for the detection of DQP. Examples are dqm:DuplicateInstanceRule, which 

allows the detection of duplicates based on a set of properties specified by 

the user (dqm:testedProperty1-N), and dqm:FuncDepReferenceRule, which 

allows the specification of legal value combinations for two or more 

properties occurring in the same instance (all the instances with the allowed 

value combinations are represented in the dqm:TrustedClass and 

dqm:TrustedProperty); 

 DCOs where the expert, beside the class and property (or properties), must 

specify one or several additional conditions. Examples are 

dqm:ConditionalSyntaxRule which limits the syntax of a property to certain 

formats according to given values or conditions on another property, 

dqm:FuncDepValueRule that allows the specification of values which a 

tested property must have when the values of others properties have 

certain values or meet certain conditions, and 

dqm:ConditionalPropertyCompletenessRule which states that the value of a 

tested property must exist when the value of another property has a certain 

value or meets a certain condition. For each case, there can be one or more 

conditions specified (dqm:hasCondition1-N). 

@prefix dqm: <http://purl.org/dqm-vocabulary/v1/dqm> 

@prefix ex: <http://example.org/> 

 

:dcoPCR a dqm:PropertyCompletenessRule; 

          dqm:testedClass ex:Person; 

          dqm:testedProperty1 ex:name 

          dqm:requiredProperty "true"^^xsd:boolean ; 

          dqm:requiredValue "true"^^xsd:boolean . 
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The dqm:DataCleansingRule class allows the specification of correction DCOs that 

are associated with detection DCOs. This particular aspect is very difficult to be fully 

automated and only some simple problems are presented here. Other problems need 

further study and deeper analysis. As an example of a sub-class that is specified within 

the dqm:DataCleansingRule is the dqm:PropertyCompletion (not shown in Figure 3-1), 

which allows the specification of a value (dqm:addValue) for a specific property 

(dqm:addProperty). 

The DQM Ontology vocabulary has on its favour the fact that the DQPs are 

represented independently of any language and according to a specific vocabulary, and 

also that it can easily be extended to deal with DQPs other than the ones represented 

in this taxonomy (Section 3.3).  

One limitation of this vocabulary is that it does not support problems involving 

multiple databases. Although the underlying taxonomy, namely Fürber and Hepp’s, was 

developed from existing taxonomies for relational databases, it does not consider DQPs 

like integrity constraint violations. Fürber and Hepp only made experiments for the 

detection and correction of DQPs in SPARQL, a language with some limitations in the 

specification of more complex restrictions, which could also limit the specified 

vocabulary. 

3.4. Data Cleaning Tools 

This section contains a brief description of some of the currently used Data Cleaning 

Tools (DCT) that have been recently developed and/or are considered relevant, 

representing different data models, and whose literature is available to the scientific 

community. 

3.4.1. SmartClean 

The SmartClean tool [Oliveira et al. 2009] is an academic tool to detect and to 

correct DQPs at the instance level based on Oliveira’s taxonomy (see Section 3.2.1). This 

tool has a declarative language that supports the detection DCOs specified by the user. 
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This declarative language is presented below in extended BNF syntax18. The 

presentation focuses on the language's most relevant aspects and is not intended to be 

a complete description. Example 3-5 shows all the parameters needed to define a 

detection DCO. 

Example 3-5 - Parameters of a detection operation. 

DetectionOperation → Detect DataCleaningProblem OperationLevel OnColumns 
FromTables OfDataBases UsingColumns UsingOrdenationKeys 
UsingThreshold UsingOperations DependentOn OfReferenceTabels 
OfReferenceDataBases UsingCondition GroupBy UsingDictionary 
UsingMetric 

Based on this grammar, a detection operation always starts by the word Detect. The 

type of DQP to detect must be specified in DataCleaningProblem, and may assume the 

values IndividualValueLevel, ColumnLevel, TupleLevel, RelationLevel, 

MultipleRelationsLevel). In turn, each of these types comprehends the DQPs that may 

occur on each granularity level. The OperationLevel allows the specification of the level 

at which the DQPs exist, namely: attribute (COLUMN), record (ROW), table (RELATION) 

or multiple tables (MULTIPLE RELATIONS). 

Then, the attributes/columns needed to detect the DQPs must be defined, along 

with the table or tables to which they belong as well as the respective database or 

databases. Aliases are also supported in SmartClean's grammar. 

Example 3-6 (a through d) represents in SmartClean the examples of DCOs which 

were represented in the DQM vocabulary in Section 3.2.2, and following the schema 

shown in Figure 3-2. The grammar of SmartClean supports many other DCOs which will 

not be presented. 

Example 3-6 - DCOs specified in SmartClean language. 

a – age related DCO 

 DETECT Domain Violation 
 ON age FROM Person OF DB 
 Where age < 18 

c – uniqueness DCO 

 DETECT Uniqueness Violation 
 ON taxN FROM Person OF DB 

                                                           
18 https://www.w3.org/Notation.html accessed in 20/12/2017 

https://www.w3.org/Notation.html
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b – weight related DCO 

 DETECT Domain Violation 
 ON weight FROM Person OF DB 
 Where weight <= 0 

d – missing value DCO 

 DETECT Missing Value 
 ON name FROM Person OF DB 

For some kinds of DQP, SmartClean requires the specification of the condition which 

allows their detection. Example 3-6a presents the specification of the detection of 

persons that are not adults, defined as those who are younger than 18 years old. In a 

similar way, Example 3-6b represents the detection DCO for invalid weights (defined as 

zero or negative weights). 

Example 3-6c and Example 3-6d represent DCOs for the detection of the uniqueness 

of a person based on his/her tax number and for the detection of persons without a 

name, respectively. In both cases SmartClean does not require the specification of 

additional conditions. 

When a type of DQP is solved, other DQPs may arise. In order to minimize the DQPs 

that may arise, SmartClean executes DCOs iteratively in a predetermined order, which 

comprehends level (e.g., attribute, tupple, relation) and type of DCO (e.g., missing value, 

syntax violation, misspelling). 

SmartClean also supports the use of JAVA functions. These functions are very useful 

when the expressivity of the SmartClean language is insufficient, as is common in the 

case of integrity constraint violations related to business rules. It is important to note 

that the use of JAVA functions relies entirely on the expert using the tool. 

SmartClean presents some limitations. This DCT was developed to detect DQPs in 

relational databases and cannot be applied to other data models. As this tool operates 

at the schema level, a set of DCOs specified for a database cannot be applied to another 

database, even when it belongs to the same domain, as there will certainly be schema 

differences between them. SmartClean does not use prior knowledge to suggest DCOs 

to the user, and thus relies heavily upon the intervention of an expert. 
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3.4.2. SCARE 

Scalable Automatic Repair for minimal change and maximal likelihood (SCARE) is a 

statistical DCT patented in 2011 [Yakout et al. 2013] whose aim is to perform DCOs in an 

almost fully automated way while not being limited by database size. Contrary to 

constraint based DCTs, which require the intervention of an expert in the specification 

of integrity constraints and fixing rules, SCARE is based on a machine learning and an 

heuristic process, and intends to work in a fully automated way. Although not yet 

capable of detecting and correcting duplicate tuples, it presents, according to the 

authors, few limitations on some other types of DQP (e.g., missing or incomplete values, 

domain violations), independently of the attribute's data type (e.g., numeric, string, 

categorical). 

It is possible to divide the overall SCARE procedure into three steps or phases: the 

learning phase, the candidates phase and the repair phase. In the learning phase a set 

of clean records is the object of a machine learning procedure aiming at learning the 

underlying data structure, i.e., the joint probability distribution of its attributes. This step 

takes about 80 to 85% of the total execution time of the SCARE algorithm. 

According to SCARE’s authors, machine learning algorithms are very time 

consuming and are not scalable, i.e., processing times increase very quickly with 

increasing amounts of data. Hence, in order to make this process scalable, SCARE 

partitions horizontally the original database into several non-mutually exclusive 

partitions (blocks), analyses each block separately and then combines the respective 

results. 

In its second phase, SCARE generates a list of candidate data repairs for each tuple 

not included in the initial clean set (and hence a possibly dirty record). SCARE does this 

by applying the learnt joint probability distribution of the attributes to the set of possibly 

dirty tuples. The attributes are pre-classified as reliable (clean) or flexible (possibly dirty).  

Candidate repairs are then selected in a two step procedure. Firstly they are chosen 

according to their reliability which, among other factors, depends upon a cost function. 

This cost function evaluates the amount of changes the tuple in question would undergo 
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as a consequence of that repair. In the second step, only one candidate repair is selected 

for every tuple, through a process specifically designed to be solved in polynomial time. 

The authors measured SCARE’s efficacy with precision and recall statistics19. As the 

amount of data increases, precision increases while recall decreases. This is explained 

by the pre-defined upper limit to the total cost of data repair. If, on the other hand, this 

cost is allowed to increase, recall will increase along with a decrease in precision. So 

there is a trade-off between recall and precision that depends, among others, on the 

amount of data and on the cost limitation of the repair. 

SCARE is a DCT that can handle big datasets in a semi-automatic way. Nevertheless, 

it still presents a set of difficulties which appear hard to overcome: its efficacy is still 

generally inferior to the efficacy of competing DCT which resort to data quality 

constraints20; its setup requires the definition of a clean data set and of a set of reliable 

attributes, which cannot be accomplished without the intervention of an expert; the ML 

process requires a considerable amount of data so SCARE can hardly be applied in data 

sets with only a few hundreds of records; and, SCARE does not handle complex DQP. 

3.4.3. NADEEF 

NADEEF21 was presented in 2013 as an extensible, generalized and easy-to-deploy 

data cleaning platform built at Qatar Computing Research Institute. The point of 

departure for the development of this platform was the acknowledgment of the absence 

of an “end-to-end off-the-shelf solution to (semi-)automate the detection and the 

correction of violations with respect to a set of heterogeneous and ad-hoc quality 

constraints” [Dallachiesa et al. 2013]. Its authors isolated four main challenges faced by 

DCT, namely: (i) the semantic heterogeneity of the languages used, (ii) the 

interdependencies among several different quality constraints, (iii) the high costs of 

adaptation and implementation of cleaning algorithms on every real world case, (iv) and, 

                                                           
19 Precision is defined as the ratio of correct data repairs to the total number of repairs carried out. 
Recall is defined as the ratio of correct data repairs to the total number of data problems in the original 
data set. 
20 A data quality constraint specifies a constraint to which the data must obey. If not respected, a DQP 
exists and needs to be corrected. 
21 NADEEF means clean in Arabic. 
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the need for metadata production and presentation along with the need for expert 

intervention. NADEEF platform was developed trying to tackle these four issues, 

exception granted to expert intervention. In fact, the authors explicitly mention that 

“heuristically resolving (data quality) violations may introduce more errors, triggering a 

disastrous domino effect” and that the experiments carried out with NADEEF highlight 

“the need for users to provide useful information to guide the process of repairing data”. 

NADEEF is an extensible and generic DCT allowing users to manipulate data and 

metadata. Its processes can be divided into two main tasks: (i) specification of DCOs and 

(ii) implementation of DCOs. 

The first of such tasks is accomplished through a user interface that allows for the 

definition of several different types of integrity constraints: FD (functional dependency), 

CFD (conditional functional dependencies), ETL (extraction, transform and load), MD 

(matching dependencies), deduplication and other customizable integrity constraints. 

These constraints may relate to attributes on individual tuples or on pairs of tuples. 

The set of DCOs defined by the user may have their own problems: the rules may 

contradict each other (inconsistency problem) or they may be redundant (redundancy 

problem). Checking the existence of incompatibilities and redundancies in a complete 

way is an NP-complete problem. NADEEF assumes the set of rules suffers from neither 

of these problems. 

The second of NADEEF’s main tasks relies upon its core. The core of NADEEF is able 

to compile all the constraints into a unified format before applying them to a particular 

data set. 

The computation time of the detection of DQP involving pairs of tuples is quadratic 

on the number of tuples. To avoid long computation times, NADEEF resorts to two 

different methods: mutually exclusive partitioning of the original data set, and the 

merging of tuples for detection purposes whenever the pairs formed by each one of 

them and a third tuple present equal data quality (a process named “compression for 

violations”). 
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NADEEF’s core then presents the user the possibility of choosing one of two 

alternative DQP detection algorithms: a MAX-SAT algorithm and an Equivalent Class 

algorithm. The former is designed for a higher efficacy, although its computation times 

are higher than competing DCT, while the latter is designed to perform well in data sets 

with greater amounts of data, although lacking in accuracy. 

Data correction can be done while minimizing a cost function defined by the user. 

The user also intervenes in NADEEF's core last step, as data updating only takes place 

when he/she instructs it to do so. 

Finally, NADEEF platform integrates a metadata management unit which keeps the 

user informed about the data quality problems detected, the updates carried out, its 

order, its progress, as well as other statistics and information allowing a comprehensive 

notion of the global “health” of the data set. 

Experiments with NADEEF consistently show that it has a higher efficacy, as 

measured by F1 score22, than competing DCTs. Nevertheless, its higher efficacy is 

attained at the expense of efficiency/scalability, and relies completely on the expertise 

of the user. Also, the proposed solution is designed for relational databases only, and it 

does not suggest existing knowledge to the expert. 

3.4.4. KATARA 

KATARA was issued in 2015 as a "data cleaning system powered by knowledge bases 

and crowdsourcing" [Chu et al. 2015]. It was the outcome of a joint project between the 

University of Waterloo in Canada and the Qatar Computing Research Institute. 

According to its authors, DCTs relying upon data quality constraints, statistics 

and/or machine learning algorithms generally achieves low accuracies. To overcome the 

lack of accuracy, these DCTs should resort to reliable data and/or experts, but these 

resources are not always available or might be too expensive. To overcome these 

                                                           
22F1 score is equivalent to the harmonic mean of precision and recall statistics. F1 score = 
2(recall.precision)/(recall+precision). 
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problems KATARA resorts to Knowledge Bases (KB) and crowdsourcing [Lange and Lange 

2012] readily available on the web. 

KATARA contains three successive modules: table pattern recognition, pattern 

validation and data annotation. The table pattern consists of the attributes' data types 

and the relationships between them. KATARA assumes that there is no a-priori 

information on the table pattern. 

The table pattern recognition is achieved through a mapping between each value 

of every attribute to the available resources in the KB. For each pair of attributes KATARA 

also tries to find corresponding relationships in the KB. Candidate table patterns are 

selected according to how well they fit the data set at hand, plus an optimization 

algorithm designed to avoid the unnecessary evaluation of every possible pattern. 

The validation of the top k table patterns thus selected is accomplished through 

crowdsourcing. KATARA addresses the crowd through an ordered series of simple 

questions about the table patterns, instead of trying to evaluate them directly as a 

whole. This process ends with the rejection by the crowd of all but one table pattern. 

Resorting to the validated pattern, KATARA then annotates every tuple as: (i) 

validated by the KB, if it can find a corresponding instance in the KB; (ii) validated by the 

crowd; or, (iii) erroneous tuple. This procedure allows the algorithm to identify DQPs, 

but also, and with the aid of the crowd, to generate new facts which can be incorporated 

into the KB, allowing it to grow. 

Finally, KATARA also deals with the correction of tuples having DQPs through the 

instantiation of the KB for near-matches of erroneous tuples. Such candidate corrections 

are evaluated through a cost function that measures the amount of data change they 

impose. The top k candidate corrections are then presented to the crowd, who is 

charged with the task of selecting the best possible correction. 

KATARA does not require laborious setups as quality constraints or heuristic 

methods, works well with even very small data sets and does not need any beforehand 

assumptions about the data’s structure. On the other hand, KATARA's most evident 
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weakness is the quality requirement upon the KB and the crowd. The quality of 

KATARA’s outcome relies entirely on the KB’s completeness and on the expertise of the 

crowd (which, for one thing, is assumed to be composed of KB’s semantic experts). 

3.4.5. DataCleaner 

DataCleaner23 is a graphical DCT available in open source and commercial versions, 

the former being limited on some of its features. It supports different types of data 

sources (CSV, Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, XML, JSON, Microsoft Access databases, 

SAS data sets, Customer Relationship Management (CRM)) and also allows the 

connection to database servers like relational databases, NoSQL, big data stores and 

cloud-based applications. 

DataCleaner is structured in two modules: a data analyzer and a data transformer. 

The data analysis module allows the user to explore the data set at hand and to identify 

possible DQPs. The detection of DQP is accomplished through filters and data quality 

constraints set up by the user. For this purpose, DataCleaner contains a comprehensive 

set of built-in functions which includes, among others, date and time functions, 

duplicate detection, detection of null or empty values, referential integrity functions, 

pattern finder, uniqueness validation and graphical distribution of the values of an 

attribute. DataCleaner also allows the sequential combination of these functions, which 

makes for improved results, and the use of external files to help in the detection of 

DQPs. 

The data transformation module also contains a powerful set of built-in functions, 

which include the standardization of country names, correction of email addresses, 

spell-checker, standardization of names, elimination of pre-defined words, trimming of 

whitespaces, etc. This module also has the ability to resort to online databases. 

The pros of DataCleaner are its graphical interface for data analysis and detection 

of DQPs, the flexibility concerning data input format and the extensive set of functions 

that can be explored by the user. One limitation of this tool is the association of the 

                                                           
23 https://datacleaner.org/accessed in 20/04/2017 
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DCOs to the schema of the databases, which limits the DCOs applicability to other 

databases even within the same domain. Another limitation, which stems from the 

previous one, is the inability of DataCleaner to suggest existing DQP detection 

knowledge, even though several high level functions are defined. The requirement to 

import the data set to be analyzed may, in the case of big databases, become a time and 

resource consuming issue. Also DataCleaner does not support RDF/OWL which limits its 

interpretation by machines. But probably the most important limitation of DataCleaner 

is its reliance upon the intervention of an expert user. 

3.4.6. Winpure 

Winpure24 is a commercial graphical tool for data cleaning. It has three major 

components: 

 “Data” component, meant to import and export data lists, open and save 

projects and view and edit data;  

 “Clean” component, which detects and corrects DQPs;  

 “Match” component, to identify and remove or merge duplicates (including 

an option of using fuzzy matching.). 

The “Clean” component manages, converts and cleans data files and also helps 

preparing them for the matching operation. It contains, among others: 

 A statistical module that helps checking for missing data (populated data and 

empty cells); 

 A text cleaner using pre-defined functions (whitespace removal, character 

conversion, among others); 

 An email address cleaner; 

 A word manager to search, count, spell-check, replace or delete words; 

                                                           
24 http://www.winpure.com/cleanmatch.html accessed in 12/05/2017 

http://www.winpure.com/cleanmatch.html
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 The possibility to split an attribute into several (e.g., splitting of a name into 

first and last name or the splitting of a phone number into international code 

and number), or otherwise merge several attributes into one. 

As with other data cleaning tools, Winpure requires the data to be imported, which 

may be inefficient when dealing with big datasets. Winpure does not support RDF/OWL 

and thus does not consider the semantics within the data cleaning process. 

More important is the fact that Winpure’s DCOs are bound to the schema of the 

repositories they are applied to. Once more, this implies the impossibility of reusing 

most of the existing knowledge. The whole functioning of Winpure is then highly 

dependent upon the intervention of an expert. 

3.4.7. OpenRefine  

OpenRefine [2013] is a desktop tool for the visualization and manipulation of data 

that can work off-line and on-line. OpenRefine is able to import data in the following 

formats: tab-separated value (TSV), comma-separated values (CSV), Microsoft Excel 

documents (XLS and XLSX), XML, RDF as XML, Java Script Object Notation (JSON), Google 

spreadsheets and RDF N3 triples. After importing the data, OpenRefine automatically 

guesses the attributes' data types and stores them in OpenRefine’s own format. 

Note that, as mentioned earlier for other DCTs, the need to import the dataset into 

OpenRefine can become a time and resource consuming issue if the dataset is big. 

DQPs detection in OpenRefine is a manual procedure, eased by the use of filters, 

called facets, and of built-in operations. There are a set of pre-defined facets according 

to three data types: string, number and date. The date facet allows for the creation of a 

timeline from a series of date values. Facets for numbers allow, among other things, for 

counting, sorting and plotting values. Text facets include many possibilities, such as 

word search and counting, detection of duplicate values on a single attribute, sorting by 

text length or character counting. These facets can be combined sequentially. 
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Other OpenRefine's built-in operations include the creation of multi-valued cells, 

the clustering of values, the splitting of data across several attributes or the 

reconciliation. The reconciliation is an operation in which the values of the dataset at 

hand are compared to the values of databases/knowledge bases available on the web, 

resulting in the presentation to the user of a list of candidate matches. 

After the identification of DQPs in the dataset, the user is free to annotate the 

respective instances or to modify them. The transformation of data is essentially a 

manual process, even though it might resort to some built-in functions (e.g., whitespace 

removal or case transformation). Alternatively, transformations can be specified by the 

user through GREL (General Refine Expression Language), Jython (Python implemented 

in Java) or Clojure (a functional language). 

Except for the reconciliation tool, OpenRefine works with single databases, 

presenting a powerful set of tools to identify de DQPs, prior to the application of 

corrective measures (either inbuilt or user specified functions). OpenRefine can 

automatically suggest some corrective measures, although these suggestions stem from 

the analysis of the dataset at hand. This means these suggestions are very dependent 

upon the properties of such dataset, so OpenRefine is not capable of using prior 

knowledge in its suggestions to the user. 

3.4.8. Comparison of DCTs 

Table 3-3 presents a summary of the pros and cons of the seven DCTs that were 

previously described. 
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Table 3-3 - Comparison of Data Cleaning Tools. 

DCT Main Advantages Main Disadvantages 

SmartClean  support of JAVA functions 

 Covers a large set of DQPs 

 dependent on the data model (relational 

databases) 

 DCOs tied to schema names, difficult to apply 

to other relational databases even in the same 

domain 

 DCOs specified by user, so highly dependent 

upon an expert 

 does not suggest DCO 

SCARE  semi-automatic DCT 

 suitable for big databases – 

scalable (computation time 

proportional to the amount 

of data) 

 does not detect duplicates 

 requires expert to define clean dataset and 

clean attributes 

 outcome dependent upon the amount of 

change allowed – parameter not easily tuned 

 lower efficacy than manual DCT 

 not suitable for small data sets 

 does not handle complex DQP 

 does not suggest DCO 

NADEEF  two alternative detection 

algorithms, presenting a 

trade-off between 

computation time and 

efficacy 

 possibility of definition of a 

cost function by the user 

 flexibility in the definition of 

DCO 

 high efficacy 

 requires intervention of expert for the 

specification of DCOs 

 low efficiency and scalability 

 dependent on the data model (relational 

databases) 

 does not suggest DCO 
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DCT Main Advantages Main Disadvantages 

KATARA  automatically identifies 

attributes' data type and 

relations between 

attributes25 through 

alignments with KBs available 

on the web 

 annotates tuples as 

"validated by the KB", 

"validated by the KB and the 

crowd" or "not validated" 

 suitable for small data sets 

 does not require set up 

 crowdsourcing raises challenging practical 

questions 

 results depend on the quality of the accessed 

KBs and expertise of the crowd 

 knowledge potentially acquired in DCOs of 

previous databases are of little direct use 

 does not suggest DCO based on prior 

knowledge 

DataCleaner  flexible on the input format 

 extensive set of functions for 

data analysis and 

transformation 

 detection of DQP is done through data quality 

constraints and filters set up by the user 

 DCO are associated to the schema of the 

database 

 does not suggest DCO based on prior 

knowledge 

 data must be imported which may be time and 

resource consuming 

 does not support RDF/OWL 

Winpure  duplicate detection can 

detect exact matches but can 

also use a fuzzy matching 

algorithm 

 requires data to be imported which is time and 

resource consuming 

 does not support RDF/OWL 

 DCOs bound to data schemas, so no reuse on 

other repositories 

 does not suggest DCO based on prior 

knowledge 

 dependent upon expert 

OpenRefine  flexible on input data format 

 automatically identifies data 

types 

 reconciliation of values of the 

dataset with entities 

belonging to KBs available on 

the web 

 data must be imported which may be time and 

resource consuming 

 manual DQP detection through the use of 

filters and other inbuilt functions 

 heavily dependent upon expert's intervention 

 suggestions of possible corrective measures are 

presented to the expert as a result of the 

analysis of the dataset in question 

 no prior knowledge is used in such suggestions 

                                                           
25 Within KATARA, the set of relations between attributes is called a pattern, which can be seen as 
simplified ontology. 
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Table 3-3 shows that some analysed DCTs are in most of the cases related to specific 

schemas and/or data models. Another conclusion that should be stressed is that 

although these tools contain some built-in DCOs, they do not use such knowledge to 

make suggestions to the users. Therefore, these DCTs still depend heavily on the 

intervention of experts. 

3.5. Summary 

This chapter gives an overview of the research that has been and is being done in 

the areas that are related to the aim of this work. This overview is an essential step in 

the methodology, helping to clarify the research problem and objectives. 

First different studies where ontologies were used for Data Quality Management 

were presented, since ontologies represent a good solution to represent the existing 

knowledge at a conceptual level and it is envisaged as a good solution to be used in the 

suggestion of the existing knowledge since their representation this way can be 

interpreted by machines. 

Afterwards, since DCTs are based on taxonomies, and these taxonomies are related 

to specific data models, two taxonomies were presented and described. One of these 

taxonomies is especially related to relational data models, while the other taxonomy is 

directed to RDF, where the DQPs are represented in a more generic way and closer to 

the human conceptual knowledge. 

Through an extensive analysis of the literature on data cleaning techniques, it is 

possible to conclude that most of the existing approaches are tailored to work over a 

single data model since the DCOs are specified in a language or in the language of a tool 

(e.g., SQL, SPARQL, SmartClean’s declarative language) that is directly supported by the 

data management systems implementing such data model. Moreover, it was also 

observed that DCOs rely and reflect the data schema of the target repository preventing 

their applicability on other repositories on the same domain but with a different schema 

and/or model. Thus, these approaches are only suitable for scenarios where all 

repositories share the same model and schema. 
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Commercial DCTs generally cover the same kind of DCOs, and do it in similar ways, 

linking the operations with the data schema of the repository at hand. In this way, 

knowledge that might have been acquired in previous DCOs and datasets cannot be 

suggested to the expert nor can it be automatically reused, even in the case where DCOs 

are generic and independent from any domain (e.g., the detection of an invalid email 

address). Another common limitation found on the available DCTs is that they are 

dependent upon the intervention of experts. 

The DQM Ontology constitutes a good base vocabulary since it allows the 

representation of most of the existing DQPs. The use upon different repositories of DCTs 

with vocabularies other than the DQM Ontology requires not only a translation of the 

repository's schema into RDF/OWL, but also the translation of the DCOs specified 

according to the DQM Ontology into that different vocabulary being used. This issue will 

be addressed in the following chapter. 
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4.  

 

Proposal 

This chapter presents the methodology developed to overcome some of the 

problems identified in the previous chapter. The proposed methodology captures and 

represents Data Cleaning Operations (DCOs) at a higher conceptual level, closer to 

human understanding and independent of concrete conceptualizations and/or data 

models. The goals of this methodology are twofold, namely: 

(i) To foster the reutilization of the knowledge expressed by a domain 

expert/specialist during the specification of DCOs over a specific repository; 

(ii) To take advantage of the existing knowledge to better assist the domain 

expert/specialist during the specification of DCOs for another data source 

where the same DCOs can be applied, even if such data source has a 

different data model and/or schema. 
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First, a general overview of the methodology is introduced (section 4.1). The 

methodology’s main layers and processes are then detailed (Sections 4.2 through 4.4). 

Lastly, the foreseen process flows are identified and discussed (Section 4.5). 

4.1.  Methodology Overview 

The proposed methodology is graphically depicted Figure 4-1. It comprehends one 

actor (domain expert) and three different layers: 

 Concrete Data Layer (CDL): is the layer where the data sources with DQPs are 

considered and over which the DCOs are executed. In this layer, the considered 

data sources are concrete data sources represented in a specific data model; 

 Abstract Data Layer (ADL): is a conceptual representation that is near to the 

human conceptual knowledge representation. In this layer, the expert can 

specify the DCOs to detect the DQPs according to a conceptual representation of 

a specific domain; 

 Bridge Layer (BL): comprehends the processes that enable the interoperability 

between the CDL and the ADL, ensuring that the existing operations can be 

applied to concrete repositories. 
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Figure 4-1 - Data Cleaning Methodology. 
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Hence, each of these layers has a different degree of abstraction. A higher degree 

of abstraction implies a higher proximity with the human knowledge representation. 

The domain expert only acts at the ADL and BL.  

Complementarily, these layers comprehend four distinct processes: 

 Data Cleaning Process (DCP): an automated process in which existing DCOs are 

interpreted and executed over a data source with DQPs; 

 Data Cleaning Operations Specification Process (DCOSP): this process allows the 

expert to specify a set of DCOs according to a specific vocabulary;  

 Data Abstraction Process (DAP): in this process the interoperability between the 

conceptualizations of the CDL and ADL at the intentional level is set up;  

 Data Cleaning Operations Rewriting Process (DCORP): this process handles the 

transformation of existing DCOs so that they can be executed in the new data 

source. 

Sections 4.2 through 4.4 analyse in more detail the different layers and the 

processes that comprise each one, as well as the relations existing among them. The 

outputs of the processes of one layer are the inputs of the processes of the other layer. 

4.2. Concrete Data Layer 

The CDL comprehends a fully automatic DCP which has two inputs, namely:  

 A data source with DQPs that need to be fixed. This data source has its own 

schema and is represented according to a specific data model; 

Example 4-1 - Scenario. 

 

Consider an organization, for instance a bank, which has a data 

source containing its customer’s information, namely their 

personal data, accounts and investments. Assume that the data 

model of such data source is the relational data model. Figure 16 

partially depicts this data source (called db). Namely, it 

represents the customers’ table using the UML notation. 
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Figure 4-2 - Customers' table represented in UML. 

 A set of DCOs (for detection and correction) that were previously specified by an 

expert at the ADL. The specification of these DCOs is supported by a DCOSP 

according to a specific DCP for the data source db (Figure 4-2). The DCOSP 

requires the DCOs to be specified as SQL (Example 4-2 and Example 4-3) or in 

SmartClean’s (Example 4-4 and Example 4-5) queries. It is assumed that in this 

set of DCOs there are some that can be applied to the new data source. For that 

purpose, there might be a need to adapt some of the previously specified DCOs. 

Example 4-2 (concrete DCO): Consider a DCO aiming to detect duplicated 

customers, through the use of the vatNumber attribute. Adopting SQL as the data 

cleaning operations representation language (or vocabulary), this DCO could be 

specified as follows: 

Example 4-2 - Concrete DCO, in SQL, for duplicate detection over target repository. 

SELECT vatNumber, COUNT (*) 

FROM db:Customer 

GROUP BY vatNumber 

HAVING COUNT(*)>1 

Example 4-3 (concrete DCO): Consider a DCO aiming to detect customers whose 

name is missing (not specified). Similarly, this DCO could be specified, in SQL, as follows:  

Example 4-3 - Concrete DCO, in SQL, for empty names detection over target repository. 

SELECT name 

FROM db:Customer 

WHERE name IS NULL 

Example 4-4 (concrete DCO): The DCO presented in Example 4-2, can be 

represented in another data cleaning operations representation language. For instance, 

in SmartClean could be as follows:  
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Example 4-4 - Concrete DCO, in SmartClean, for duplicate detection over target repository. 

DETECT EXISTENCE OF DUPLICATES 

FROM Customer OF db 

USING ATTRIBUTES vatNumber 

Example 4-5 (concrete DCO): Similarly, the DCO presented in Example 4-3, could be 

represented in SmartClean as follows:  

Example 4-5 - Concrete DCO, in SQL, for empty names detection over target repository. 

DETECT MISSING-VALUE 

ON name FROM Customer OF db 

As can be seen, the concrete DCOs in Example 4-2 and Example 4-3, and the 

concrete DCOS in Example 4-4 and Example 4-5 are represented in different languages. 

The languages in which, at this level, the DCOs must be represented directly depends on 

the adopted tool in the DCP.  

The DCP consists on interpreting and executing a set of existing DCOs (for instance 

Example 4-2 and Example 4-3 or Example 4-4 and Example 4-5), specified in the ADL by 

the Domain Expert, according to the particularities (e.g., data model and/or schema) of 

the data source with DQPs. The output generated by the DCP is a clean data source, a 

modified version of the original data source, where the DQPs have been identified and, 

whenever possible, corrected. The elements that constitute entries to the DCP process 

are then the database (db) and a set of DCOs specified according to the specific 

vocabulary used by the selected tool.  

The DCP output is then a copy of the original database where the DQPs identified 

by the DCOs (𝐷𝐶𝑂) have been deleted or corrected. Hence, the DCP can formally be a 

function 𝐷𝐶𝑃(𝐷𝐶𝑂, 𝑅) →  𝑅′, where 𝑅 represents the database with DQPs and 𝐷𝐶𝑂 a 

set of DCOs represented in the vocabulary of the Data Cleaning Tool. R´ represents the 

database (R) with the identified DQP identified or corrected. 

4.3. Abstract Data Layer 

The ADL comprehends a semi-automatic DCOSP, enabling the domain expert to 

specify a set of DCOs according to a specific data cleaning operations’ vocabulary 

(DCOV). This vocabulary is independent of any domain and its purpose is to univocally 
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describe the structure and semantics of (concrete) DCOs. On the other hand, the 

conceptualization of the domain captures and describes the same domain of the 

concrete data source but in a more abstract manner that can be understood by humans 

and machines. The purpose is the specification of the DCOs at a conceptual level 

independently of any data source. Both the domain conceptualization (Example 4-6) and 

the vocabulary (Example 4-7) should be expressed in the same data model to ease their 

representation and processing. 

Example 4-6 - Domain conceptualization. 

 

Figure 4-3 - Class Client of the Domain Conceptualization represented in UML. 

4.3.1. Set of competency questions 

The ADL comprehends also a DCOV whose aim is to describe the structure and 

semantics of the specified DCOs for any domain of interest. Based on the typical DQPs 

identified on Section 3.2, the DCOV must satisfy the requirements arising from the 

following competency questions (CQ) and that should be considered to define a DCO: 

 CQ1: Which kinds of DCO can be specified?  

 CQ2: Which information needs to be collected to properly instantiate a given 

DCO?  

 CQ3: Which kind of information is used to instantiate a DCO? 

 CQ4: Which DCOs are underspecified (i.e., DCOs having missing information) 

and how to identify them? 

-o:clientNr
-o:name
-o:taxNumber
-o:address
-o:postCode
-o:phoneNr
-o:clientType

o:Client

The considered domain is the one captured by the data source of 

Example 4-1, namely the bank domain. However, a slightly different 

conceptualization is adopted. A partial view of the bank domain 

conceptualization is represented in Figure 4-3 through the concept 

Client. 
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 CQ5: Which DCOs apply on instances of a given class (C) or values of a given 

property (P)? 

 CQ6: Which DCOs were created by a given Person (X)? 

Example 4-7 - Data Cleaning Operation Vocabulary. 

In Figure 4-4, an extract of a possible vocabulary allowing the specification of the 

DCO for duplicate detection and empty values at a conceptual level is represented in 

UML. The prefix used is, @prefix v: http://www.example/ralmeida /v. 

 

Figure 4-4 - Example of a (conceptual) vocabulary that allows the specification of the presented DCOs at 
a conceptual level, represented in UML. 

For the specification of the DCOs, the DCOSP then needs two inputs, namely:  

 A conceptualization of a specific domain of interest (e.g., the bank domain). This 

conceptualization aims at capturing and describing this domain in a more 

abstract way, thus closer to human understanding; 

 A vocabulary that allows the specification of the required DCOs. In the running 

example, a vocabulary that allows the specification of operations for the 

detection of empty values and duplicates. 

With the domain conceptualization (Example 4-6, Figure 4-3) represented at a 

conceptual level and the required vocabulary (Example 4-7, Figure 4-4), the definition of 

Consider that the organization wants to detect the existence of 

duplicates in a single concept (or table) using multiple 

properties (or attributes). For that purpose, there must be a way 

to completely specify this kind of DCO in the available 

vocabulary. 
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DCOs becomes possible. In this context, the required vocabulary is such that it allows, 

through the use of multiple properties (or attributes), the specification of detection 

operations for duplicate instances on a single concept (or table) or for instances with 

empty values. For that purpose, there must be an instantiation of the vocabulary for 

each type of DQP and the expert must specify all the required information. Example 4-8 

presents a DCO for the detection of duplicates. To correctly define this DCO, the expert 

must specify the class and attributes that will be used for such detection. In this case, 

the class v:DuplicateValue (which identifies the DQP) requires the instantiation of table 

(class v:Concept) and attributes (class v:Property). The hierarchy of sub-classes of the 

class v:DetectionDCO captures the kind of DCO that can be specified (CQ 1) and allows 

them to be somehow grouped according to a logical perspective. 

Example 4-8 - DCO to detect duplicates, specified over the domain conceptualization using the 
vocabulary presented in Figure 4-4 represented in Turtle Syntax. 

In Example 4-9, a DCO for the detection of empty values is presented using the 

proposed vocabulary. 

Example 4-9 - DCO to detect empty values, specified over the domain conceptualization using the 
vocabulary presented in Figure 4-4 represented in Turtle Syntax. 

The DCOSP output is a set of DCOs (DCOOD
) structurally and semantically described 

according to the 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉 and in respect with the data structure of the domain 

conceptualization (𝑂𝐷). Hence, the DCOSP is formally seen as a 

function 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑃(𝑂𝐷 , 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉) →  𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
. 

The following subsection identifies the actors interacting in the DCOSP and 

describes the main functionalities that this process must support. 

@prefix v:http://www.example/ralmeida/v 

 

:dcoGV a v:DuplicateValue; 

         v:hasConcept o:Client; 

         v:hasProperty o:taxNumber. 

@prefix v:http://www.example/ralmeida/v 

 

:dcoGV a v:EmptyValue; 

         v:hasConcept o:Client; 

         v:hasProperties o:name. 
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4.3.2. Use case model 

The DCOV is an artefact used by the DCOSP to support the specification of DCOs, 

namely their structure and semantics, which in turn constitute inputs to the DCORP, 

where these DCOs are rewritten so that they can be executed over a target data source. 

Considering this, the DCOSP functionalities and actors are represented in UML, through 

a use case model (Figure 4-5). 

An analysis of the actors interacting with the DCOSP in this methodology stressed 

the need to distinguish between two types of domain expert: 

 Business Expert (BE): a person in an organization possessing a comprehensive 

knowledge on a specific domain (e.g., health, education), an expert on the DQPs 

to be detected and on the DCOs needed to solve them. At the same time, this 

person may lack knowledge in the information technology area; 

 Information Technology Expert (ITE): a person less knowledgeable than the BE 

on a specific domain, but who is a specialist in information technology. The ITE 

has the technical knowledge necessary for the representation of more complex 

DCOs, for instance knowledge on the language used for the specification of the 

DCOs (e.g., Java) or on the specification of alignments between data sources and 

vocabularies. 

This distinction is illustrated in Example 4-10. 

Figure 4-5 - Use case model for DCOSP functionalities and actors. 
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Example 4-10 - Regular expressions. 

There should be a good relationship between BE and ITE, since each one needs the 

other to correctly manage DQPs. These persons might belong in the same or in different, 

internal or external, organizations. Competency questions like CQ4 may be answered by 

ITE if the DCOs specified by the BE are underspecified. 

Beside the actors, Figure 4-5 also depicts three different use cases representing the 

main functionalities of the DCORP: 

 UC1 – To specify detection DCOs: the domain expert needs access to data 

elements (classes, e.g., Client, and properties, e.g., name) of the domain of 

interest aiming at defining detection DCOs over them. This functionality 

helps the user by presenting him/her the different kinds of DCO supported 

by the DCOV. Afterwards, the user is required to select one of them. The 

user is then guided through the process of supplying the information needed 

by the selected kind of DCO. Notice that different kinds of DCO have 

different information demands (confront Example 4-10 and Example 4-11). 

Also, some taxonomies ([Rahm and Do 2000], [Kim et al. 2003]) have 

different levels of granularity, for instance, attribute level or relation level; 

Example 4-11 - Information needed for empty property value. 

The system should help the user by providing information about the DCOs 

associated with certain DQPs according to the adopted taxonomy and by aiding on the 

specification of such DCOs. The system must also be able to deal with situations where 

a specific DCO is not completely defined, warning and allowing the expert to complete 

The BE wants to specify a rule to validate a Portuguese identity 

card number. This can be done through a regular expression (e.g., 

taxNumber,’^[1-3][0-9]|[45][0-9]{7}$’) or through a function in a 

specific language like Java. In both cases the user should possess 

a deeper knowledge on information technology, so this task should 

be assigned to an ITE and not to a BE. 

For a DCO to detect if the name (property) of a Client (class) is 

empty, the only information the user must supply is the class 

Client and the property name. Other DCOs, like the ones that 

involve the validation of a property, might require the definition 

of regular expressions (see Example 4-10). 
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it. This situation is relevant since there are two types of expert (BE and ITE) and although 

they might need each other in the definition of DCOs, usually only one of them is 

available. 

 UC2 – To consult detection DCOs: the domain expert aims at knowing and 

analysing DCOs that have been stored in the system (DCOs that were 

previously specified) in order to reuse them for similar DQPs on the 

repository. For that purpose the system must be able to list all the DCOs that 

have been stored. This listing must allow the application of filters with 

multiple criteria such as: (i) DCOs that apply on a given data element such as 

a property; (ii) DCOs of a given kind (e.g., DCOs to detect empty values, DCOs 

to detect duplicate tuples.); (iii) DCOs of a given level (in the case of 

taxonomies that consider levels like attribute, tuple, etc.); (iv) DCOs that 

were/are not fully defined (e.g., the BE does not have the necessary 

knowledge to fully specify a DCO and, as such, he/she leaves it unfinished to 

be completed by the ITE – Example 4-10); 

 UC3 – To complete detection DCOs: The ITE aims at consulting DCOs that are 

underspecified in order to complete one or several of them. For that 

purpose the system must provide a list of underspecified DCOs (see UC2) 

and, for the selected DCOs, present relevant information relating to them. 

The ITE should then supply the missing information (Example 4-10). 

Information regarding a given instance of a DCO is collected by means of a 

diverse set of available properties (e.g., in the vocabulary presented in 

Figure 4-4: concept, property, hasPropertie, hasConcept). Still, no means is 

provided to identify which information is mandatory and which is optional. 

However, a mechanism for doing that would foster the verification if a given 

DCO instance is properly instantiated (CQ 2) or, instead, it is an 

underspecified instance (CQ 4). 
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4.4. Bridge Layer 

The purpose of the BL is to promote the interoperability between the ADL and the 

CDL through a set of semi-automatic processes that generate a domain 

conceptualization from a concrete data source and a semi-automatic rewriting process 

that rewrites DCOs into a target vocabulary (e.g., SQL). Thus, the BL comprehends two 

different processes: the Data Abstraction Process and the Data Cleaning Operation 

Rewriting Process. 

4.4.1. Data Abstraction Process 

The Data Abstraction Process (DAP) enables the interoperability between the 

conceptualizations of the CDL and of the ADL. Such interoperability is simplified when 

these conceptualizations are similar (e.g., when they share the same data model). In that 

case, a set of correspondences between the conceptualizations of both layers can be 

established. For that purpose, two distinct but complementary sub-processes are 

defined: 

 A Data Transformation sub-process that generates a domain conceptualization 

of a concrete data source (Example 4-1) when this conceptualization does not 

exists or to represent the concrete data source into a common existing data 

model (e.g., R2RML26). This transformation of a data source from one schema 

into another may resort to two external processes: the lift process and the 

normalization process.  

 The lift process handles: (i) the translation of data source schemas from a 

specific data model into a common data model; (ii) the translation of instances 

represented according to the original schema into the new schema; (iii) the 

translation of data sources from the original representation language to a 

common representation language (e.g., RDF/OWL, RDFS). 

The normalization process is responsible for the lexical normalization between 

concepts belonging to different data sources. This normalization is required, for 

instance, when a property is represented in different ways in two data sources 

                                                           
26 https://www.w3.org/TR/r2rml/ accessed in 26/06/2017 
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(e.g., “nr” versus "number"). Similarly, the normalization process handles the 

matching of concepts when different natural languages (e.g., English and 

Portuguese) are used in different data sources;  

Example 4-12 - Conceptualization. 

 A manual or semi-automatic Alignment Process (e.g., Alignment API, 

AgreementMakerLight27) aiming at establishing a set of correspondences, at the 

conceptual level, among the conceptualizations of the CDL and of the ADL. 

Example 4-13 - Correspondence. 

With all data sources represented at a conceptual level, and with a set of 

correspondences between them, existing DCOs can be rewritten and applied to the data 

source with DQPs. 

4.4.2. Data Cleaning Operation Rewriting Process  

The DCORP is a semi-automatic process that rewrites DCOs previously specified for 

a given domain/application at the ADL into the language of the DCT, represented at a 

conceptual level, used to detect the DQPs (Example 4-7). The rewriting process requires 

the existence of: 

 The domain conceptualization (𝑂𝐷); 

 The vocabulary (DCOV) used to describe the DCOs; 

 The DCOs specified by the domain expert at a conceptual level (𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
); 

                                                           
27 http://somer.fc.ul.pt/aml.php accessed in 26/06/2017 

Consider that instead of adopting an existing domain 

conceptualization o of clients, the expert deems more appropriate 

to adopt his/her own conceptualization grounded on the schema of 

db. Therefore, no difference regarding terminology, semantics and 

granularity would exist between db and o. 

A correspondence between a single entity of db represented through 

the table db:Customer (Example 4-1) and a single entity of the 

domain ontology represented through the class o:Client (Example 

4-6). In plain text, an example of such a correspondence can be: 

(sc1, db:Customer, o:Client, ≡ , 1.0); 

http://somer.fc.ul.pt/aml.php
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 The schema (𝑂𝐷
′ ) of a data source with DQPs (target repository) on which one 

aims to execute the specified DCOs; 

 A conceptual specification of the language and/or vocabulary (𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′) into 

which the 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
 should be rewritten. This vocabulary (𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′) is determined 

by the DCT that is responsible for the execution of the DCOs on the target data 

source. 

In Figure 4-6 the problem addressed by the DCORP is graphically depicted.  

 

Domain 
conceptualization (OD)

Data Cleaning Operation 
Vocabulary (DCOV)

Data Cleaning Operation 
domain (DCOOD)

Data Cleaning Operation 
Rewriting Process(DCORP)

described

Data Cleaning 
Operation (DCO’O’D )

for

Target repository 
(O’D)

Target 
vocabulary(DCOV’)

Data Cleaning Tool 
(DCT)

 

Figure 4-6 - Graphical representation of the DCORP addressed problem. 

DCORP's output is a set of DCOs (𝐷𝐶𝑂
𝑂𝐷

′
′  ) structurally and semantically described 

according to the 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′ and in respect with the data structure of the target repository 

(𝑂𝐷
′ ) such that it can be directly executed by the required DCT. Hence, the DCORP is 

formally seen as a function 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑃(𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉, 𝑂𝐷 , 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
, 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′, 𝑂𝐷

′ ) → 𝐷𝐶𝑂
𝑂𝐷

′
′ . 

Therefore, DCORP’s function needs to deal with variations regarding two different 

dimensions: 

 The schema dimension, which captures variability concerned with the data 

structure of the domain conceptualization used to specify DCOs and the schema 

in which such DCOs are expected to be executed; 

 The vocabulary dimension, which captures variability concerned with the 

vocabulary or language in which DCOs are represented. 

The possible values for each of these two dimensions are "equal" or "different", 

according to whether a variation in the dimension exists or not. Therefore, there are 
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four possible combinations corresponding to four different DCORP’s scenarios (Table 

4-1). 

Table 4-1 - Dimensions for DCO’s transformation. 

Vocabulary 
Schema 

Equal Different 

Equal Sc1 Sc2 

Different Sc3 Sc4 

Consider the running example (i.e., the examples previously presented) 

along the description of each one of these four scenarios. 

4.4.2.1. Scenario 1 (Sc1) 

In the first scenario there is no variation in the domain conceptualization dimension 

nor in the vocabulary dimension (i.e., 𝑂𝐷 ≡ 𝑂𝐷
′  and 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉 ≡ 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′). In such a scenario, 

there is no need to rewrite the DCOs specified by the domain expert over the domain 

conceptualization, since the target repository (𝑂𝐷
′ ) and the domain ontology (𝑂𝐷) share 

the same schema, the same situation occurring with respect to the vocabulary. Since the 

DCT is able to understand and execute the described DCOs through the same DCOV, 

both DCOV and DCOV’ are described through the same vocabulary. The DCORP process 

is thus represented by the function 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑃𝑆𝑐1(𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉, 𝑂𝐷 , 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
) → 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷

. This 

scenario is the simplest to implement but is also the least common. 

4.4.2.2. Scenario 2 (Sc2) 

In the second scenario, the variation occurs on the data schema dimension, the 

vocabulary dimension remaining unchanged (i.e., 𝑂𝐷 ≢ 𝑂𝐷
′  and 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉 ≡ 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′). The 

DCORP can be seen as a simplified function 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑃𝑆𝑐2(𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉, 𝑂𝐷, 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
, 𝑂𝐷

′ ) →

𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
′ . 

Consider the running scenario and the domain conceptualization of Example 4-6, 

the data source customer of Example 4-1 and the alignment of Example 4-13. Consider 

also that both the domain conceptualization and the data source are represented at a 

conceptual level in the same data model, and that the only variation existing between 
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them is at the schema level. If the organization wants to apply the existing DCOs to the 

new repository, a plausible output would be the one presented in Example 4-14 and 

Example 4-15 where the changes regarding Example 4-8 and Example 4-9 are 

underlined. 

Example 4-14 - DCOs specified in E-DQM on the target repository schema using the Turtle syntax. 

@prefix v:http://www.example/ralmeida/v 

 

:dcoGV a v:DuplicateValue; 

         v:hasConcepts db:Customer; 

         v:hasProperties2 vatNumber. 

 

Example 4-15 - DCOs specified in E-DQM to detect empty names on the 
target repository schema using the Turtle syntax. 

@prefix v:http://www.example/ralmeida/v 

 

:dcoEV a v:EmptyValue; 

         v: hasConcepts db:Customer; 

         v: hasProperties1 name. 

 

4.4.2.3. Scenario 3 (Sc3) 

In the third scenario, the variation occur on the vocabulary dimension (i.e., 𝑂𝐷 ≡

𝑂𝐷
′  and 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉 ≢ 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′). In this case the DCORP can be seen as a simplified 

function 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑃𝑆𝑐3(𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉, 𝑂𝐷, 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
, 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′) → 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷

′ . 

For that, let us consider the data source from Example 4-1 (relational database) and 

the table Customer. SQL is the language used in relational databases so it can be used 

to handle the detection and correction of DQPs on them. In order to represent DCO1 

and DCO2 at a conceptual level, an extract of a possible ontology representing these 

DCOs in SQL is presented in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7 - Excerpt of the SQL ontology vocabulary for the proposed DCOs represented in UML. 

Example 4-16 and Example 4-17 are instances of two DCOs according to the SQL 

vocabulary. 

Example 4-16 - Instance of a DCO to detect duplicates in SQL vocabulary. 

@prefix sql:http://www.example/ralmeida/sql 

 

:dcoSQLDD a sql: DuplicateValue; 

         sql:hasTable o:Client ; 

         sql:hasAttribute o:taxNumber. 

 

Example 4-17 - Instance of a DCO to detect empty values in SQL vocabulary. 

@prefix sql:http://www.example/ralmeida/sql 

 

:dcoSQLEV a sql:EmptyValue; 

         sql:hasTable o:Client ; 

         sql:hasAttribute o:name. 

The instances of these two DCOs can then be represented in SQL in the plain text 

format of Example 4-18 and Example 4-19 (uppercase words represent the reserved 

words of the SQL language – keyWords). 

Example 4-18 - Plain text DCO to detect duplicates in SQL vocabulary. 

SELECT taxNumber, COUNT (*) 

FROM Client 

GROUP BY taxNumber 

HAVING COUNT(*)<>1 
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Example 4-19 - Plain text DCO to detect empty values in SQL vocabulary. 

SELECT name 

FROM Client 

WHERE name IS NULL 

Competency questions like CQ5 can be answered by means of simple queries in SQL 

like the ones presented above. The same could be said of competency question CQ6 if 

this question is posed with respect to the creator of a query. 

4.4.2.4. Scenario 4 (Sc4) 

The fourth scenario (Sc4) is the most complex, albeit probably the most common, 

since variations occur at both the schema and the vocabulary dimensions (i.e., 𝑂𝐷 ≢ 𝑂𝐷
′  

and 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉 ≢ 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′). 

This scenario can be seen as a confluence of Scenarios 2 and 3. Since there are two 

different conceptualizations – the domain ontology and the target repository – and the 

vocabulary of 𝑂𝐷 (Figure 4-4) is different from the vocabulary of the relational database 

db (Figure 4-7), there is the need to rewrite the DCOs on both dimensions. The final 

result can be seen in Table 4-2. 

Table 4-2 - DCOs specified in SQL on the target repository schema. 

Detection Data Cleaning Operation 

DCO1 DCO2 

SELECT vatNumber, COUNT (*) 
FROM db:Customer 
GROUP BY vatNumber 
HAVING COUNT (*) >1 

SELECT name 
FROM db:Customer 
WHERE name IS NULL 

  

At this point, the problem address by DCORP is described and exemplified. 

However, it is important to perceive how the intended results can be achieved. This issue 

is addressed in the next section.  

4.4.3. Conceptual approach for the Data Cleaning Operation Rewriting 

Process 

To deal with the potential structural and semantic heterogeneities between the 

schemas of the domain (𝑂𝐷) and target (𝑂𝐷
′ ) conceptualizations, an alignment 
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𝐴(𝑂𝐷, 𝑂𝐷
′ ), i.e., a set of correspondences, should be defined between their conceptual 

representations. This alignment is only possible when there is a domain overlapping 

between these conceptualizations providing the basis for the definition of such 

correspondences. A correspondence establishes a relation (e.g., equivalence, 

subsumption, disjoint) between entities of one schema (source schema) and entities of 

another schema (target schema). Similarly, an alignment 𝐴(𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉, 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′) between 

the vocabularies must also be defined in order to establish the correspondences 

between the DQPs that each one of them may represent. This process is graphically 

represented in Figure 4-8. 
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Data Cleaning Operation 
Vocabulary (DCOV)

Data Cleaning Operation 
domain (DCOOD)

between

Data Cleaning Operation 
Rewriting Process(DCORP)
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Data Cleaning 
Operation (DCO’ )

for

A(DCOV, DCOV’)A(OD,O’D)
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(O’D)

between

Target vocabulary 
(DCOV’)

between

Data Cleaning Tool 
(DCT)

 

Figure 4-8 - Proposed conceptual approach. 

The establishment of the alignments between schema‘s and vocabularies is the 

proposed solution to deal with the addressed problem presented in Figure 4-6. 

An example of an alignment between the source schema of the domain 

conceptualizations 𝑂𝐷 of Figure 4-3 and the schema of the target repository 𝑂𝐷
′  of Figure 

4-4 is presented in Table 4-3.  

Table 4-3 - Possible alignment between schemas. 

Entities 
Relation 

Source Schema (𝑂𝐷) Target Schema (𝑂𝐷
′ ) 

o:Client db: Customer Equivalence(≡) 

o:name name Equivalence(≡) 

o:taxNumber vatNumber Equivalence(≡) 

Table 4-4 presents a possible alignment between extracts of the vocabulary 

ontology (Figure 4-4) and the SQL ontology (Figure 4-7). 
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Table 4-4 - Possible alignments between extracts of DQM and SQL.  

Entities 
Relation 

Ontology vocabulary SQL 

v:DetectionDCO sql:DetectionOP Equivalence(≡) 

v:concept sql:tName Equivalence(≡) 

v:property sql:aName Equivalence(≡) 

v: EmptyValue sql:EmptyValue Equivalence(≡) 

v:DuplicateValue sql:DuplicateValue Equivalence(≡) 

   

All four scenarios previously presented show the internal DCORP formalism is an 

abstract model, and the output of this process are the DCOs specified in the format of 

the tool or language in which they will be executed. Hence, an optional parameter called 

out_format is needed to state the output (or serialization) format (e.g., Turtle [Becket 

et al. 2014], JSON-LD [W3C 2013b], plain text [Han et al. 2011]).  

Taking into account what was previously mentioned, the DCORP may be considered 

the execution of ALGORITHM 1 where: 

ALGORITHM 1. DCORP Algorithm  

Input: 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉, 𝑂𝐷, 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
, 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′, 𝑂𝐷

′ , 𝐴(𝑂𝐷, 𝑂𝐷
′ ), 𝐴(𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉, 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′), 𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡. 

Output: 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
′

′ .  

𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷
′

′ ← ∅;  

for each (𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷
∈ 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷

) 

        if (𝑂𝐷 ≢ 𝑂′𝐷) then // Scenario 2 holds 
 𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷

′ ← 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑐2(𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷
, 𝐴(𝑂𝐷, 𝑂𝐷

′ )) 

        else 
 𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷

′ ← 𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷
 

        end  
        if (𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉 ≢ 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′) then // Scenario 3 holds 
 𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷

′
′ ← 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑐3(𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷

′ , 𝐴(𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉, 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′)) 

        else 
 𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷

′
′ ← 𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷

′  

        end 
        𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 ← 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷

′
′ , 𝑂𝐷

′ , 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′) // returns true or false 

        if 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 then  
               𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷

′
′ ← {𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐷

′
′ , 𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷

′
′ } 

        end  
end 

𝒔𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒂𝒍𝒊𝒛𝒆 (𝑫𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑫
′

′ , 𝒐𝒖𝒕_𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒕) 

 Function 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑐2(𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂𝐷
, 𝐴(𝑂𝐷, 𝑂𝐷

′ )) uses/explores the provided 

alignment (Table 4-3) to transform each of the input DCOs that the expert has 

selected (e.g., the ones in Example 4-8 and Example 4-9) into other DCOs 

according to the target schema (Example 4-14 and Example 4-15); 
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 Function 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑐3(𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑂′𝐷
, 𝐴(𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉, 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′)) uses the provided 

alignment (Table 4-4) to transform the input DCOs that the expert has selected 

(e.g., the ones in ,Example 4-14 and Example 4-15) into other DCOs according to 

the required vocabulary (Example 4-16 and Example 4-17). 

 Function 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑑𝑐𝑜
𝑂𝐷

′
′ , 𝑂𝐷

′ , 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′) checks if the DCOs resulting from the 

previous transformation are valid. During the rewriting process some DCOs can 

became invalid (i.e., incomplete in terms of needed information) for several 

reasons. The purpose of this function is to verify if the DCOs are complete or 

incomplete in terms of the needed information; 

 Function 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑑𝑐𝑂
𝑂𝐷

′
′ , 𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡) serializes all the rewritten DCOs 

according to the specified output format. 

4.5. Methodology Flow 

After the description of the proposed methodology it is important to describe the 

way and the order in which the processes that compose it are executed. The sequence 

by which the above-mentioned processes are executed depends on the existence, or 

not, of a domain conceptualization.  

Consider the situation presented in Example 4-1 where a bank (Org1) wants to 

detect DQPs in a repository, a relational database (db). To apply this methodology, a 

domain conceptualization (DOOrg1) and a vocabulary (DCOVOrg1) must previously be 

defined. Two different scenarios can occur, according to the existence or not of a 

previously defined domain conceptualization. The sequences of these two scenarios will 

be represented in UML using an activity diagram. For the proposed methodology 

although the vocabulary is mandatory, the process, is always the same and for that 

reason is not described. 

4.5.1. Absence of a domain ontology 

In the case where a domain conceptualization is originally absent, a DCT that 

implements the proposed methodology starts by requiring the domain expert to select 

a data source. In this process the expert selects: (i) the repository that has DQPs itself, 
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in this example db (Figure 4-2), or (ii) selects a pre-existing conceptualization that 

represents the domain in question and is readily available, for instance on the web. The 

second solution should be used whenever it is possible, since the reuse of 

conceptualizations is strongly recommended in order to reduce duplication of efforts 

and reduce heterogeneity [Uschold et al. 1998]. 

Given the first option (Figure 4-9), there is the need to generate an abstract 

conceptualization (ORep1) based on the repository with DQPs. This is done in the Bridge 

Layer (BL) by the Transformation Process which is a sub-process of the Data Abstraction 

Process. The resulting conceptualization will reflect the conceptualization, i.e., the 

schema of db in a complete and reliable way. This means that heterogeneity between 

db and ORep1 relies exclusively on the underlying data model (e.g, Relational vs. 

RDF/OWL data model) and, therefore, there is no difference regarding terminology, 

semantics and granularity. Yet, the DAP establishes the correspondences, through the 

Alignment Sub-Process, between both conceptualizations (db2ORep1), where, for 

example, each table of db corresponds to a concept (or class) in ORep1.  

Select Domain 
Conceptualization

Select Domain 
Conceptualization

Use db as 
Domaind 

Conceptualization
?

Use db as 
Domaind 

Conceptualization
?

Select RepositorySelect Repository

Transformation 
Process

Transformation 
Process

Yes

No

Register Domain 
Conceptualization

Register Domain 
Conceptualization

Select existing Domain 
conceptualization

Select existing Domain 
conceptualization

 

Figure 4-9 - Activity diagram representing the sequence of steps 
for the selection of a domain conceptualization. 
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The rest of the flow in the proposed methodology is the same as the one presented 

in next section (section 4.5.2) since the Domain conceptualization is already defined.  

4.5.2. Existence of a domain ontology 

When the domain expert select a repository with DQPs and a domain 

conceptualization already exists, the process begins. If this data source is not 

represented in the same data model as the domain ontology, it must be 

converted/translated to that same data model. This conversion is accomplished through 

the execution of the Transformation Process in the Bridge Layer.  

With both repositories (domain conceptualization and data source) represented at 

a conceptual level in the same data model, the Alignment Sub-Process is executed in 

order to find possible correspondences between schemas according to Figure 4-8 

(“DataSource1” and “Domain(O1)”). This process can be either a semi-automatic process, 

or it can be manually defined by the domain expert at the Bridge Layer. If there are no 

correspondences, the user can specify new DCOs in the DCOSP and then record this 

DCOs. Then there is the need to rewrite them according to the vocabulary of the 

tool/language that will run these DCOs (DCORP). 

After the Alignment Sub-Process has been executed, and if there is already a set of 

DCOs for a specific domain (DCOOD) related to the correspondences that have been 

found, those DCOs can be readily suggested to the domain expert. If the domain expert 

accepts some DCOs (he/she can also define new ones, or change the existing ones) there 

is the need to rewrite them according to the vocabulary of the tool/language that will 

run these DCOs. This is done in the Data Cleaning Operation Rewriting Process. 

Afterwards, the Data Cleaning Process executes the DCOs, in an automatic or semi-

automatic way since some DCOs might need human intervention to be fully specified 

(see Section 5.5), over the repository with DQPs in the original data repository. The 

described process is illustrated in UML in Figure 4-10. 
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Select Data SourceSelect Data Source

data model = Domain 
Conceptualization
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Conceptualization
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Define DCOs?Define DCOs?
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Alignment ProcessAlignment Process

Record DCOsRecord DCOs

 

Figure 4-10 - Activity diagram representing the sequence of steps of the methodology when there is a 
domain conceptualization. 

4.6.  Summary 

This chapter presents a data cleaning methodology that aims to capture and 

represent the knowledge about DCO at a conceptual level (nearer the human 

representation) independently of concrete conceptualizations and/or data models in 

order to: (i) promote the reutilization of knowledge expressed by a domain expert during 

the specification of DCOs over a repository; (ii) use the existing knowledge to assist the 

domain expert during the specification of DCOs in another data source whose domain 

partially overlaps the existing one, by suggesting him (whenever possible) existing DCOs, 

even when that data source has a different data model and/or schema.  
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Two dimensions were identified leading to the need of detection DCO rewriting: (i) 

schema and (ii) vocabulary. Based on these two dimensions and on the identified 

requirements the Data Cleaning Operations Rewriting Process (DCORP) was described. 

The aim of the DCORP is to become the basis of the DCOs rewriting process, not 

only into specific languages like, for e.g., SQL or SPARQL, but also into other DCT like 

SmartClean or others. For that purpose there is always the need to define the model of 

the language in which the DCOs are going to be specified and executed. 

A description of how the steps of this methodology are executed was presented 

using two different scenarios, according to the existence or absence of a previously 

defined domain ontology. 
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5.  

 

Experiments 

This chapter presents the efforts made in the implementation and experimentation 

of the proposed methodology. The implementation encompassed experiments to 

evaluate and further develop the methodology, paying special attention to the Data 

Cleaning Operations Rewriting Process (DCORP). A prototype was developed by Fábio 

Santos in the scope of his Master's thesis on Informatics Engineering at ISEP [Santos 

2016b] supervised by the author of this document. Fabio's thesis embodies much of the 

methodology proposed in the previous chapter and its development resulted from a 

collaborative and iterative process whereby the results of the experiments helped in the 

identification of limitations and further improvements in such methodology. 

The experiments were designed as to explore Data Quality Problems (DQPs) 

identified, essentially, in a real world data source. For that purpose, Data Cleaning 

Operations (DCOs) were represented at a conceptual level near the human conceptual 

representation aiming at easing the reuse of DCOs and thus reducing the need for 

human expertise. This could be achieved through the suggestion of existing DCOs 
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(represented at conceptual level) to the user/expert and their rewriting according to the 

particularities of concrete repositories. 

5.1. Implementation 

In this section, the proposed methodology is described relatively to the options 

made in terms of technology, tools and the generated artifacts.  

First, RDF/OWL ontologies have been selected as the internal model adopted to the 

artifacts required into the Abstract Data Layer (i.e., domain conceptualization and 

vocabulary for representing DCOs). This is due to the fact that ontologies are recognized 

as operating closer to the human cognitive level [Obrst et al. 2003]. For the Data 

Abstraction Process (DAP), Alignment API was the tool used for the Alignment sub-

process while for the Transformation sub-process and to convert the relational database 

to an ontology the RDB2RDF tool was the adopted solution. 

Regarding the domain of interest, it was considered the blood domain which is 

presented and described in Section 5.2. Having selected the domain of interest is 

important to create or find an existing ontology in that domain. This ontology is 

presented in Section 5.3. A literature review shows that, to the best of our knowledge, 

the DQM Ontology [Fürber and Hepp 2011] is the available vocabulary that better fulfills 

the DCOV requirements previously identified (Section 3.3). Section 5.4 presents an 

extension to DQM Ontology to solve the identified needs. According to the methodology 

having a domain ontology and a vocabulary it is possible for the domain expert to specify 

DCOs for that domain. The experiments made were based on the detection of some 

DQPs in the blood domain and rewritten to a concrete database of blood donations 

(Section 5.6) and a vocabulary of an existing tool (SmartClean 3.4.1). To represent the 

language of SmartClean an artifact was created (SmartClean ontology) that is 

represented in Section 5.7. In order to reuse the existing DCOs to reduce the need of 

human intervention and expertise a set of alignments must exist. These alignments are 

presented in Section 5.8. The results expected to the DCORP (golden reference) are 

presented with real scenarios covering the two identified dimensions: domain and 

vocabulary through scenarios from two to four (Section 4.4.2). Then, the rewritten DCOs 
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are serialized to the language of the SmartClean Tool (Section 5.10) and finally in Section 

5.12 a discussion about the results obtained is presented. 

5.2. Blood domain description 

In Portugal, if someone wants to be a blood donator there are some requisites that 

(s)he must fulfil. Among other requisites, a donator must: 

 be at least 18 years old; 

 weigh at least 50 kilograms;  

 be at least 150 centimetres high; 

 have observed a minimum period of 2 months since the last donation. Also 

the total number of donations within the year cannot exceed 4 donations 

for men and 3 for women. 

If any of these requisites is not respected the donator will not be allowed to make 

a donation. Other requisites may be considered, but many of them depend on a medical 

evaluation and so they will not be presented28. 

If any of these requisites is not respected in the data stored in a database the 

database has DQPs. 

5.3. Domain Ontology 

For the implementation of the proposed methodology a domain ontology must 

exist in a specific data model (RDF/OWL). This ontology can be a pre-existent one or it 

can be generated specifically for this purpose. Although there are already several 

different available ontologies on the blood donations domain (e.g., 

http://obofoundry.org/), an analysis of the Portuguese blood donations domain 

revealed that a simpler ontology, like the one partially represented in Figure 5-1, would 

be sufficient for the purpose of this dissertation. 

                                                           
28 for a complete list of all the requisites needed see: 
http://ipst.pt/files/IPST/INFORMACAO_DOCUMENTACAO/ManualTriagemDadoresSangue2014.pdf 
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Figure 5-1 - Extract of the adopted health domain ontology in UML. 

The ontology on the health domain partially depicted in Figure 5-1 captures 

information on personal attributes through the classes s:Person and s:Pdata, along with 

their respective properties. The class s:Person contains the following properties: s:name, 

s:date_of_birth, s:age, s:gender, s:height, s:maritalState, s:address and s:identityCard to 

capture the name, birth date, age, gender, height, marital state, address and identity 

card number, respectively. 

The class s:Pdata contains two properties: s:date and s:weight. The weight of a 

person may vary in time. This class keeps track of a person’s weights, which may be 

helpful in determining if a person is able or not to make a blood donation in a specific 

moment (recall the pre-requisites previously listed – Section 5.2 ). This contrasts with 

the property s:height of class s:Person, as the height of a person older than eighteen is 

not expected to vary significantly over time. 

The address of each person is captured through the property hasZcode between 

instances of the classes s:Person and s:ZipCode. The only information that is stored is 

the zip code and the local, not the complete address of the donator. 

The class s:Donation maintains a record of the number of donations of a person as 

well as the dates in which they have occurred. In this way it is possible to abide the 

previously mentioned minimum intervals between donations. 
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-s:maritalState
-s:address
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5.4. Extending Data Quality Management Ontology 

The DQM ontology was the adopted vocabulary. Yet, with the experiments made 

some needs to extend the selected vocabulary where identified in order to cover some 

specific limitations in this vocabulary. Some of those needs are exposed below, but the 

main purpose is to present the way of extending the DQM vocabulary. This is what lies 

behind the Extended Data Quality Management (E-DQM). 

 In order to extend the DQM Ontology an analysis must be made due to the 

representation of the existing vocabulary, namely: 

 Verify the type of DQP that is going to be represented. For every type of 

DQP, there are three different types of DCO that may be considered:  

o detection DCOs (dqm29:DataRequirement) where detection DCOs 

are specified; 

o correction DCOs (dqm:DataCleansingRule) where the correction 

DCOs are specified for a specific detection DCO; 

o Assessment of data sources (dqm:DataQualityScore); 

Each DQP being addressed may refer/use a single property – 

dqm:PropertyRequirement class – or multiple properties simultaneously – 

dqm:MultipropertyRequirement class. These two classes are subclasses of 

the three main types of DCOs; 

 Check if the DQP already exists in the vocabulary even with a different 

name; 

 Create a new DQP subclass for every kind of DQP that is not already 

represented. The name of these subclasses should be chosen so as to easily 

associate them with the respective type of DQP. These newly created 

classes, with their respective properties, can be subclasses of any other 

                                                           
29 The dqm Prefix is @prefix dqm: <http://purl.org/eis/vocab/dqm#> 
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previously existing class, as long as a relationship between them is properly 

established. 

In Almeida [Almeida et al. 2015a] DQM was extended in order to refine the class 

dqm:SyntaxRule (Figure 5-2) as the DQM Ontology does not capture the compliance 

neither checks the syntax of an instance using a dictionary. Following the analysis 

previously presented it was verified that the dqm:SyntaxRule already exists in the DQM 

vocabulary. For the detection of a syntax violation using a dictionary, classes e-

dqm:SpellerSyntaxRule and e-dqm30:SpellerChecker were created as subclasses of the 

class dqm:SyntaxRule. A language property (e-dqm:language property) was added to the 

class e-dqm:SpellerChecker, allowing the use of a specific dictionary to verify the 

correctness of a property value. The property applies was also created to relate the 

classes e-dqm:SpellerSyntaxRule and dqm:SpellerChecker. 

applies

dqm:SyntaxRule

-e-dqm:sqlRule

e-dqm:RegExSyntaxRulee-dqm:SpellerSyntaxRule

-e-dqm:language

e-dqm:SpellerChecker

dqm:PropertyRequirement

-e-dqm:regex
-e-dqm:compliance

e-dqm:RegularExpression

applies

 

Figure 5-2 - Extending partially the DQM ontology. 

Another example of a DCO that is not supported by DQM Ontology is the detection 

of synonyms within properties of different classes. In fact, DQM Ontology does not 

support other DQPs which require the use of properties from different classes for their 

detection and correction. 

                                                           
30 The e-dqm prefix is @prefix e-dqm:http://www.example/ralmeida/e-dqm 
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Example 5-1 - Different data sources. 

 

Figure 5-3 - E-DQM: DCOs for the detection of synonyms represented in UML. 

Another situation where the extension of the DQM Ontology is considered 

important is the support of procedimental languages, since some DCOs, due to their 

complexity in terms of logic/procedure cannot be represented in some specific 

vocabularies. This is the case, for instance, of some integrity constraints. In these 

situations a better solution is to specify them through methods/functions of a 

programing language. Figure 5-4 presents such an extension, allowing the specification 

of rules (functions) in SPARQL, SQL and JAVA. Note that this representation does not 

guarantee the correctness of the specified code – that is a task for the language 

compiler. 
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The bank organization presented in Section 4.2 (Example 4-1) as result 

of a fusion process ends up with two different data sources, each one 

containing the class customer and the property job. To detect synonyms 

within instances of the property job of each customer class, both 

classes and the respective property need to be specified. Although 

other solutions could be implemented, this solution requires only 

existing DQM Ontology classes and properties (Figure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-4 - E-DQM represented in UML: representation of functions in a procedimental language. 

It is important to state that the presented solutions are not the only possible 

solutions since for every restriction represented there are several possible solutions. The 

purpose of this section was just to present the steps for the DQM ontology extension. 

5.5. Specification of DCOs according to the domain ontology 

The existence of a vocabulary (Section 5.4) and a domain ontology (Section 5.3) 

allow the domain expert to define the DCOs31 targeted at the detection of selected types 

of DQP in the Portuguese blood donations domain (CDL of the proposed methodology).  

According to the blood domain described in Section 5.2 some DCOs must be 

specified to detect the following DQPs: 

 DQP1: a person without a birthdate – the calculation of the age of every 

donator is based upon his/her birthdate; 

 DQP2: out of format birthdate – the birthdate format must be dd/mm/yyyy, 

and its years must lie on the interval [1900, 1999]; 

 DQP3: invalid Identity Card number – the number of the Identity Card of a 

Portuguese person must conform to a specific algorithm which checks its 

authenticity; 

 DQP4: a person whose gender is not either “Male” or “Female”; 

 DQP5: a person younger than eighteen, with a height of less than 150 

centimetres or a weight below 50 kilograms. 

                                                           
31 DCOs in Example 5-2 through Example 5-6 are represented using the turtle syntax. 
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dqm:CustomRequirement

-e-dqm:sqlRule
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E-dqm:JavaRule
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In order to tackle DQP1 an instance of PropertyCompletenessRule class in E-DQM 

must be created aimed at detecting instances where a specified property or its value 

does not exist. The DCO specified by the expert can be seen in Example 5-2. 

Example 5-2 - DCO specified over the domain ontology using E-DQM to detect a missing property or 
value. 

:dco1 a dqm:PropertyCompletenessRule; 
    dqm:testedClass s:Person; 
    dqm:testedProperty1 s:date_of_birth;  
    dqm:requiredProperty “true” ^^ xsd:Boolean; 
    dqm:requiredValue “true” ^^ xsd:Boolean. 

DQP2 corresponds to a syntax violation that needs a regular expression to be 

validated. The DCO addressing such DQP must resort to the creation, in E-DQM, of an 

instance of the RegExSyntaxRule class. In this case, the regular expression must be 

specified in the e-dqm:regex property. The DCO specified by the expert is represented 

in Example 5-3. 

Example 5-3 - DCO specified over the domain ontology using E-DQM to detect a domain violation. 

:dco2 a e-dqm:RegExSyntaxRule; 
    e-dqm:applies :dco2_1; 
    dqm:testedClass s:Person; 
    dqm:testedProperty1 s:date_of_birth. 
:dco2_1 a e-dqm:RegularExpression; 
    e-dqm:regex “^(0[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])-(0[1-9]|1[0-2])-(19[0-9]{2}|20(0[0-9]|1[0-7]))”; 
    e-dqm:compliance “ISO/IEC/IEEE 9945:2009”; 

For the DCO aiming at detecting DQP3 (Example 5-4), and due to its complexity, the 

expert must use a function. With the extension of the DQM Ontology, the expert can 

specify the location of the function she/he wants to execute as well as the class and/or 

property he wants to check for DQPs.  

Example 5-4 - DCO specified over the domain ontology using E-DQM to detect a complex domain 
violation. 

: dco3: a e-dqm:UserDefFunction; 
      e-dqm:fName “PortIdentCardValidation”; 
      e-dqm:fType “Function”; 
      e-dqm:fDescrprition “Function in Java that allows the verification of the number of an identity card”; 
      e-dqm:fLocation “anyURI”; 
      e-dqm:returnType “boolean”; 
      e-dqm:nArg “1”; 
      dqm:testedClass s:Person;  
      dqm:testedProperty1 s:identityCard. 

 

Example 5-5 presents the DCO aimed at detecting DQP4. The representation of this 

DCO according to the domain ontology and the DQM vocabulary requires the extension 
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and refinement of the domain ontology in order to capture the gender possible values. 

In fact, dqm:LegalValueRule defines a class where gender possible values are 

represented (dqm:trustedClass) as well as a property where these values are 

represented (dqm:trustedProperty1). The trusted class where the gender possible 

values are represented is aux:Gender and the property where its values are represented 

is aux:desc. 

Example 5-5 - DCO specified over the domain ontology using DQM to detect a domain violation by 
specifying where the possible values are represented. 

:dco4 a dqm:LegalValueRule; 
  dqm:testedClass s:Person; 
  dqm:testedProperty1 s:gender; 
  dqm:trustedClass aux:Gender; 
  dqm:trustedProperty1 aux:desc. 

 

Example 5-6 presents a set of DCOs that allow the detection of the integrity 

constraint represented by DQP5. Since DQM does not support integrity constraints 

violations a possible solution is to represent each of the possible constraints individually 

and then consider them together. This solution is possible since if one of the presented 

DCOs fails, the integrity constraint represented by DQP5 also fails.  

Example 5-6 - DCOs specified over the domain ontology using DQM to detect a domain violation 

through the specification of a range of values. 

DCOs 1 through 7 are represented at a conceptual level over the domain ontology. 

The purpose of having DCOs defined in this way is to support their reuse over different 

repositories, thus reducing the need for human intervention and possibly, human 

expertise (after their initial specification). In this case, the purpose is to apply the existing 

knowledge to a Portuguese blood donations database presented in the next section. 

:dco5 a dqm:LegalValueRangeRule; 

     dqm:testedClass s:Person; 
 dqm :testedProperty1 s:height; 

     dqm:lowerLimit “150”^xsd:int. 

:dco6 a dqm:LegalValueRangeRule; 
dqm :testedClass s:Pdata;          
dqm :testedProperty1 s:weight; 

     dqm :lowerLimit “50” ^xsd:int. 

:dco7 a dqm:LegalValueRangeRule; 
dqm:testedClass s:Person;          
dqm :testedProperty1 s:age; 

     dqm :lowerLimit “18”^xsd:int. 
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5.6. Database of Portuguese Blood Donations 

The experiments carried out with the proposed methodology and the developed 

prototype resorted to a Portuguese Blood Donations relational database of a 

Portuguese Hospital. This repository is partially depicted in Figure 5-5 through the 

Entity-Relationship model (E-R). 

Figure 5-5 - Extract of the Portuguese Blood Donations E-R model. 

In this repository there is a central table TotalDonator containing the main 

attributes needed to store relevant patient's information (e.g., donator, weight). The 

relation between TotalDonator table and the table MaritalStatus is made between the 

marital_state (foreign key) of the first table and the marital_code (primary key) of the 

last. Table TotalDonator is also connected with the tables: Gender, which allows the 

representation of the gender of a donator; Job, which allows the specification of the 

donator's job; ZipCode, which represents Portuguese Zip Codes and their localities 

(Local); and TotalDonation, which allows the representation of data on the donations 

made. 

The purpose is to apply the DCOs specified in (Section 5.5) to the database of 

Portuguese Blood Donations, following the proposed methodology. 
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5.7. SmartClean ontology 

In order to test the ability of the proposed methodology to deal with variations in 

the vocabulary dimension (Section 4.4.2.3 and 4.4.2.4), a vocabulary other than the 

DQM must be used. The vocabulary chosen for the experiments was the SmartClean 

declarative language. SmartClean is an academic tool based on a DQP taxonomy (Section 

3.2.1) meant to be applied in relational databases. The reasons behind the choice of this 

particular Data Cleaning Tool (DCT) are threefold: relational databases are still very 

common among organizations; relational databases are represented in a data model 

different from the data model used for DQM by Furber and Hepp [Fürber and Hepp 

2011]. SmartClean is an open source DCT (Section 3.4.1) whose author is the supervisor 

of this thesis. 

Thus, the remainder of this section focuses on the ontology of the SmartClean 

vocabulary. 

Figure 5-6 depicts detection DCOs featured in SmartClean represented in UML as a 

vocabulary. This representation can be seen as a tree where the main class is 

sc:DetectionOperation. This class has four subclasses that represent DQPs based on their 

levels of granularity. These problems may: (i) exist at the level of an attribute in a table 

(sc:AtributeLevelViolation); (ii) exist at the level of the values of the attributes of a single 

tuple of a table (sc:TuppleLevel); (iii) involve the values of multiple attributes in multiple 

tuples considered together (sc:RelationLevel); (iv) involve values of attributes of 

different tables, in the same or in different repositories (sc:MultipleRelationsLevel). 

Figure 5-6 - Main detection operations in SmartClean represented in UML.  

-sc:on
-sc:from

sc:AtributeLevelViolation

sc:DetectionOperation

-sc:on
-sc:from

sc:TuppleLevel

-sc:from

sc:RelationLevel sc:MultipleRelationsLevel
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Although not represented in Figure 5-6, two other subclasses of the class 

sc:DetectionOperation exists to represent more complex DQP and are specified 

independently of the level of granularity. This subclasses are, (from higher to lower 

complexity DQPs): 

 sc:UserDefinedFunction which allows to identify functions defined by the 

Information Technology Expert (ITE) in JAVA. The properties of this class are: 

(sc:location) which allows the definition of the location where the function 

is stored, the name of the function (sc:nameAl), the returning type of the 

function (sc:type) and a description (sc:description) to help what the 

function does; 

 sc:Expression that allows to identify expressions defined by the ITE using the 

SmartClean declarative language. The properties of this class are the same 

as the ones presented for the sc:UserDefinedFunction. 

The SmartClean vocabulary ontology is further detailed in Figure 5-7, considering 

only DQPs existing at the attribute level. The detection of such DQPs being the simpler, 

and thus avoiding DQPs in other granularity levels [Oliveira et al. 2005a]. 

The class sc:AtributeLevelViolation has two properties: (i) sc:on which allows the 

representation of the property potentially having DQPs; and, (ii) sc:from which allows 

the representation of the concept to which the attribute belongs. All its subclasses 

inherit these properties because they are all applied to a single attribute of the specified 

table. The class sc:AtributeLevelViolation has two subclasses: (i) subclass 

sc:IndividualLevelViolation which deals with the values of an attribute of a tuple 

independently of the values of that attribute in other tuples; and, (ii) subclass 

sc:MultipleAtributeLevelViolation which considers the values of an attribute in different 

tuples. 
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Figure 5-7 - Attribute level violation in SmartClean.
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5.7.1. Individual Level Violation 

The subclass sc:IndividualLevelViolation contains four subclasses: 

 subclass (i) sc:MissingValueViolation allows the detection of missing values 

in mandatory attributes; 

 subclass (ii) sc:DomainViolation contains four subclasses: two to represent 

problems occurring in numerical values (sc:LVRangeRuleViolation and 

sc:IVRangeRuleViolation), and two to represent problems occurring in 

alphanumerical values (sc:LVRuleViolation and sc:IVRuleViolation). Among 

the former, sc:LVRangeRuleViolation tackles the definition of an interval of 

admissible/valid values, while sc:IVRangeRuleViolation represents intervals 

of invalid values. Both these classes possess the attributes sc:upperLimit and 

sc:lowerLimit, allowing the definition of upper and lower limits which are 

included in the interval (e.g., to define a DCO validating student's marks 

between 0 and 20 the lowerLimit should be set to 0 and the upperLimit to 

20). Among the latter, sc:LVRuleViolation defines a list of possible/valid 

values and sc:IVRuleViolation a list of invalid values. Although they might 

seem redundant, these two classes jointly cover all the possibilities for the 

expert to specify such detection DCOs. These two classes possess the 

attributes sc:on and sc:from, referring to a property and a concept, 

respectively, where all the valid or invalid values are represented; 

 subclass (iii) sc:MisspellingErrorsViolation allows the detection of 

misspelling errors in the value of an attribute. For that purpose, two 

properties are represented in this class: sc:dictionary which allows the 

specification of the rules used to detect the errors and sc:metric which 

allows the definition of a metric (e.g., Jaro-Winkler) to calculate the 

similarity between the value of the attribute and the value in the dictionary; 

 subclass (iv) sc:SyntaxViolation contains the subclass sc:RegExpSyntaxRule 

which is related to the class sc:RegExpRule by an object property appliesSR. 

The class sc:RegExpRule has two properties: sc:regex that allows the 
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definition of a regular expression and sc:compliance which allows to capture 

the compliance32. 

5.7.2. Multiple Attribute Level Violation 

The subclass sc:MultipleAtributeLevelViolation contains the following subclasses: 

 sc:UniquenessViolation which allows the detection of the same value within 

an attribute in different tuples, when the attribute's values should be 

unique; 

 sc:IntegrityConstraintViolation represents problems that are related to 

business rules. Since these problems are specific to domains and 

organizations and may be very different from each other, their 

comprehensive representation would imply a large increase in the 

complexity of the ontology. To overcome this issue, the Information 

Technology Expert (ITE) must use a function or condition supported by 

SmartClean as stated in Section 5.7; 

 sc:Synonyms allows the detection of synonyms within a given attribute. This 

subclass contains the property sc:dictionary which allows the specification 

of the table containing the synonyms. 

This section presented a partial view of the SmartClean vocabulary ontology, 

focusing on the representation of DCOs for the detection of DQPs at attribute level. The 

establishment of an alignment between the SmartClean vocabulary and the DQM 

vocabulary requires similar DQPs to be represented in both vocabularies. This is the 

subject of the following section. 

5.8. Alignments 

Alignments play an important role in the proposed methodology although, as 

referred in Section 2.3.2, they are still an important topic of scientific research. The 

                                                           
32 ISO/IEC/IEEE 9945:2009 
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implementation of the proposed methodology resorted to the manual establishment of 

correspondences using the Alignment API.  

5.8.1. Alignments between Domain Ontology and the ontology of the 

Database 

Considering the schema dimension, there is the need to establish a set of 

correspondences between the schema of the domain ontology (𝑂𝐷) and the target 

repository's schema (𝑂𝐷
′ ). In the case of the Portuguese Blood Donations repository, 

such correspondences are presented in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1 - Possible alignment between schemas. 

Entities 
Relation 

Source Schema (𝑂𝐷) Target Schema (𝑂𝐷
′ ) 

s:Person TotalDonator Subsumption (≥) 

aux:Gender Gender Equivalence(≡) 

aux:desc description Equivalence(≡) 

(s:Pdata).s:weight (TotalDonator).weight Equivalence(≡) 

s:height Height Equivalence(≡) 

s:date_of_birth date_of_birth Equivalence(≡) 

s:identityCard identCardN Equivalence(≡) 

s:age not existing33  

The definition of the alignment between repositories' schemas allows the rewriting 

of the DCOs with respect to the schema dimension. In Example 5-7 the alignment 

between properties s:height and height is represented in the Alignment API format 

which is the format of the alignments used in the prototype.   

Example 5-7 - alignments between s:height and height properties in Alignment API format. 

<Cell cid='1'> 
    <entity1 rdf:resource='http://www.example/ralmeida/untitled-ontology-20#s:height '/> 
    <entity2 rdf:resource='http://www.example/ralmeida /untitled-ontology-49# height '/> 
    <measure rdf:datatype='xsd:float'>1.0</measure> 
     <relation>=</relation> 
</Cell>  

 

                                                           
33 Does not exist in the target schema 
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5.8.2. Alignments between E-DQM and SmartClean 

Since the language of the vocabulary (E-DQM) is different from SmartClean's 

declarative language, DCORP must rewrite the DCOs according to the vocabulary 

dimension. This process has been partially presented in Section 4.4.  

Between the vocabularies of SmartClean (𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′) and E-DQM (DCOV) a set of 

correspondences must exist. The respective alignment is presented in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2 - Possible alignment between vocabularies of E-DQM and SmartClean. 

Entities 
Relation 

EDQM (𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉) SmartClean (𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉′) 

dqm:DataRequirement sc:DetectionOperation Equivalence(≡) 

dqm:PropertyRequirement sc:AttributeLevelViolation Equivalence(≡) 

dqm:PropertyCompletenessRule sc:MissingValueViolation Subsumption (≥) 

e-dqm:RegExSyntaxRule sc:RegExpRule Subsumption (≥) 

dqm:testedClass sc:from Equivalence(≡) 

dqm:testedProperty1 sc:on Subsumption (≤) 

e-dqm:UserDefFunction sc:UserDefinedFunctionDV Equivalence(≡) 

e-dqm:fName sc:fName Equivalence(≡) 

e-dqm:fType not existing  

e-dqm:fLocation sc:fLocation Equivalence(≡) 

e-dqm:fDescription sc:fDescription Equivalence(≡) 

dqm:LegalValueRule sc:LVRuleViolation Subsumption (≥) 

dqm:trustedClass sc:table Equivalence(≡) 

dqm:trustedProperty sc:atribute Equivalence(≡) 

dqm:LegalValueRangeRule sc:LVRangeRuleViolation Equivalence(≡) 

e-dqm:compliance sc:compliance Equivalence(≡) 

e-dqm:lowerLimit sc:lowerLimit Equivalence(≡) 

The property v:fType in E-DQM has no direct correspondence in SmartClean. The 

type defined in this property will be used to establish the alignment with the class 

function or with the class expression in SmartClean.  

Example 5-8 presents an alignment between two instances of the vocabulary 

represented in the Alignment API format. 

Example 5-8 - alignments between v:DataRequirement and sc:DetectionOp properties in Alignment API 
format. 

<Cell cid='1'> 
    <entity1 rdf:resource='http://www.example/ralmeida/untitled-ontology-60# e-dqm:DataRequirement '/> 
    <entity2 rdf:resource='http://www.example/ralmeida/untitled-ontology-75# sc:DetectionOperation'/> 
    <measure rdf:datatype='xsd:float'>1.0</measure> 
     <relation>=</relation> 
</Cell>  
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5.9. Golden reference 

Based on the previous information a golden reference was manually conceived 

aiming to compare/evaluate the results automatically generated by a generic 

implementation of the DCORP. The set of inputs of the DCORP were: 

  The domain ontology presented in Section 5.3 and the vocabulary 

presented in Section 5.4 for the specification of DCOs; 

 The SmartClean declarative language (Section 5.7), a vocabulary different 

from the one previously mentioned; 

 An ontology representing a data source of Portuguese blood donations 

(Section 5.6 );  

 One alignment between the two ontologies and another between the two 

vocabularies (Section 5.8.1 and Section 5.8.2, respectively). 

The golden reference were carried out considering each of the three different 

scenarios that require a rewriting of the DCOs, i.e., that contemplate variations in the 

ontology and/or vocabulary, as presented in Section 4.4.2. The DCOs considered in all 

three scenarios are the ones specified by the expert, as presented in Section 5.5 

(Example 5-2 through Example 5-6 presents a set of DCOs that allow the detection of 

the integrity constraint represented by DQP5. Since DQM does not support integrity 

constraints violations a possible solution is to represent each of the possible constraints 

individually and then consider them together. This solution is possible since if one of the 

presented DCOs fails, the integrity constraint represented by DQP5 also fails.  

Example 5-6) present a set of DCOs that allow the detection of the integrity constraint 

represented by DQP5. Since E-DQM does not support complex integrity constraints 

violations, a possible solution is to represent each of the possible constraints through, 

individual domain violations, and then consider them together. This solution is possible 

since if one of the presented DCOs fails, the integrity constraint represented by DQP5 

also fails. 
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5.9.1. Scenario 2 (i.e., 𝑶𝑫 ≢ 𝑶𝑫
′  and 𝑫𝑪𝑶𝑽 ≡ 𝑫𝑪𝑶𝑽′) 

As stated in Section 4.4.2.2, in this scenario the variation occurs only on the data 

schema dimension while the vocabulary dimension remains unchanged. For that reason, 

the schema of the domain ontology (Section 5.3) and the ontology of the database of 

Portuguese blood donations (Section 5.6) are taken into account. The reuse of the DCOs 

also requires an alignment between these ontologies (see Table 5-1). 

The results of this rewriting process are shown from Example 5-9 to Example 5-13.  

Example 5-9 - DCO1 specified according to target repository's schema. 

:dco1 a dqm PropertyCompletenessRule; 
dqm testedClass TotalDonator; 
dqm:testedProperty1 date_of_birth 
dqm:requiredProperty “true” ^^ xsd:Boolean; 
dqm:requiredValue “true” ^^ xsd:Boolean. 

 

Example 5-10 - DCO2 specified according to target repository's schema. 

:dco2 a e-dqm:RegExSyntaxRule; 
e-dqm:applies :dco2_1; 
dqm:testedClass TotalDonator; 

     dqm v:testedProperty1 db:date_of_birth. 
:dco2_1 a e-dqm:RegularExpression; 

e-dqm:regex “^(0[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])-(0[1-9]|1[0-2])-(19[0-9]{2}|20(0[0-9]|1[0-7])); 
     e-dqm:compliance “ISO/IEC/IEEE 9945:2009”; 

 

Example 5-11 - DCO3 specified according to target repository's schema. 

: dco3: a e-dqm:UserDefFunction; 
      e-dqm:fName “PortIdentCardValidation”; 
      e-dqm:fType “Function”; 
      e-dqm:fDescrprition “Function in Java that allows the verification of the number of an identity card”; 
      e-dqm:fLocation “anyURI”;  
      dqm:testedClass TotalDonator;  
      dqm:testedProperty1 identCardN. 

 

Example 5-12 - DCO4 specified according to target repository's schema. 

:dco4 a dqm:LegalValueRule; 
  dqm:testedClass TotalDonator; 
  dqm:testedProperty1 description; 
  dqm:trustedClass Gender; 

       dqm:trustedProperty1 description. 
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Example 5-13 - DCOs 5, 6 and 7 specified according to target repository's schema. 

:dco5 a dqm:LegalValueRangeRule; 
     dqm:testedClass TotalDonator;  

    dqm:testedProperty1 height; 
     e-dqm:lowerLimit “150”^xsd:int. 

:dco6 a dqm LegalValueRangeRule; 
dqm:testedClass TotalDonator;          
dqm:testedProperty1 weight; 

     dqm:lowerLimit “50” ^xsd:int. 

:dco7 a dqm: LegalValueRangeRule; 
dqm:testedClass TotalDonator;          

dqm:testedProperty1 age; 
     dqm:lowerLimit “18”^xsd:int. 

 

As can be seen all the DCOs were rewritten according to the schema of the target 

ontology. 

5.9.2. Scenario 3 (i.e., 𝑶𝑫 ≡ 𝑶𝑫
′  and 𝑫𝑪𝑶𝑽 ≢ 𝑫𝑪𝑶𝑽′) 

In this scenario variations occur only on the vocabulary dimension. For that reason, 

the vocabulary presented in Section 5.4 and the vocabulary representing the SmartClean 

language (Section 5.7) are taken into account, as well as the alignment between them 

(see Table 5-2). 

The results of the rewriting process over the vocabulary dimension are shown from 

Example 5-14 to Example 5-18.  

Example 5-14 - DCO1 specified according to SmartClean's vocabulary. 

:dco1 a sc:MissingValueViolation; 
sc:from s:Person; 
sc:on s:date_of_birth. 

 

Example 5-15 - DCO2 specified according to SmartClean's vocabulary. 

:dco2 a sc:RegularExpRule; 
     sc:regex “^(0[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])-(0[1-9]|1[0-2])-(19[0-9]{2}|20(0[0-9]|1[0-7])); 
     sc:compliance “ISO/IEC/IEEE 9945:2009”; 
     sc:from s:Person; 
     sc:on s:date_of_birth. 

 

Example 5-16 - DCO3 specified according to SmartClean's vocabulary. 

: dco3: a sc:UserDefinedFunction; 
      sc:fName “PortIdentCardValidation”; 
      sc:fDescripition “Function in Java that allows the verification of the number of an identity card”; 
      sc:fLocation “anyURI”;  
      sc:from s:Person;  
      sc:on s:identityCard. 
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Example 5-17 - DCO4 specified according to SmartClean's vocabulary. 

:dco4 a sc:LVRuleViolation; 
    sc:from s:Person;   
    sc:on s:gender; 
    sc:table aux:Gender; 
    sc:atribute aux:desc. 

 

Example 5-18 - DCO5 specified according to SmartClean's vocabulary. 

:dco5 a sc:LVRangeRuleViolation; 
sc:from s:Person;  
sc:on s:height; 

     sc:lowerLimit “150”. 

:dco6 a sc:LVRangeRuleViolation; 
sc:from s:Person;  
sc:on s:wheight; 

     sc:lowerLimit “50”. 

:dco7 a sc:LVRangeRuleViolation; 
sc:from s:Person;  
sc:on s:age; 

     sc:lowerLimit “18”^xsd:int. 

 

5.9.3. Scenario 4 (i.e., 𝑶𝑫 ≢ 𝑶𝑫
′  and 𝑫𝑪𝑶𝑽 ≢ 𝑫𝑪𝑶𝑽′) 

In this scenario the developed prototype has to deal with variations at schema and 

vocabulary dimensions. For that purpose, there is a need to simultaneously consider the 

schema of the domain ontology (Section 5.3), the ontology of the database of 

Portuguese blood donations (Section 5.6), the vocabulary presented in Section 5.4 and 

the vocabulary representing the SmartClean language (Section 5.7), as well as the 

alignments between the two ontologies (Table 5-1) and between the two vocabularies 

(Table 5-2). The output of the DCORP are the DCOs represented according to the target's 

schema and SmartClean's vocabulary, as can be seen from Example 5-19 to Example 

5-23. 

Example 5-19 - DCO1 specified according to SmartClean's vocabulary. 

:dco1 a sc:MissingValueViolation; 
sc:from db:TotalDonator; 
sc:on db:date_of_birth. 

 

Example 5-20 - DCO2 specified according to SmartClean's vocabulary. 

:dco2 a sc:RegularExpRule; 
     sc:regex “^(0[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])-(0[1-9]|1[0-2])-(19[0-9]{2}|20(0[0-9]|1[0-7])); 
     sc:compliance “ISO/IEC/IEEE 9945:2009”; 
     sc:from db:TotalDonator; 
     sc:on db:date_of_birth. 
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Example 5-21 - DCO3 specified according to SmartClean's vocabulary. 

: dco3: a sc:UserDefinedFunctionDV; 
      sc:fName “PortIdentCardValidation”; 
      sc:fDescripition “Function in Java that allows the verification of the number of an identity card”; 
      sc:fLocation “anyURI”;  
      sc:from db:TotalDonator;  
      sc:on db:identCardN. 

 

Example 5-22 - DCO4 specified according to SmartClean's vocabulary. 

:dco4 a sc:LVRuleViolation; 
    sc:from TotalDonator;   
    sc:on description; 
    sc:table Gender; 
    sc:atribute Gender. 

 

Example 5-23 - DCO5 specified according to SmartClean's vocabulary. 

:dco5 a sc:LVRangeRuleViolation; 
sc:from TotalDonator;  
sc:on height; 

     sc:lowerLimit “150”. 

:dco6 a sc:LVRangeRuleViolation; 
sc:from TotalDonator;  
sc:on height; 

     sc:lowerLimit “50”. 

:dco7 a sc:LVRangeRuleViolation; 
sc:from TotalDonator;  
sc:on age; 

     sc:lowerLimit “18”^xsd:int. 

Independently of the scenario, DCORP rewrites the DCOs at a conceptual level. If 

the rewriting process comprises the vocabulary dimension (Scenarios 3 and 4), all the 

DCOs are specified in RDF/OWL according to the vocabulary of the DCT to be used (in 

this case the SmartClean tool). These DCOs must then be represented in a format that 

can be executed by the SmartClean DCT, as presented in the next section. 

5.10. Serialization 

In order for the DCOs to be executed in the SmartClean tool they must be converted 

to plain text. This is the goal of the DCORP's serialization sub-process. Example 5-24 

through Example 5-28 present DCOS 1 to 7 after the serialization process for Scenario 4 

although the same could be done to Scenario 3, since there is the need to represent the 

DCOs in SmartClean’s language. 

Example 5-24 - DCO 1 after the serialization process. 

DETECT MISSING-VALUE 
ON date_of_birth FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
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Example 5-25 - DCO 2 after the serialization process. 

DETECT SYNTAX-VIOLATION 
ON date_of_birth FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
WHERE date_of_birth NOT LIKE ‘^(0[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])-(0[1-9]|1[0-2])-(19[0-9]{2}|20(0[0-9]|1[0-7]))’ 

 

Example 5-26 - DCO 3 after the serialization process. 

DETECT DOMAIN-VIOLATION 
ON identCardN FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
WHERE PortIdentCardValidation(identCardN)==false 

 

Example 5-27 - DCO 4 after the serialization process. 

DETECT DOMAIN VIOLATION 
ON gender FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
USINGTABLE Gender 

 

Example 5-28 - DCOs 5,6 and 7 after the serialization process. 

DETECT DOMAIN VIOLATION 
ON height FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
WHERE height<150 

DETECT DOMAIN VIOLATION 
ON weight FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
WHERE weight<50 

DETECT DOMAIN VIOLATION 
ON age FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
WHERE age<18 

The results manually obtained, relatively to the DCORP process, must then be 

confirmed by the developed prototype. In the next section, some of the DCOs rewritten 

by the prototype are compared to the original ones, in order to evaluate the prototype's 

rewriting capabilities. 

5.11. Results 

The evaluation of the results obtained was made through a comparison between 

the golden reference and the results obtained using the developed prototype. Next, the 

obtained results are presented as well as an interpretation/discussion of those results. 

5.11.1. Prototype result for DCO1 

:dco1 a dqm:PropertyCompletenessRule; 
    dqm:testedClass s:Person; 
    dqm:testedProperty1 s:date_of_birth;  
    dqm:requiredProperty “true” ^^ xsd:Boolean; 
    dqm:requiredValue “true” ^^ xsd:Boolean. 

DETECT MISSING-VALUE 
ON date_of_birth FROM TotalDonator OF DB 

  

The evaluation of DCO1 reveal that: 
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 The result obtained is in accordance with what is expected (golden 

reference) and without the need of human intervention for the DCORP; 

 Considering the particularities of the test it is possible to extrapolate from 

here that operations with the same type of information as the one 

presented will have a similar result. The only thing that have to be changed 

is the type of operation;  

 This is probably the easiest problem to be tested. 

5.11.2. Prototype result for DCO2 

:dco2 a e-dqm:RegExSyntaxRule; 
    e-dqm:applies s:RegularExpression_dco2_1; 
    dqm:testedClass s:Person; 
    dqm:testedProperty1 s:date_of_birth. 
:dco2_1 a v:RegularExpression_dco2_1; 
    e-dqm:regex “^(0[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])-(0[1-9]|1[0-2])-
(19[0-9]{2}|20(0[0-9]|1[0-7])); 
    e-dqm:compliance “ISO/IEC/IEEE 9945:2009”; 

DETECT SYNTAX-VIOLATION 
ON date_of_birth FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
WHERE date_of_birth NOT LIKE ‘^(0[1-
9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])-(0[1-9]|1[0-2])-(19[0-
9]{2}|20(0[0-9]|1[0-7]))’ 

In terms of rewritten process, as with DCO1, the rewritten was automatic. However, 

at serialization level, a question was identified: which operator should be used (LIKE or 

NOT-LIKE given that SmartClean language supports both operators). For this situation 

three options could be adopted: 

 Resort to the operator LIKE. Although it is possible this was not the solution 

implemented since, normally, when a regular expression is defined the 

purpose is to identify instance values that does not respect that syntax; 

 Resort to the operator NOT-LIKE. This was the adopted solution since when 

a regular expression is defined the purpose is to identify instance values that 

does not respect that syntax; 

 Another possible solution is to make this operation a semi-automatic 

operation, asking the expert to choose between the operators LIKE or NOT-

LIKE. Although this possibility was also considered it was not the adopted 

solution since this will transform the rewritten process from automatic to 

semi-automatic. Furthermore, this can be easily done by changing the 

operator of the existing DCO from LIKE to NOT-LIKE. 
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5.11.3. Prototype result for DCO3 

    dco3: a e-dqm:UserDefFunction; 
      e-dqm:fName PortIdentCardValidation; 
      e-dqm:fType “Function”; 
      e-dqm:fDescrprition “Function in Java that allows 
the verification of the number of an identity card”; 
      e-dqm:fLocation “anyURI”; 
      e-dqm:returnType “boolen”; 
      e-dqm:nArg “1”; 
      dqm:testedClass s:Person;  
      dqm:testedProperty1 s:identityCard. 

DETECT DOMAIN-VIOLATION 
ON identCardN FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
WHERE 
PortIdentCardValidation(identCardN)==false 

In terms of rewritten process, the rewritten was automatic. Although the DCOs that 

use functions are usually specific to particular situations and tools, the user might still 

be given the opportunity to reuse them. This solution: 

 Allows the specification of the location of the developed function and some 

properties that can be used for validations; 

 Only allows the specification of functions independently of the granularity 

of the DQP; 

In this case the rewriting is possible but, in order for the DCO to be executed in the 

SmartClean DCT, the location of the function must refer to a specific URI, since 

SmartClean keeps functions in a local directory/folder. 

5.11.4. Prototype result for DCO4 

:dco4 a dqm:LegalValueRule; 
  dqm:testedClass s:Person; 
  dqm:testedProperty1 s:gender; 
  dqm:trustedClass aux:Gender; 

       dqm:trustedProperty1 aux:desc. 

DETECT DOMAIN VIOLATION 
ON gender FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
USINGTABLE Gender 

This test assessed the prototype's capacity for rewriting DCOs at multiple relations 

using a dictionary. In this case the rewriting was semi-automatic since there was no 

direct alignment to the dictionary to be used by SmartClean from E-DQM. 

5.11.5. Prototype result for DCO 5, 6 and 7 

:dco5 a dqm :LegalValueRangeRule; 

     dqm:testedClass s:Person; 
 dqm :testedProperty1 s:height; 
 dqm:lowerLimit “150”^xsd:int. 

DETECT DOMAIN VIOLATION 
ON height FROM TotalDonator OF DB 
WHERE height<150 
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Only the rewriting result for DCO 5 is presented above, as the results for DCOs 6 and 

7 nothing add to the following explanation. The test intended to evaluate how well the 

prototype was able to rewrite DCOs containing conditions over numerical values. In this 

case the rewriting was automatic. To support the comparison operation of DCO 5, the 

lower limit property of E-DQM must be mapped to the symbol ”<” in SmartClean 

language. 

The evaluation of DCO5 reveals that: 

 The result obtained is in accordance with what is expected (golden 

reference) and without the need of human intervention for the DCORP; 

 Considering the particularities of the test, it is possible to extrapolate from 

here that operations with the same type of information as the one 

presented will have a similar result. The only thing that have to be changed 

is the type of operation;  

 The lower limit value is evaluated as being included in the condition, i.e., if 

a donator is 150 centimeters she/he is a valid donator. 

5.12. Discussion 

The experiments were carried out to validate the proposed artifacts in an iterative 

and incremental process. The golden reference tests constitute the basis for the 

evaluation of the DCORP and of the output of the prototype. 

The rewriting of DCO4 according to the schema dimension (domain ontology and E-

DQM vocabulary) requires the extension/refinement of the domain ontology in order to 

capture the gender possible values. 

The experiment related to DQP5 revealed that it can be dealt with through a single 

DCO or through three distinct DCOs. The choice made was, to represent this IC in three 

different DCOs (DCO5, DCO6 and DCO7). An integrity constraint defined in this way has 

the advantages of being easier to represent and understand and of being easier to reuse. 

Moreover, the specification of the DCOs at a conceptual level can lead to a domain 

ontology refinement, for example through the addition of concepts allowing data 
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validation (DCO7). It should be noted that integrity constraints are not represented 

directly in E-DQM or SmartClean vocabularies since they represent very complex DCOs 

which in most cases are not reused. Although the aim of the proposed methodology is 

to deal with generic DQPs (and not with specific DQPs), it was possible to state that with 

some expertise, some kind of DQPs can possibly be specified. 

The experiment with DCO7 revealed that it is not possible to calculate the donator's 

age with a simple correspondence. In fact, the calculation of the donator's age requires 

an operator that simultaneously considers the system data and the donator's 

date_of_birth, which cannot be accomplished with simple correspondences. 

The majority of the golden reference undertaken deal with DQPs occurring at the 

attribute level, since on the sequence of Oliveira's taxonomy these are the DQPs that 

should be detected and corrected first. Recall that there is an interrelation between 

DQPs at different levels, and the not resolution of some DQPs may reveal other DQPs 

on other granularity levels. 

SmartClean allows the specification of more complex DCOs in two different ways: 

regular expressions or functions, the latter for very complex DCOs. On the other hand, 

E-DQM only considers functions, not regular expressions. Hence, the expert must only 

specify correspondences according to the situation at hand and that are supported for 

the source vocabulary.  

Other experiments also made clear that the reuse of some DCOs (like duplicate 

detection) cannot be totally automatic, as their rewriting requires the intervention of an 

expert for the specification of their conditions, which is not supported by E-DQM. A 

possible solution for this problem is to identify the DCO as incomplete and ask the expert 

to complete the DCO according to the language of the tool. Other possible solution is to 

define the implementation of the serialization process specifically to the SmartClean 

tool. This solution would make the proposed solution less general.  

Special emphasis should be given to the expert’s job, namely when defining the 

correct correspondences. This is because E-DQM's vocabulary is more abstract and 
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generic than SmartClean's, which means that a DCO specified in E-DQM vocabulary, 

aimed at a particular DQP, may correspond to several DCOs in SmartClean vocabulary, 

aimed at several different DQPs. This is the case, for instance, of the LegalValueRule 

class, which can be used not only to detect misspellings, but also to detect domain 

violations. 

Some other experiments were carried out besides the ones that were presented 

along this chapter. In some of these experiments the rewriting was not possible due to 

semantic discrepancies between E-DQM and SmartClean, as was the case with 

functional dependencies. To overcome such situations, correspondences should be 

established between E-DQM and SmartClean vocabularies, which in turn require the 

addition of adequate properties to E-DQM. However, this solution increases the 

coupling between SmartClean and E-DQM, which is not a desired outcome.  

It is important to note that E-DQM is only a reference vocabulary that was conceived 

for the specification of detection and correction DCOs on the web. E-DQM does not 

possess an associated language nor an engine used for the execution of the specified 

DCOs. 

5.13. Summary 

This chapter presents an overview of the experiments carried out with the proposed 

methodology in order to validate the results of the prototype implemented for the 

DCORP. The implementation was an iterative process, each step allowing for further 

improvements in the methodology. Some DQPs were dealt with, without the concern to 

analyse all possible DQPs of the real world data at hand, nor all the DQPs considered in 

Oliveira's taxonomy ([Oliveira et al. 2005a]). Other repositories and other experiments 

could be made to detect different DQPs that are also represented in the E-DQM 

ontology. 

The first requirement of the proposed methodology is the existence of ontologies 

for the domain at hand and for a vocabulary in which the DCOs can be specified at a 

conceptual level. The prototype implemented resorted to a domain ontology in the 
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blood donations domain in RDF/OWL and to an ontology of a Portuguese blood 

donations relational database, transformed to RDF/OWL. This ontology was partially 

described, the full description not being necessary for the purpose of this dissertation. 

The DQM Ontology was chosen as the most adequate vocabulary for the initial 

specification of the DCOs. After an analysis of the DQPs that had been put forward, there 

was a need to extend the DQM Ontology (E-DQM) in order to incorporate DQPs that had 

not yet support. Such extension of the DQM vocabulary was partially accomplished, as 

an illustration of the process by which it can be done. 

The DCOs tackling the DQPs were then specified at a conceptual level. In this way, 

the DCOs become easier to reuse and thus reduce the need for human intervention. For 

one particular DQP, the complexity of the corresponding DCO made evident one of the 

advantages of the proposed methodology, namely the possibility of decomposing 

complex integrity constraints into a set of simpler DCOs. In this case, DQP5 gave rise to 

DCOs 5, 6 and 7. Such decompositions foster the reuse of the DCOs as these become 

simpler and can more easily be combined among them. 

The application of the DCOs over the target repository required their rewriting from 

the domain ontology into the target repository's ontology and from the E-DQM 

vocabulary in which they were initially specified into the vocabulary of the DCT 

(SmartClean, in this case). Both the ontologies of the target repository and of the DCT's 

vocabulary were described. 

The rewriting further requires the existence of two alignments, one between the 

domain and target ontologies, and another between the initial and DCT's vocabularies. 

After the presentation of such alignments, the results of the DCORP were outlined for 

three different scenarios, according to the possible variations in the repository's 

ontology and in the vocabulary dimensions. 

After the DCORP, the DCOs were serialized into the language of SmartClean and 

analyzed, in order to evaluate the overall performance of the proposed methodology, 

with an emphasis in the results obtained by the developed prototype. Most of the DCOs 

were adequately rewritten in an automatic way. In some cases, the expert might 
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intervene as to refine the results. However, some DCOs can only be rewritten in a semi-

automatic way, as they require the intervention of the expert as to become fully 

applicable by the DCT on the target repository. In any case, special attention should be 

given to the manual establishment of correspondences by the expert.
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6.  

 

Conclusion 

This chapter presents an overview of the research made, to fundament the work 

done that lead to the contributions of this thesis. Finally, some limitations and future 

work are also presented. 

6.1. Overview of the thesis  

The research reported on this dissertation was carried out based on the premise that 

representing data cleaning operations (DCOs) at a conceptual level closer to the human 

cognition, independently of concrete conceptualizations and/or data models is 

advantageous. Namely, it aims to reuse existing knowledge specified at a conceptual 

level trying to reduce the required human expertise and intervention during the process 

of DCOs’ specification. This is achieved by exploring the existing alignments between the 

conceptualization of a model/schema of a specific domain and the model/schema of a 

repository of that same domain and the DCOs previously specified at a conceptual level. 

Having identified DCOs that can be total or partially applied in that repository, the 
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domain expert/user can select the one(s) he wish to reuse. This DCOs must then be 

rewritten in order to be executed over that repository.   

In the context of data cleaning, there are tools and/or languages that are used for the 

detection of DQPs. The DCOs specified in these tools and/or languages are tied to the 

repository schema and only suited for a specific data model. Other approaches suggest 

the use of ontologies to solve DQPs in specific data models (e.g., RDF/OWL). Since there 

are multiple heterogeneous repositories, the specification of DCOs applicable on 

different schemas and/or data models is a difficult task. Due to the repositories 

heterogeneity, the DCOs are specified according to each schema and/or data model 

characteristics, thus creating strong dependencies. 

To reuse existing data cleaning knowledge (materialized as DCOs) from an existing 

repository to new repositories in order to verify the existence of the same DQPs, it is 

necessary to solve problems arising from the heterogeneity between them considering 

two different dimensions: schema and vocabulary (cf. Section 4.4.2). 

Therefore, this thesis proposes an approach that uses ontologies allowing the 

representation of the DCOs at a conceptual level. These are the domain ontology (DO) 

that represents a domain of interest and a specific vocabulary (DCOV) representing Data 

Cleaning Operations, both of them represented in RDF/OWL. 

A new generic data cleaning methodology allowing the representation of DCOs at a 

conceptual level that can be applicable on different repositories, allowing the reuse of 

the existing knowledge, was presented and described. This methodology encompasses: 

(i) the specification of DCOs based on a DO and a Data Cleaning Operation Vocabulary 

(DCOV) at a conceptual level; (ii) a transformation process that generates a 

conceptualization of the repositories (source and target repository) and an alignment 

process where: the alignments between DO and the target repository; and from the 

DCOV and the vocabulary of the DCT (DCOV) are represented in the same data model; 

(iii) the rewriting of the DCOs specified over the DO according to the DCOV, and 

according to the language of the selected data cleaning tool and target repository 

schema. The responsibility of executing the DCOs over the target repository belongs to 

the data cleaning tool. 
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The rewriting of the DCOs, specified over the DO according to the DCOV, depends on 

two dimensions: the schema and vocabulary dimensions. Each of these dimensions 

requires a set of alignments for the rewriting to take place. For that and according to the 

developed prototype, DO, target repository, DCOV and DCOV’ must be represented in 

the same data model (RDF/OWL). On the schema dimension, the rewriting requires an 

alignment between the DO and the target repository, while on the vocabulary 

dimension, the rewriting requires an alignment between the DCOV and the vocabulary 

of the tool (DCOV’) in which the DCOs are going to be executed.   

The proposed methodology is the result of an iterative process of testing and 

refinement via a set of experiments that focused on the various problems being 

addressed. The evaluation of these experiments showed that the proposed solution 

responded positively to the identified problems, i.e.: 

 It allows the representation of the DCOs at a conceptual level independently 

of any schema and data model; 

 It allows the representation of the DCOs at a conceptual level independently 

of any Data Cleaning Tool; 

 It allows the rewriting of the DCOs into different vocabularies; 

 It allows the suggestion of DCOs to the expert; 

 It supports the DCOs execution over the target repository performed by the 

data cleaning tool. 

6.2. Contributions 

As stated in the introductory chapter, this thesis advocates that representing DCOs 

at a higher conceptual level presents significant advantages. These advantages stem 

from the fact that such high conceptual representations lend DCOs greater 

independence from particularities of concrete situations in which they should be 

applied, and materialize themselves in a diminished need for human intervention during 

the DCP. 

To assess the likelihood of this statement, two main challenges had to be addressed 

when representing DCOs at a higher conceptual level, namely the design of a conceptual 
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framework within which such representations could take place, and the design and 

implementation of a global process allowing the use of such higher conceptual 

representations in concrete DCPs involving real and specific repositories and DQPs. 

Hence, the proposed methodology distinguished three data layers: the Abstract Data 

Layer, allowing the specification and storage of DCOs at a higher conceptual level; the 

Concrete Data Layer, which encompasses the Data Cleaning Process in itself; and a 

Bridge Layer translating DCOs between higher and lower conceptual levels and thus 

interconnecting the other two layers. The developed methodology then focuses mainly 

on the Abstract Data Layer and on the Bridge Layer, thus tackling the two 

aforementioned challenges. 

The higher conceptual level at which DCOs can be represented in the Abstract Data 

Layer relies on a Data Cleaning Operations Specification Process. The DCOSP in turn is 

dependent upon a conceptualization of a specific domain of interest, capturing and 

describing at a higher level the same domain of the concrete data source at hand, and 

upon a general vocabulary, independent of any domain and allowing the univocal 

description of the structure and semantics of (concrete) DCOs. 

On the other hand, the core of the Bridge Layer, translating DCOs from a higher to 

a lower conceptual level, is the Data Cleaning Operations Rewriting Process. The DCORP 

semi-automatically rewrites DCOs according to the target repository's schema and the 

DCT's vocabulary. Such rewriting is made possible through the existence of a set of 

correspondences between domain ontology and target repository's schema, and 

between vocabulary ontology and DCT's vocabulary. 

The development of this thesis went on to test such methodology over real world 

data with DQPs from a Blood Donations relational database of a Portuguese Hospital 

and with the vocabulary representing SmartClean’s declarative language. The 

implemented prototype resorted to ontologies of the blood donations domain and of 

the specific relational database at hand, both represented in RDF/OWL, and also 

resorted to an extended DQM Ontology (E-DQM) for the specification of DCOs at a 

higher conceptual level. Complex DCOs were, whenever possible, decomposed into 

several simpler DCOs, a strategy which fosters DCO’s reutilization. The application of the 
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DCOs over the target repository required their rewriting from the domain ontology into 

the target repository's ontology and from the E-DQM vocabulary in which they were 

initially specified into the vocabulary of the DCT (SmartClean). 

The analysis of the DCOs serialized into the language of SmartClean revealed that 

most of the DCOs were adequately rewritten in an automatic way. Nevertheless, other 

experiments made clear that the reuse of some DCOs cannot be totally automatic, as 

their rewriting requires the intervention of an expert for the specification of some of 

their conditions. 

 

The intervention of an expert is essential for the establishment of correct 

correspondences between vocabularies and between repositories’ conceptualizations. 

Also, human intervention may still be required to fine-tune and apply some DCOs. 

Nevertheless, the experiments carried out made clear that the proposed methodology 

can significantly contribute to reduce the need for experts and users’ intervention in 

DCPs and in the overall DQM. And such was the initial hypothesis of this work. 

The development of this thesis gave rise to six publications in international peer-

reviewed conferences, as mentioned in Section 1.5. 

6.3. Limitations 

From the analysis of the approaches made to the studied Data Cleaning Tools it was 

possible to see that they are very dependent on human expertise for either manual or 

automatic correction operations. As these operations were only represented at a 

conceptual level, experiments using the same example as the one used for detection 

operations are needed in order to refine the options made. 

The representation of the vocabulary at a conceptual level represents a good solution 

for reusing DCOs but when the complexity of the DQP to be detected increases, this 

solution has limitations. Some of these problems can be solved by using simpler DCOs 

combined together which improves the reusability (cf. Section 5.12 – DQP 5). DCOs 

involving expressions (e.g., aggregations, transformations and mathematical 
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expressions) also represent a limitation to the proposed vocabulary since it does not 

support the specification of those expressions. Another limitation is related to the 

representation of more complex DCOs using functions. The adopted solution mainly 

allows the identification of the function, the type of returned value, the physical location 

where it is stored and some parameters like the number of arguments that can be used 

to make some validations. This approach has proved to be somewhat restrictive, 

because, although it allows the specification of a function in multiple languages (e.g. 

Java), it can hardly be represented through an ontology and it assumes that the adopted 

data cleaning tool to which DCOs are been rewritten also has such feature (e.g., supports 

the execution of Java functions). Otherwise, function-based DCOs cannot be rewritten. 

Although the proposed methodology was conceived to work with different data 

models, only experiments with relational data model and RDF/OWL were made. The 

rewritten process was applied to a single repository using the language of the 

SmartClean data cleaning tool. 

There is also another situation that should be studied that is related to more 

expressive alignment tools, like EDOAL34, to solve some of the identified limitations (e.g., 

computed/calculated fields) on the proposed solution when using the alignment API, 

like the use of mathematical expressions, aggregations and transformations. This study 

should then be compared to the alternative of representing them in the vocabulary. 

6.4. Future Work 

Future work should pass by making a study that analyses the costs of representing 

expressions in the proposed vocabulary taking into account the complexity and the 

degree of detail that the vocabulary should support. Similar study can be made to study 

alternative ways of representing functions in terms of what should be represented in 

the vocabulary and what should be the limit in terms of representation. 

The specification of DCOs acting on a computed field can be simplified by explicitly 

representing it (e.g., age of a person is computed based on the birth date). For that, an 

expression like, Today()-date_of_birth, where Today() is a function that gets the system 

                                                           
34 http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/edoal.html accessed in 26/02/2017 

http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/edoal.html
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date. This implies the ability to capture and represents such relationships (through 

expressions) between fields (properties) in order to compute them before executing the 

DQP detection. Hence, this can be thought of as being similar to the application of an 

inference mechanism (e.g., Pellet) to a triple store where some information is explicitly 

represented, like the date_of_birth and the age is inferred based on the date of the 

system and the date_of_birth. The resulting expression may be further exploited to 

enrich a target repository. Alternatively, these expressions may also be exploited by the 

established alignments. This issue will be further studied in future works.  

Testing the proposed methodology and rewriting process in other real repositories 

represented in the same or in different data models (RDF, XML) and in the same or in 

different domains, taking advantage of reusing existing DCOs, will also be subject of 

future work. 
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